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Dear readers,
We are pleased to present
newly updated and refurbished
form of the Science and
Military magazine issue. The
body of editors comprises of the
international top experts in
both theoretical and practical fields of science and
technology, who contribute to the magazine by their
valuable advice and recommendations. Science and
Military is published in printed as well as electronic
version in form of abstracts, which can be found at
http://www.aos.sk/casopisy/science/index.html; the
official website of the Armed Forces Academy of
General Milan Rastislav Štefánik. There you can
also get in touch with the editor’s office, get the
information on possibilities to publish in the
magazine. Broad awareness and accessibility
positively
influence
scientific
level
and
communicativeness at the workplaces and among
employees in the field of science and technology.
Science and Military is registered in ProQuest
Central database and is published in full-text
electronic version at the web site. Readers can thus
see the latest issue or look for necessary information
on older issues, where original scientific articles are
published.
It is one of the basic measures for the level of the
scientific work nowadays to quote the author of the
work. The quality of scientific work outputs, interest
in the work and use of information gained from the
work may be inferred from the number of quotations.
This information can be found for example in Web of
Science database, which contains data records of
publicly published periodicals reference. Our
intention is to attain a permanent position within the
database.
Another significant predicative marker in quality
of particular work is impact factor, which is
a certain measure of quality of scientific magazines.
Science and Military has ambitions to rank
among the current magazines within the Current
Contents system in the near future by featuring highquality articles in English language and by
maintaining high impact factor, which is the
indicator of the scientific activities of the author of
the article or even the whole work place. Our aim is
to make sure the Science and Military serves the
purpose of publishing original scientific articles on
humanities, management, and science, technical,
military and security-related topics.
We have decided to pay more attention to
presenting practical experience, outputs and results
of scientific research, its interconnection with theory
and practice and exchange of experience among

experts, educators, scientific workers, PhD. students
and students.
Therefore we would like to hold a fruitful
discussion between the editor’s office and our
readers. Let us hear from you (by mail or e-mail) –
we appreciate knowing what our readers find
worthwhile and interesting. Your prompts,
comments, critique as well as articles will help us
fulfil the purpose of our magazine.

Col. (GS) Assoc. Prof. Dipl. Eng. Pavel NEČAS, PhD.
Editor–in-Chief
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THE DYNAMIC ERROR OF THERMOCOUPLES
František ADAMČÍK, Peter KRAJŇÁK
Abstract: The contribution is focused on solving the problem of the dynamic error at the thermocouples, used to measure
temperature of gases aft of the turbine. The temperature of gases aft of the turbine is a parameter limited by the material used
for manufacturing the turbine blades of aviation jet-engine. The time behaviour of the temperature the gases behind the
turbine is also an important indicator in terms of the combustion chamber diagnostics. The dynamic error of thermocouples
makes it impossible to use the temperature values of the gases aft of the turbine, recorded in flight onto an airborne engine
diagnostic device, in various modes of engine operation, consequently, solving the problem of the dynamic errors of
thermocouples is of primary importance.
Keywords: Jet-pipe temperature, parameter check, aircraft engine.

1 INTRODUCTION
In an aircraft engine, the temperature of the gases
aft of the turbine t4* is measured by way of
hermocouples equally distributed in a circle behind
the turbine (Figure 1). All over the engine there are
twelve bodies, each containing two independent
thermocouples – for both the first and the second
channel of measurement. For the electromotive force
(EMF) of the thermocouple it holds that:

e = f ( t H ) – f ( tCH )

(1)

there f(tH) and f(tCH) – contact EMF in view of the
hot and cold contacts of the thermocouples. To
obtain an integral (medium) value of the
temperatures for the gases aft of the turbine, all
thermocouples are connected paralelly. As the
„cold“ contacts of the thermocouples are placed off
the engine, their temperatures are substantially lower
than those of the measured gases. The electromotive force of the T-99 thermocouple is the linear
function of the difference between the “hot“ and
“cold“ contact and can be described in the form of:

e = k ( t H – tCH )

hot contact. In general, it is characterized by a time
constant τ, the magnitude of which is given by
expression:

τ=

cm
,
αQS

(3)

where: c- specific thermal capacity of the material
of the “hot“ thermocouple contact, m – mass of the
sensitive element of the “hot“ thermocouple contact,
S – area of the surface of the sensitive element
subjected to the stream of hot gases, α0 − coefficient
of the temperature transfer of the “hot“
thermocouple contact material.
The circuit of measuring the gas temperature aft
of the turbine t4* represents, in view of the
regulation, an aperiodical inertial element, which
can be described in the operator’s form by an
equation:

t 4*

mer

=

K
t* ,
τ P +1 4 S

(4)

(2)

where k = constant. The thermal electro-motive
force of the thermocouples from the first channel of
measurement is fed into the block of limiting
regulators (BLR) and from the second channel is
passing through two parallel circuits – on the
indicator of jet-pipe temperature to the pilot cockpit
and the other to the block of limiting commands.
2 DEFINING THE TASK
The most critical error of the thermocouple
consists in the dynamic error in connection with the
process of transferring the temperature of gas flow
to the sensitive element of the thermocouples- to the

where t4*mer – measured value of the temperature (on
the thermocouples´ input) t4*gases aft of the turbine,
t4*S – true value of the gases aft of the turbine t4*,
coefficient of transfer, normal image K=1, p –
Laplace operator.
From the expression (4) it follows that the
process of measuring the temperature of gases aft of
the turbine t4* can be described by a differential
equation taking the form of:

d t 4*

mer

dt

= K ω t 4* S − ω t 4*

mer ,

(5)
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collector

thermocouple

Figure 1 Connection plan of thermocouples

where

ω=

1

τ

the frequency proper to the process

of delay. The magnitude of the time constant of the
thermocouples used falls within the interval from 6
to 10 seconds in scope. Disregarding the dynamic
error of measurement at the thermocouples when
using them at the limiting channel for the
temperature t4* of the gases aft of the turbine
performed in the block of BLR could lead to
overheating the engine turbine and compressor
blades. In order to compensate for the effect of the
dynamic delay in the process of measuring the
temperature t4* of the gases af of the turbine, in the
block of BMR there is a correction circuit –
derivation element (Figure 2).

t*4 sk

k
Tp + 1

k kor p

The value of the correctional signal Δt4*mer from
the correctional element output can be expressed in
the form of:

Δ t 4* mer = t 4* S

τ kor P + 1

(6)

where K kor - correctional circuit amplification
coefficient, τkor – correctional circuit time constant.

t*4 mer

t* 4 mer kor

Δt4*mer

Tkor p + 1
Figure 2 Correction circuit – derivation element
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The equation (6) can be written in Cauchi´s
form:

d Δ t 4*
dt
where

mer

= K kor ω kor

ω kor =

1

τ kor

d t 4* S

dt

−ω

kor

Δ t 4*

⎛
d t*
⎜
4 mer
*
⎜t
−τ
mer
4
⎜
dt
⎜
⎝

1
=
K

mer ,

(7)
the frequency proper to the

In practice (within the BLR block) the
coefficient K kor and the time constant τ kor of
the correction circuit is determined so that the
resulting signal t4*kor mer = t4*mer + Δt4*mer should be
closest to the true value of t4*S of the temperature
of gases aft of the turbine:

(9)

d t*

4 mer

dt

by the time of the measured

temperature of gases t4*mer aft of the turbine.
Therefore, first of all, it is inevitable to determine
the value of this derivation in the moment of
registrating the temperature of gases t4*mer aft of the
turbine. In its general for, the equation of
monitoring (recorded measurements) can be written
in the vector form

( )

r
r rr
zi = h x , t + ηi ,

(10)

i i

(8)

The solution of the approximate equality is an
engineering task, solved in the 50s of the last
century in the time of mass introduction of jet
engines. At the present time, when using systems of
objective control, the topical tasts is the one of
evaluating the true temperatures of gases t4*S aft of
the turbine based on the information measured and
recorded by a Tester system. The problem consists
in the fact that, inside ethte BMR block, into which
the thermo-electro-motoric voltage is fed from the
thermocouples and are converted into DC voltage,
and also in the electronic block there are no
correctional circuits for measuring the temperature
t4*mer. Temperature t4*mer recorded by the Tester
system therefore shows a dynamic error. The true
value of the temperature t4*S is very important when
inspecting dynamic processes:
- starting up the engine, when the blades of both
turbines are cool and are subjected to the
greatest thermal loading,
- intensive accelerations idle-run – maximal, idlerun – afterburner, at which a substantial thermal
loading is also present.

⎞
⎟
⎟.
⎟
⎟
⎠

The complexity of solving the given equation
consists in the fact that the system lacks registration
of derivation

correction process.

t4*S ≈ t4*kor mer = t4*mer + Δt4*mer.

t 4* S

where

r
z

i

– represents the vector with dimension

( m×1)

r r
t , h ⎛⎜ x ,t

⎞ – in a
⎟
⎝ i i⎠
i
general case a nonlinear smooth (can be derivated
r
r
by vector x and time t ) vector function, x –
i
i
i

of

monitored in time

vector with dimension

r

( n×1) state of the object in

t,η

– vector of noises of measurements,
i
i
generally representing the stationary Gauss process
of the white noise.
In practical exercises, more exactly when
determining the values of partial derivation

time

d t*

4 mer , one can always determine the limited

dt

area of Γ state area, into which, with high
probability (closing to 1), belongs the
r
vector x ∈Γ . The area Γ lies in the sub-region

i

3

POSSIBLE METHODS OF SOLVING
THE TASK

Proceeding from the differential equation (5)
one could obtain the true value of the temperature
of gases aft of the turbine by way of solving the
equation:

Γv ⊂ Γ , in which, it is possible to approximate
each of the l-th component of the vector function

r
h

using the polynom of second level:
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( )

r r
n
n
r
ν
ν
ν
ν
ν
hl x , t ≈ al + ∑ b xij + ∑ b x x + c t + d t 2 , xi ∈ Γν ,
i i
lj
ljk ij ik
l
i
l
i
j =1

(11)

j, k = 1

Expression (11) in the form of a matrix:

( )

rr
rν
rν
r ν r rν
ν r
h x , t ≈ A + B xi + xiT B xi + C ti + D ti2

(12)

i i

rν
A
(m× n ) :

where

r
A

ν

rν
C

,

⎡ ν
⎢ a1
⎢
⎢ •
=⎢ •
⎢
⎢ •
⎢ ν
⎢a
⎣ m

rν
D

,

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥,
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

- vectors (column matrix with dimension

⎡ ν
⎢c1
⎢
rν ⎢ •
C =⎢ •
⎢
⎢ •
⎢ ν
⎢c
⎣ m

⎤
⎡ ν ⎤
⎡ ν
⎥
⎢d1 ⎥
⎢b11
⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢
•
⎥ r
⎥
⎢
⎢ •
ν
⎥ , D = ⎢ • ⎥, B ν = ⎢
•
⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢
⎥
⎢ • ⎥
⎢ •
⎥
⎢ ν ⎥
⎢ ν
⎥
⎢d ⎥
⎢b
⎦
⎣ m ⎦
⎣ m1

Coefficients of the matrix (13) can be
determined on the basis of experimental
measurements, for example by way of smallest
squares. Solution of the equation (12) in scalar
form:

() ()

t 4* mer t = h t ≈ a
i

ν

i

+c

ν

ti + d

ν

ti2 .
(14)

Then, the searched value of derivation to the
first estimate of

d t*

4 mer

in the time of measuring

dt
the temperature of gases aft of the turbine t4* in the
moment of t , can be expressed in the form of:
i

d t*

4 mer

dt

≈c

ν

+ 2d

ν

ti .

(15)

i

The Algorithm of calculating the ture
temperature of the gases aft of the turbine t4* must
be cyclical throughout the time interval of the
controlled process. Then the area of Γ will be of
rectangular from with dimensions on one axis from
tzač_zap to tkon_zap , and on the other one from 0ºС to
1100ºС. As a sub-area of Γ , we will look for

ν
rectangular forms falling within the area of Γ with
the length of sides of 2 seconds in one axis and
length from 0ºС to 1100ºС along the second axis.
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(m ×1) ), B ν

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Thus, the condition of

b

- square matrix

ν ⎤

1n ⎥

⎥
⎥
⎥.
⎥
• ⎥
ν ⎥
b ⎥
mn ⎦

•
•

Γν ⊂ Γ will

(13)

be fulfilled.

Proceeding form the cyclo-gram of the airborne
recording system, the Tester, each of such sub.areas will contain 9 measurements of the
temperature of gases aft of the turbine t4*. In the
given area, it is inevitable to determine the
ν
ν
ν
, c
an d
for the
coefficients of a
expression of (14). To solve this task, considering
the possible anomaly measurements (errors) in
temperatures, a robust method of non-linear
regessional analysis can be used.
The next step to perform in each cycle is the
calculation of

d t*

4 mer

dt

in the time of measuring

the temperature of gases aft of the turbine t4* in
time t according to the expression (15). Based on
i
the elementary laws of regressional analysis, in
order to obtain the most accurate value, it is
inevitable to select for a point t on the time axis,
i
corresponding to the centre of the sub-area Γ .

ν

The last step to perform is the calculation of the
true temperature of the gases aft of the turbine t4* S
using expression (9). In the further process, the next
sub-area Γ is selected by shifting along the time

ν

axis onto a value corresponding to the time interval
until the next measurement of the temperature of
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the gases aft of the turbine t4* by the cyclo-gram of
the airborne recording system.
4 METHOD
OF
MODELING
THE
INSPECTED MODE OF OPERATION OF
AN TURBOJET ENGINE

The parametric monitoring of the operation of
a turbo-jet aviation engine in dynamic modes of
operation, such as: starting up the engine,
acceleration, deceleration, makes it inevitable to
employ mathematical models providing adequate
description of the processis of changes in the
parameters in the modes mentioned. It is about the
gas-dynamic models developed by a succession of
general differential equations (integro-diferencial
ones) and those with partial derivations, the
identification of characteristics by the values
recorded by airborne, Tester-type devices, is
impossible owing to the level of the monitorability
of the processes. In practice, the monitored
transitional processes at engines and their nodes
and aggregates are described under the condition of
the dynamic model coefficient remaining
unchanged, in the extremal case, in the course of
the monitored process. Then, the general model of
the inspected mode of operation for the engine can
be expressed in the form of:

r

r
⎧⎪ yr& = f ( yr, ar, ur, t ) + w
(t )
⎨
r&
⎪⎩
a =0
where

r
y

(16)

r
parameters of the engine; a - q-dimensional vector
r
of parameters (coefficients); u - m-dimensional
r
vector of input signals (equation); w(t ) - normal

random process of white- noise type with zero
mean value and matrix ant the matrix of intensity
- vector function that

can be derivated continuously by arguments

r r r
y, a , u .

Vectors

r
y

and

r
a
r
X.

denote the n-

Coefficients of
dimensional vector of status
the model are considered constant in the course of
the transitional process, which is expressed by the

r

& = 0 . By
second vector differential equation a
analogy, by (2) measuring the parameters of the
objects corresponds to the equation of monitoring:
r r
r
r rr
zk = h [y (tk ), a, u (tk ), tk ]+ vk ,

r
h (⋅) -

r r r
y, a , u ,

r-dimensional

vector

{vrk }

function

(17)

by

to

parameter

be

derivated

- independent succession of rcontinuously;
dimensional normal vectors centralized with the
correlation matrix R . Appart from this,
k
monitoring is also extended to the vector of control
r
u . Its equation of monitoring can be written in the
form of:

r
r
r
U k* = U (tk ) + ξ k ,
where

{ξr }
k

(18)

- independent succession of normal

errors of measurements with zero centre
correlation matrix of U k . When describing
dynamic model of the process of starting
acceleration and deceleration of the engine,
vector

r
y

and
the
up,
the

of the engine parameter from the

expression of (16) will contain: engine compressor
rpm n2 (high pressure compressor rotor), fan rotor
n1 (low pressure compressor of rotor), air pressure
aft of the compressor РK, fuel pressure delivered
into the combustion chamber Рт, measured
*
temperature of the gases aft of the turbine t 4 mer .
Then the equation (5) will comprise the vector of
the parameters of the object

- r-dimensional vector of output

r r r r
S w (t ) ; f ( y, a, u , t )

where:

r
y

and, gradually, it

will be possible to determine the value of

d t*

4 mer

dt
in the moment of measuring the temperature t4* of
gases aft of the turbine. Using the expressions (9)
will then enable calculation of the true value of the
temperatures of gases aft of the turbine t4*S .
5

CONCLUSION

The temperature of the gases aft of the turbine is
a parameter the value of which is limited by the
material used for manufacturing of the jet-engine
rotor blades. The time behaviour of the temperature
of gases aft of the turbine is also an important
diagnostic indicator of the combustion chamber.
The dynamic error of thermocouples makes it
impossible to make use the values of gas
temperatures aft of the turbines recorded in flight,
with the recorder of engine diagnostics, in the
dynamic modes and, therefore it is necessary to
look for a solution of the problem of the dynamic
error of thermocouples. The solution of the problem
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of processing the recording of the jet-pipe
temperatures enables application of use of
mathematical models of the engine operation in
transitional modes. Extending the parametric
control in view of the jet-pipe temperature is of
great importance in assessing the status of the
thermally loaded parts of the engine in order to
identify its error or pre-error states. This extension
should lead not only to more efficient diagnostics,
but the output of the parametric control could
become a tool assisting in determining the limits of
the engine operation.
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DISCRETE MODELS OF OPTIMIZATION AND SAFENESS
IN TRANSPORT AND TRANSFER
Štefan BEREŽNÝ
Abstract: Nowadays in most of the industries evaluation and ensuring various forms of security comes only out of statistical
data processing and evaluating, eventually from specifications that are often designed on the statistical basis. In this paper
I want to present view on the way, how to use possibilities of discrete optimization in this industry. With these information
are used, that are collected from statistical data processing. I attempted to illustrate some findings from discrete optimization
in various industries of transport and transfer.
Keywords: Mathematical model, optimization, statistical data processing, graph, objective function.

1 INTRODUCTION

This article gives some examples of the use of
discrete optimization in traffic safety and
transportation. I show except traditionally known
models also the less standard models, which are
based on previously mentioned known optimization
problems. I show the discrete model, whose
structure is based on statistical data processing. The
information was processed for the Košice airport.
The results are also in improving the safety of
operations at the airport using discrete models.
Inputs for discrete models can be a data, which are
obtained by suitable statistics methods; interesting
methods are described in [3]. In conclusion,
mentioned some other directions in the use of
discrete models of traffic.
2 DISCRETE MODELS

We know many discrete models. This article will
focus on such models, which can be a way to
represent the structure and using the solutions,
which are subsets of sets, which form a graph. In the
case of optimization problems I use the objective
functions, which are defined over the values that are
assigned to edges or vertices. At the outset, I
describe the general model, which will be applied in
various forms to specific examples of usage in the
transport and transport safety.
Let the graph G = (V, E) where V is the set of
vertices of a graph G and E is a set of edges of graph
G. Let B(G) is a system of feasible sets of graph G.
Feasible set D ∈B (G) (D ⊆ E) may be, for example,
spanning tree of graph G, a perfect matching of
graph G, a Hamiltonian circuit, etc . When this input
is the most basic task to determine system sets B (G)
is the empty set or not. A simple example of such
tasks is whether there is between two cities the
railway, bus, air or other link.
Modify the specified assumptions about the
+
weighting function w: E → R 0 . This function
assigns each edge e ∈ E nonnegative real number
w(e). Following the introduction of such functions

makes sense considering the optimization problems
that maximize respectively minimize the value of
defined objective function. Objective function is a
+
mapping f: B(G) → R 0 . The ordered pair (B, f)
consists of an optimization problem, which can be
expressed in the form:

f ( D) ⎯⎯⎯⎯
→ min
D∈D ( G )

(1)

Among the best-known and most popular
features includes the following objective functions:

SM ( D ) = ∑ w ( e )

(2)

BT ( D ) = max w ( e )

(3)

e∈D

e∈D

BL ( D ) = max w ( e ) − min w ( e )
e∈D

e∈D

(4)

The problem with the objective function (2) we
call the sum problem, with the objective function
(3) as bottleneck problem and the objective function
(4) as balanced problem. Many other problems have
to maximize the form or the form of the recognition
version and so on. This article deals only with
optimization problems, whose objective function is
minimized, i.e. we search the feasible set D∈B(G),
for which the value of objective function f(D) is
minimal.
The algorithms that solve the problem with sum
objective function often encountered in navigation
systems, on web pages that look for variously types
of connections (rail, bus, airplane, etc.).
Bottleneck problem must be resolved in cargo
traffic, especially if the transports include heavy
cargo or dangerous load. Vehicles with a high total
weight cannot move in arbitrary ways and the
planned route is limited by the maximum load
capacity of bridges along the planned route.
Similarly, the situation is with the oversized cargo.
If the transports include excessive cargo, it cannot
go under all the bridges, through tunnels or some
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areas and railway crossings with low-lying trolleys.
When the routes are planning, we solve bottleneck
problem. Balanced problem can be used in the case
of planning the routes of security agencies, to that
the transit was the safest. Formulation and solution
of such problems is described in article [9].
How can we these or similar discrete models
used directly or indirectly in providing security
services, management and organization of transport
(road, rail and air)?
The transport of dangerous load is the relatively
large risk of road transport. In the transport of this
kind of cargo, it is important to carefully plan the
route and know the risks that on that route may
occur.
Let graph G represents the current road network
and let the weighting values assigned playing 0 and
1 as follows. If after a given road section, which is
represented by edge e we can carry dangerous cargo,
the value of w(e) = 0. If, on the edge it is not
possible to carry dangerous cargo, the value of w(e)
= 1. Thus we get valued graph G. Let a and b are
vertices of a graph G representing the places
between which it is necessary to carry dangerous
cargo. For this problem we can use any objective
function (2), (3) or (4). The problem is to find a path
P in graph G between the vertices a and b, the value
of objective function SM(P) = 0 (respectively BT(P)
= 0 or BL(P) = 0). If we do not find such path P then
it is not possible transported the dangerous cargo
between cities, a - b. Moreover, if we find that such
path P does not exist then the value of objective
function SM(P) gives us the minimum number of
road sections which do not meet the standards for
the transport of such dangerous cargo. Similarly, we
can simulate various restrictions and test whether
there is a route that satisfies the restriction (e.g. only
highway connection etc.).
We cannot forget to rescue and security forces.
They must get to the destination in the short time.
The important is the length of the route, but we
cannot forget the risk of the route, which is provided
car must pass, even though it has turned on the
warning sound and light equipment for the vehicle.
The ideal is to avoid the sections with high
accident rate or junctions and crossroads where
traffic density is high and there is greater probability
of being trapped in a jam. In such cases, it is most
important which route is selected for the vehicle by
dispatcher. It should have a device that would solve
the problem. Let graph G represents a road network.
Let the value at the edges represent the degree of
congestion on the road or field, respectively the
likelihood of an accident on that road section. Then
using the objective functions (2) and (3) we can
solve problem: we have found such a - b path that
minimizes the objective function of SM or BT, so in
the first case, we find a way where the sum of
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degrees of density of traffic will be as low as
possible and thus assumes the fastest passing. In the
latter case, we minimize the cross section with the
largest probability of an accident to minimize risk
that the car crashes in a traffic accident in carrying
out the intervention.
All of the above problems and built models came
from the most dedicated functions (2), (3) and (4). In
solving many other problems we can also use
dedicated functions, whose shape is:

CF1 ( D ) = max
1≤i ≤ p

CF2 ( D ) =

∑

e∈Si ∩ D

w (e)

(5)

⎡ max w ( e ) ⎤
( )⎦⎥
∑
⎢
1≤i ≤ p ⎣

(6)

e∈Si ∩ D

CF3 ( D ) = max
1≤i ≤ p

w ( e)
∑ w ( e) − 1min
≤i ≤ p ∑
e∈S ∩ D

e∈Si ∩ D

i

(7)
p

(

CF4 ( D ) = ∑ max w( e) − min w( e)
i =1

e∈Si ∩ D

e∈Si ∩ D

)
(8)

These functions are only one of many that have
been defined and described for example in works
[ 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11 ]. In the above works are
described the 8 dedicated functions whose value
depends not only on the weights of edges, but also
that to which category was added the edge. These
articles describe these problems, their complexity
and possibly algorithms that address some of the
problems with the categorization defined by the
edges of the graph G. Also, there are some examples
of such models in practice. We describe above
problems in general.
Suppose a graph G = (V, E) with edge weights
w(e) for e ∈ E is given. An optimisation problem
P on a graph G is given by a family of feasible sets
+
B(G) and an objective function f: B(G) → R 0 .
The ordered pair (B, f) determines a particular
optimization problem:

f ( D) ⎯⎯⎯⎯
→ min .
D∈D ( G )
Let us now describe a special optimization
problem with categorization. Suppose that edges of
the graph are partitioned into disjoint categories
S1, … , Sp. We shall consider the following objective
function (5), where max e∈Si ∩∅ = 0 .
I show only one simple example of the use of
such objective functions. In this time, it is often
tested the ability to perform the control of various
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buildings and institutions in the shortest possible
time. If we split the various control points on
individual departments, which we have control. Let
the graph represents the town network to be
controlled (or security) and the vertices are the
control points. Let weights of edges represent the
times that are necessary for the implementation of
controls to move between two checkpoints. Let the
edges, which are controlled by a department
belonging to the same category. The problem is to
find a scheme of transfer of control that the total
time will be minimal. When you create a discrete
model it will correspond to minimizing the objective
function (5) in the appropriately defined graph G.
3 THE EXAMPLE OF DESCRETE MODEL
WITH USING THE STATISTICS

In practice in creating models we often meet with
the problem how to determine the number and value
of constants, which are stated in the model. Many
values are the technical specifications and workers
with long-standing practice can easily estimate other
values. However, many times we need the value that
nobody knows or their estimates can cause the
problems. Therefore often in construction, while
accurate discrete models we need to use values that
can only be obtained by statistical processing of
existing data. Quite the current processing of data on
flight delays in the Kosice airport can be found in
the work [1]. These are the statistics, that airport has
not had yet and had an interest in the processing of
such data. I do not have the usage of these statistics
by the airport, but in this chapter I describe, how the
data can be used in the operation of the airport.
Currently, every international airport must ensure
the safe operation of the airport, but also provide
sufficient security of buildings and the airport area,
which it is composed. Physical security is often
linked with arrivals and departures of aircraft. Such
trip can be planned on the basis of the flight plan.
The problem arises in the way that this plan is not
often respected and there is a relatively large amount
of time deviations from the scheduled arrivals and
departures. On this basis, it is not possible to make
many checks under the plan and must be tailored to
the real situation. Therefore it is possible to create a
model that assigns persons to exercise control with
respect to the probable deviation of the flight. Such
revised plan will ensure more efficient use of
security personnel at the airport and ensure the stitch
level of its premises and grounds.
Let graph G represents a bipartite graph, where a
set of vertices corresponding to workers of security
service and the second set of vertices corresponding
to the checks to be made. Edge worker states where
the checks can take place while the entire edges
dame in the same category, if the check is run in

parallel. Let the value at the edges correspond to
average deviations of estimated time for the flight.
Then we are trying to find the assignment to take
control, to the sum of the differences in the various
categories to a minimum. This will ensure that the
inspections are completed as possible with the
smallest time deviations between parallel controls.
To solve the problem we can use the objective
function (8).
Based on this model we can also consider other
alternatives that can be used not only temporal
variations, but also other statistical values that can
be obtained in the processing of data, which were be
provided by airport. Scope and diversity of data is
described in the work [1, 12].
4 WHAT IS NEXT?

The main question includes, what are other
possibilities for using such models to ensure traffic
safety and transportation. Very often we require
optimization by more than one dedicated function.
Such problems have not been very detailed;
especially by using the functions (5) - (8), but you
can find abstracts of the conference where these
results were presented. Hint of such solution of one
problem can be found in the work [9].
Very often the requirements appear to value in
the optimal solution are not very far apart, but also
requires that the maximum value contained in the
agreed solutions was kept to a minimum. It is
obvious that the optimization problem in which the
search for such feasible solution D that minimizes
simultaneously two different objective functions. In
such cases, it may take optimum exists, but more
frequently it may be that such an optimum exists.
However, it may be admissible solution that would
be optimum with respect to at least one objective
function. Such a solution may not be the best for
practical use and there is a problem, which of the
possible solutions to declare admissible the optimum
of such a problem with multi-objective functions.
For some problems it is possible to define socalled additional criterion, we dedicated two features
create one and then looking optimum is only given
to the newly created objective function. One of these
criteria is called the distance from the optimum.
Then the optimum solution may be regarded as
acceptable solution, which the distance from
optimums is minimal.
5 CONCLUSION

In this article I suggested the possibilities of
using various discrete models to ensure the safety of
traffic and transportation, whether directly or
indirectly. I show a basic model without the
dedicated and best–known function optimization
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problems, which are used in practice in many
industries of transport and not only there. I
suggested the use of objective functions, which are
the basis for the so-called problems with the
categorization of edges. These modified-objective
functions increase the chances of resolving the many
problems of real life.
I also pointed to the need to interlink the
knowledge of individual disciplines and a simple
example shows how to reconcile mathematical
statistics, and discrete optimization. This example is
only one of the few examples of how this can be.
Usage is considerably wider. In conclusion, I have
also pointed to the possibility of construction multicriteria models whose solution may have been more
difficult, not even an efficient algorithm, which we
find appropriate solutions to such multi-criteria
problems.
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SELECTED ASPECTS OF DRIVERS MICROCLIMATE
EVALUATION
Štefan ČORŇÁK
Abstract: The traffic safety is a serious issue regarding both the society and general transport. This problem has increasing
intensity in terms of increasing density of traffic and motorisation. The transport means number has been growing constantly
which has negative impact onto traffic accidents numbers. Looking at the traffic accidents statistics which has been collated
for long time period it is remarkable that the main contributors to the traffic accidents are drivers (more than 90%).
An environment quality is one of the essential contributors to the driver's reactions apart from the good life style (feeding,
corporal activities, sleeping, resting, etc.). The working place/an environment - microclimate in other words is a limited space
of the environment. Such space is affected and its state is modulated by contributors represented by energy stream and mass
stream between two environments. We can distinguish the internal microclimate according to the contributors - influencing
factors such as: thermal, optical, acoustic, air quality of the interior, etc. No other situation in terms of the microclimate
influence is at the vehicles´ area. The air quality of the driver's environment is the main contents of the contribution.
Keywords: Traffic safety, driver's environment, driver's microclimate, carbon dioxide.

1 INTRODUCTION

Traffic safety is a crucial problem of nowadays
society. A number of means of transport have been
increasing constantly which has a negative effect

upon the number of road accidents. The
development of basic figures regarding a number of
vehicles, road accidents and their consequences in
1980 – 2008 is shown in Figure 1. [1], [7].
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Figure 1 Development of basic figures regarding a number of vehicles and road accidents in the Czech Republic
in 1980 - 2008

Main causes of accidents are well known and
might be generally divided into the accidents caused
by technical and human errors. It turns out that
systematic reliability and safety growth of technical
parts and vehicles systems as a whole can
significantly reduce the purely technical errors of
transport means. Up to 50% of all traffic accidents
have been caused due to drivers´ attention
decrease [2].
All drivers regardless of their age, sex and
previous experience might face the attention
decrease. It is generally known that a human being

(a driver) can focus his attention on a certain number
of items in his view range for a limited period of
time only. After some time, usually after an hour,
the level of attention of most human beings drops.
Thus the capability of performing a required activity
in a reliable and safe way is significantly limited.
The attention decrease of drivers is a common
phenomenon and of course each driver is subject to
it in a different way. The research of driver attention
is therefore observed systematically. Researchers all
around the world focused their work on the
development of the systems which help to control,
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support and limit driver actions. A concise overview
of the methods and measured parameters is
introduced in the Table 1 [3].
Table 1 Methods and selected measured parameters of
driver’s attention observation systems.

Methods of drivers
attention observation
Technical

Psycho-physiological

Measured parameter of
driver’s attention
-vehicle trajectory
(LDW systems)
- vehicle velocity
- steering wheel turning
- reaction time
- quality of required tasks
fulfilment
- eye ball motion and
blinking
- EEG signals analysis
- face observation
- muscular activity
- blood pressure, heart
beating frequency
- skin resistance
- breathing frequency
- blood alcohol
measurement

It results from the information stated above that
car manufacturers pay considerable attention to the
driver’s attention issue.
A driver’s working environment, or its final
condition in a vehicle’s interior in terms of affecting
the human being, has also significant effect onto the
driver’s attention level. The environment condition
in the homosphere (i.e., the place where the human

stays) is called a microclimate. It is the microclimate
of the vehicle´s interior then. The vehicle
environment modification enables the passengers to
be transported in nice climate conditions and
significantly decreases the driver’s tiredness, thereby
increasing the total vehicle safety.
The vehicle microclimate is determined by [4]:
- Air temperature;
- Air humidity;
- Air flow velocity;
- Air quality (air change, O2 content,
concentration of CO, CO2, NOX, dust, etc.).
The air temperature and air humidity are the
main contributors to the microclimate quality.
Systems like ventilation, heating and air
conditioning help to provide thermal comfort in
a vehicle.
Harmful substances elimination produced by
passengers, i.e., CO2 and the air humidity as
a result of breathing, CO as a result of smoking,
different smells etc., are meant by the air cleanness.
Keeping the air cleanness in a vehicle interior
is often neglected even in the most modern cars and
is limited only to the monitoring of CO which gets
into the vehicle from the outside.
It turns out that poor attention is paid to the fact
that a lot of drivers spend quite a long time in the
vehicle’s closed space. Closed (airtight) spaces
have many advantages, e.g. they are resistant to the
noise incursion from the outside, etc. The main
disadvantage is the automatic air change
impossibility which causes the air quality
worsening.
In the graph in Figure 2 there is an approximate
composition of the “pure” outside atmospheric air
and in the graph in Figure 3 there is an approximate
composition after breathing out by a human [5].
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Figure 2 Approximate composition of the “pure”
outside atmospheric air
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Figure 3 Approximate composition after breathing out by
a human
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It results from the graphs shown above that
oxygen is changed to carbon dioxide due to
respiration. The inhaledair contains approximately
0,04% of carbon dioxide (CO2), which is approx 400
ppm of CO2, however the exhaled air of an adult
contains approx 4% of CO2 on average, which is
approx 40 000 ppm of CO2 (which is approx 100
times higher concentration than in the surrounding
air). When breathing in the open air the 4%
concentration of CO2 is likely to be insignificant.
However, a different situation might occur in the
closed (almost airtight) space. Driver environment is
a typical example where a small space and
insufficient ventilation might be the main cause of
the increase in CO2 concentration. A driver’s
sleepiness, lethargy, tiredness might increase when a
CO2 level is higher. Driver attention decline might
be finally the main cause of a traffic accident. The
microclimate in a vehicle and measuring of CO2 in
vehicles are supposed to be the main subject of the
article.
2 CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATION
MEASUREMENT

concentration of the observed substance c when the
environment thickness l is known.
2.2 Device used and measurement principles

The device Testo 435 with a registration part for
measured values was used to determine CO2
concentration in the air. This device works with the
non-dispersive infrared sensor (NDIR). Such sensor
has the working range from 0 up to 50% volume
units of CO2. This sensor works with so called one
channel double ray method.
In a miniature box (see Figure 4) there are placed
two infrared receivers and two different optical
filters (a measuring and a reference filter). The
measuring filter (see Figure 4, position 2) transmits
only the emission with the wave length of approx
4,27 μm. The reference filter (see Figure 4, position
4) transmits the emission with the wave length of
approx 4,0 μm. The emission with such wave length
is not absorbed by gas. By comparison of both
signals the electronic device evaluates the
concentration of CO2 in gas.

2.1 Theoretical assumptions of the calculation

A number of approaches are used for
measurement of CO2 concentration in the air. The
most frequently used method is using sensors
working with infra red emission absorption (so
called NDIR – Non Dispersive InfraRed Method),
then sensors working on the electro-acoustic
principles and sensors working on the electrochemical principle. Each of the principles mentioned
above has its own advantages and disadvantages [6].
The NDIR sensors are the most frequently used
and their principle of work is based on the Lambers
Beer law [4]:

I = I 0 .e − ε.c.l
where:

I0
I
ε0
l
c

(1)

- incident emission rate,
- elapsed emission rate,
- molar absorption coefficient,
- absorption environment thickness,
- observed substance concentration.

While using the absorbance formulae:
⎛I ⎞
(2)
A = log ⎜ 0 ⎟
⎝ I ⎠
the Lambert-Beer law might be simplified this way:

A = ε 0 .c .l

(3)

It results from the formulas stated above that the
absorbance is directly proportional to the

Figure 4 NDIR CO2 infrared sensor where:
1-Infrared projector, 2- Interference filter I = 4,27 μm
Absorption CO2, 3 – Infrared detector filter I =
(1)4,27μm
Absorption CO2, 4- Interference filter I = 4,0 μm,
5 – Infrared detector filter I = 4,0 μm

The measuring sampler IAQ of the Testo 435
device has besides a CO2 sensor a humidity sensor,
a temperature sensor, and a pressure sensor [7] too.
It results from the information stated above that the
Testo 435 device is capable to evaluate objectively
the total microclimate quality in a vehicle.
2.3 Experiment conditions

The sampling spot was placed at the breathing
zone level, which means the place where a driver
and a passenger inhale its content.
The measuring itself was taken on the way from
Jeseník to Javorník on 3rd August 2008 from 14:03
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to 14:57. It was a low middle class car with internal
volume of 2 550 dm3 with two passengers on board.
The vehicle was equipped with manually controlled
air conditioning. The total cumulative mileage was
40 508 km and the vehicle did not crash before the
measuring. Outside climate conditions at the
beginning of the measuring were as follows: the CO2
concentration was 370 ppm, the outside temperature
was 28 °C, and the outside air humidity was
approximately 51%. The concentration values were
recorded every second during the measuring. The

record evaluation was carried out withthe
application of the Komfort-Software Testo V 3.4.
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Figure 5 there is a record of climate conditions
inside the vehicle using the Testo 435 device. The
whole record might be divided into two main
phases: the phase with no people on board (t1), and
the phase with the passengers on board (t2).

Figure 5 Record of climate conditions measurement inside the vehicle using the Testo 435 device
where: 1 – time course of carbon dioxide, 2 – time course of the vehicle internal temperature, 3 – time course of the
humidity, 4 – time course of the air pressure, t1 – the period with no people on board, t2 – the period with passengers on
board, t21 – the period with passengers on board and with internal air circulation, t21 – the period with passengers on board
with external air circulation

The first phase, in the time period of t1, started
by switching on the Testo 435 device, then the
opening of the vehicle and installation of the device
inside the vehicle came after.
It results from the record that the CO2
concentration did not change that much (the period
t1) with no people on board – see the curve 1.
However, the time course of the temperatures (see
the curve 2) and the humidity (see the curve 3)
changed
significantly
(they
increased
spontaneously). This is perhaps because of the
temperature and humidity differences outside and
inside the vehicle (the outside temperature was
28 °C and the inside temperature was approx 33 °C,
the humidity outside was approx 51% and the inside
humidity was approx 61%). It results from the
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record that a vehicle is supposed to be properly
ventilated in the summer time before the journey
starts.
The second phase, in the period of t2, started with
two passengers getting into the vehicle, then the
starting of the engine, the closing of the doors and
the switching on air conditioning came after. In the
time period t21 the air throttle was adjusted to the
position of internal air circulation in the vehicle, and
in the time period t22 the air throttle was adjusted
to the position of outside air income. During the
whole entire period of t2 the ventilator velocity
switch was adjusted to the middle level (position 2).
It results from Figure 5 that after switching on air
conditioning a nice temperature and humidity
climate was created (the indoor temperature dropped
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from 32 °C to approx 28 °C in six minutes and the
humidity settled on the approximate level of 31%).
The sharp progressive rise of CO2 which was caused
by breathing of the passengers inside the car
contrasts with the settled state. The edge limit of
1 000 ppm of CO2 was reached approximately
4 minutes after getting into the car. CO2 was rising
continuously. The air throttle was adjusted to the
position of external air income when reaching the
CO2 concentration of 2 495 ppm. The ventilator
velocity switch was left in the middle level
(position 2).
It results from Figure 5 that the CO2
concentration inside the vehicle dropped down
rapidly when opening the air throttle to the position
of external air income and letting the outside air
come in. However, the air temperature and humidity
conditions almost did not change. With the view of
this information it is obvious that for keeping good
air quality in a vehicle (without CO2) the air
ventilation throttle should be closed for a limited
period of time only (e.g., when entering tunnels,
driving in heavy traffic in cities, etc.).
4 CONCLUSION

The results of the research showed that small
space in a vehicle and insufficient ventilation are the
main cause of CO2 rise. High CO2 concentration can
lead to a driver’s drowsiness, tiredness, lethargy, etc.
Decrease of driver’s attention might be the main
cause of traffic accidents. Therefore we suggest
developing this matter deeper as well as cooperating
with vehicles manufacturers, research institutes, and
medical institutions. Implementing an on-board
diagnostics for CO2 concentration inside a vehicle
could be a good solution too.
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AIR TRAFFIC COMPLEXITY AS A SAFETY PERFORMANCE INDICATOR
Jelena DJOKIC, Hartmut FRICKE, Michael SCHULTZ, Christoph THIEL
Abstract: Numerous studies emphasize the significant influence of air traffic complexity on controller’s workload and
consequently on the overall safety level. This paper describes a detailed investigation into these air traffic complexity metrics.
The evaluated data originate from traffic samples of a recently conducted real-time simulation in air traffic control at
EUROCONTROL CRDS Budapest. In these traffic samples both flight characteristics of individual aircraft and the
interactions between pairs of aircraft were taken into consideration. With an attempt to quantify potential changes of the
safety level, relevant indicators as the position, collision- respectively conflict probabilities were used. A traffic simulation
environment was developed in order to determine these quantitative criteria more accurately. Additional emphasis was put
onto the consideration of actual navigation performance of each aircraft to allow correlating air safety with performance
based navigation (PBN) concepts.
Keywords: Air Traffic complexity, safety, collision probability, Actual Navigation Performance (ANP).

1 INTRODUCTION

According to the air traffic analyses in the last
decade, continuous growth was anticipated in the
long term, at least until 2030. Nevertheless, since
august 2008 situation surprisingly evolved in the
opposite direction for the first time since 2002.
While in 2007 a growth of 5% was recorded, in 2008
it reached only 0.4% as a consequence of the global
financial crisis and economic downturn. However,
on the daily basis, traffic went three times beyond
the numbers recorded in 2007 [1].
Taking all this into consideration, greater ATC
flexibility is needed for handling all possible future
scenarios efficiently, while at least maintaining,
rather improving, safety level according to SES key
performance indicators [2]. Therefore, numerous
studies investigate into enhanced automation, tools
and procedures to achieve this goal. Even so, it is
very difficult to measure the safety “performance” of
ATC, since safety is the absence of accidents, and it
is hard to measure absence [3]. Therefore, it is
sought for an indicator of safety that would reflect
quantified characteristic able to capture variations in
safety assessment through different traffic scenarios
in order to provide enough data for anticipation and
mitigation of safety critical events.
This paper deals exclusively with the
endangering of the involved air traffic expressed
through the factors defined in order to capture
complexity of the traffic and as a specific level of
risk or safety for an aircraft conflict or accident per
period of time [4].
Numerous studies investigate into safety through
controller’s workload, as prime factor driving safety,
determined by both directly measurable air traffic
factors (number of aircraft in the sector, speed,
distance between aircraft, etc.) and controller’s
activity mediated by the controller’s abilities, age,
fatigue, level of experience, etc. [5]. As the
investigation into the correlation between subjective
controller workload and safety level was previously
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conducted and strong connection was found [6] this
paper focuses only on air traffic complexity as the
objectively measurable prime driver of subjective
controller workload and collision probabilities as an
attempt to quantify the changes in air traffic safety
level.
Therefore, a detailed investigation into these air
traffic complexity metrics and collision probability
is described, followed by an analysis of their
relationship. Moreover, the objective of the current
study is to investigate into their interdependencies
and examine whether they contribute to the overall
safety as two separate independent entities, or they
could be considered as unity in which they are
partially congruent in depiction of the air traffic
complexity.
2 COMPLEXITY

As the number of aircraft within a sector here
called ‘sector load’ is increasing, the routine tasks
associated with handling each aircraft safely
(monitoring, communication and coordination) are
increasing accordingly. Still, the level of difficulty
experienced by the controller depends on other
traffic factors beyond the sector load. These traffic
factors refer both to the flight characteristics of each
aircraft in the sector individually and the interactions
between different aircraft.
Flight characteristics of the aircraft are referred
to as the transition factors which relate to
instantaneous changes of the state and position of
the aircraft, e.g. changes in altitude, heading and
speed. In this manner, interactions between aircraft
can be captured by the degree of disorder among
aircraft, i.e. the variability in headings and speeds.
The straightforward factor derived from the
sector load taking into consideration changes in
horizontal and vertical distances between aircraft
within time, is called ‘density’. Nevertheless, density
itself is not affecting controllers feeling of difficulty
of the situation as much as if aircraft are converging
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or diverging. In case of convergence, potential
conflicts can emerge driven by sensitivity of both
the relative distance and transition factors of the
aircraft in the sector.
Though significant number of studies (see [7] for
a recent review) considers ATC complexity matter,
with many complexity factors proposed, there is still
no set of comprehensive and generally accepted
measures recognized.

This study presents a list of complexity factors
selected from the literature on the basis of
continuously recognized relevance (importance) and
detailed calculation formula reported.
There are 14 selected complexity factors listed in
Table 1, for which more thorough review readers are
referred to the indicated source literature, since their
detailed description and explanation is out of the
scope of this paper.

Table 1 List of the complexity factors

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11-12
13-14

Complexity Factors
number of aircraft
number of climbing aircraft
number of descending aircraft
number of aircraft with lateral distance between 0-25nm and
vertical separation less than 2000ft above 29000ft
variance of ground speed
density indicator (mean)
variability in headings (track disorder) (mean)
variability in speed (speed disorder) (mean)
divergence between pairs of aircraft (mean)
convergence between pairs of aircraft (mean)
sensitivity indicator (a/c converging-mean; a/c diverging-mean)
insensitivity indicator (a/c converging-mean; a/c diverging-mean)

3 SAFETY CORRELATOR MODEL

The Safety Correlator (SC) is a fast- and realtime simulation tool, which calculates a Risk index –
the ‘Level of Safety’ (LOS) – on the basis of the
quantitative criteria collision and conflict
probability, where the collision probability is
defined as the probability of a collision of two
aircraft within the terminal area (TMA). The second
metric, the conflict probability, is expressed as the
probability of a contact or penetration of a
predefined safety zone around two aircraft. As the
basic principles of the underlying model are
comprehensively explained in [14] and [15], the
following section only gives a short introduction to
the theoretical background.
The RTCA CD&R Working Group has defined
the term „Protected Airspace Zone“ (PAZ) in its
work about collision and conflict probability [16].
The PAZ represents airspace around aircraft in
which no other aircraft shall penetrate. The
dimension and shape of this safety zone has
obviously a significant impact onto the resulting
conflict probability. For this reason, the PAZ chosen
from the RTCA CD&R Working was modified as
follows to achieve an appropriate and still
conservative metric for safety measurement: The
original PAZ consists of a cylinder with a radius
equal to the separation minima. So, each separation
infringement leads mandatorily to a conflict. This

Used in
[9], [11], [13]
[9], [11], [13]
[9], [11], [13]

[11], [10]
[9], [11], [13]
[8], [12], [13]
[8], [12], [13]
[8], [12], [13]
[8], [12], [13]
[8], [12], [13]
[8], [12], [13]
[8], [12], [13]

modus operandi would lead to an excessive large
conflict probability in the here observed airspace
with its characteristic high traffic density. The
consequently extended safety zone used here is
illustrated in Figure 1.
The dimensions of this safety zone are deduced
from the dimensions of the aircraft, from the values
of the actual navigation performance of the reference
aircraft, and from the velocity difference to the
potential conflict partner, the intruder aircraft. The
ANP values (differentiated in longitudinal, lateral,
and vertical direction) are used analogue to the RNP
values [17] as the standard deviation σ of a normal
probability density function (PDF) to calculate the
position probability by integration. The calculation
refers to a space grid of pre-defined, threedimensional raster elements in which the observed
airspace is subdivided. A raster element represents
the two dimensional integration boundaries when
calculating the position probability of each aircraft
every time interval. This is a valid simplification as
a raster element corresponds to the dimension of the
largest aircraft within the observed airspace. During
each simulation cycle (typically this equals one
second in real time) the assumed position for each
reference aircraft in the observed airspace is
calculated for all raster elements.
Because of the chosen probability approach, it is
virtually possible, that an aircraft is expected in
multiple raster elements. At this, the probability
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Figure 1 a) Adapted Safety Zone Model; b) Conflict Probability Scheme

decreases heavily with increasing distance of the
raster element to the reference position of this
aircraft with respect to its actual navigation
performance, modeled through the PDF. So, it is
necessary to calculate the conflict probability for
every possible spatial configuration of any pair of
aircraft. The sum of these conflict probabilities is the
probability of a conflict between that pair of aircraft.
The described model is implemented as
a prototype called Safety Correlator (SC) using the
JAVA programming language. Beside modules for
modeling the ANP of each individual aircraft and
the modules for calculating the conflict probabilities,
the SC also features a graphical “radar screen like”
user interface. With this interface, the user is able to
set the operational and technical constraints and to
review the results of the calculations as a histogram
“conflict probability over time”. Furthermore, the
SC has standard interfaces to connect to external
sources of traffic data (e. g. radar data using the
ASTERIX protocol).
4 THE REAL-TIME SIMULATION
EXPERIMENT
4.1 Simulation

The data used for the analysis were collected
during a two week IAA RTS1 (Irish Aviation
Authority Real Time Simulation 1) real-time
simulation experiment that aimed at investigating
the operational feasibility, efficiency and benefits of
solutions based on a package of modifications in the
provision of the IAA Air Traffic Service (ATS) in
the Shannon Control Area (CTA) below FL245; so
in the low airspace [18].
For the present investigation, IAA RTS1 data
was reduced to the busiest sector of the considered
airspace (SHLOW). As a baseline, data was used
from a scenario in which no operational changes
were introduced, thus reflecting the current situation
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but with varying traffic load over time. Data was so
used from 13 exercises, each lasting 1hour and 20
minutes in total, out of which approximately one
hour was recorded.
4.1 Complexity and Safety measures

The flight plans and flown trajectories were used
as input data for both the complexity factors
calculations and the conflict and collision
probability over time as a technical safety indicator.
In particular the following data was used: Position of
the aircraft (latitude, longitude and altitude), speed,
heading and the next waypoint within a sector.
Synchronously to the SC collision probability
calculations, the complexity factors were updated
every 5 seconds. This was achieved with additional
software that was developed for this experiment. So
a completely synchronised data set was obtained for
the experiment declaring evolving complexity and
safety metrics over time.
5 STATISTICAL EVALUATION AND
RESULTS

The data used for the statistical analysis were
derived from the recordings of the exercise covering
a 1 hour timeframe divided in 5 second time steps.
This lead typically to 9,360 measurements for each
indicator (12measurements/minute → 12x60=720
measurements/hour → total: 720meas./h x 13
exercises= 9,360). However, due to recordings that
had duration longer than 1hour in some exercises,
the overall set comprised 9,573 measurements,
forming the basis for the statistical analysis
presented next.
5.1 Application of the Principal Component
Analysis

As the initial set of the chosen complexity factors
aimed at capturing to a large extent all aspects of
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complexity, a high dimensionality was reached,
being difficult to analyse. Further, interdependencies
were expected to exist between the variables.
Therefore, a Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) was performed on this set of complexity
factors trying to keep most of the (expected)
information of the original set of variables while
reducing its absolute number. The PCA is a method
to reduce data dimensionality by performing
a covariance analysis between factors.
Principal components with an Eigenvalue higher
than 1 were extracted and subsequently rotated using
the VARIMAX method. The rationale for using the
criterion of an Eigenvalue>1 lies in fact that such a
component is accounting for a significant variance in
the overall data set. Consequently, components with
Eigenvalues less than 1 were considered to be
neglected and were not retained. Beside that
“importance judgement”, the VARIMAX rotation
invokes an orthogonal rotation resulting in
independent components.
There were 4 principal components extracted as
the result of this statistical method. They accounted
for 77.6% of the total variance in the overall data
set. Table 1 displays these components sorted by
descending Eigenvalues. It further depicts the
percentage of variance they are accounting for.
Taking into consideration loadings of a given factor
on a given component in the 4 component x 14
factors matrix, the component meanings are derived.
As the loading is equivalent to the correlation
between that factor and its component, the factor
with the highest loading generally leads the
interpretation of the component.
Table 2 Results of the PCA performed on 14 complexity
factors
Components

Eigenvalue

% of
Variance

Cum. % of
Variance

Comp.1

5.543

35.591

35.591

Comp.2

1.950

17.930

53.521

Comp.3

1.740

12.429

65.950

Comp.4

1.630

11.645

77.595

Comp.1 – aircraft distribution – highly correlated to
the density factor and the number of aircraft in the
sector (0.953 and 0. 942 respectively).
Comp.2 – aircraft transitioning – component that is
strongly related to the variance of the ground speed
on one side (0.830) and the number of climbing
aircraft (0.777).
Comp.3 – convergence – this component describes
convergence between aircraft in the sector as it
shows relation to both the convergence factor and
the insensitivity factor associated to the convergence
between aircraft (0.963 and 0.966 respectively).

Comp.4 – divergence –analogously to the previous
component, but in the opposite direction this
component relates to divergence factor and
associated insensitivity (0.957 and 0.954).
In a second step of the analysis the correlation
between complexity factors and the collision
probability taken from the SC as safety indicator
was examined. In order to reveal this relationship, a
second PCA application was performed. The
hypothesis for this tep was: If those two entities to a
certain extent describe the same aspect of safety- i.e.
the complexity of the instantaneous geometry of the
air traffic situation, the consideration of the collision
probability as additional factor would reach a higher
percentage of the total variance contained in the
factor set (at 77.6% with the 1. PCA process).
Additionally, the collision probability would
contribute with a given loading on one of the
components and by that reveal its interdependence
with specific complexity factors with loadings
within the same component. On the other hand, if
those two entities refer to different aspects of safety,
the total variance would be less.
Therefore, the same procedure to extract the
relevant
components
was
performed
(Eigenvalues>1, VARIMAX rotation). Interestingly,
with the same 4 principal components a lower value
of the total variance in the metrics, now found with
72.95% did result, each of it contributing as follows:
Comp.1 (aircraft distribution) – density factor
(0.938) and number of the aircraft in the sector
(0.922),
Comp.2 (aircraft transitioning) – variance of the
ground speed (0.815), number of the climbing
Comp.3
(convergence)–
aircraft
(0.799),
konvergence (0.963), and associated insensitivity
(0.966) and
Comp.4 (divergence) – divergence (0.954) and
associated insensitivity (0.956).
However, the collision probability factor did not
provide loading on any of the extracted components.
Table 3 Results of the PCA performed on 14 complexity
factors and collision probability
Components
Comp.1
Comp.2
Comp.3
Comp.4

Eigenvalue
5.598
1.953
1.741
1.651

% of
Variance
37.318
13.021
11.603
11.004

Cum. % of
Variance
37.318
50.339
61.942
72.946

6 CONCLUSIONS

With an attempt to quantify characteristics able
to capture variations in safety of air traffic
operations through different traffic scenarios, two
aspects were investigated: Complexity of the
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instantaneous geometry of the traffic situation on
one side and so-called collision/conflict probability
on the other side. Further, in order to investigate into
their interdependencies and examine whether they
contribute to the overall safety as two separate
independent entities, or they can be treated as unity
as being partially congruent in depiction of the air
traffic complexity, a two-step Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) analysis was performed. In the first
step, the PCA was performed using the initial set of
complexity factors without collision probability as a
baseline scenario, while in the second-step the
conflict/collision probability factor was considered
additionally. The intention of the first PCA was to
reveal interdependencies within the set of
complexity factors and consequently, reduce its
dimensionality. The second PCA intended to
investigate the level of correlation between the
baseline complexity factors and the conflict/collision
probability.
The analysis resulted in the extraction of the
same components in both steps of the analysis, but
with a lower total variance for the second one.
Additionally, the conflict/collision factor did not add
any loading on any of the derived components. As
the loading is equivalent to the correlation between
that factor and the component, it can be concluded
that there is no interdependency between
components identified based on the complexity
factors and the conflict/collision probability factor. It
also explains that conflict/collision probability does
not give added information to the complexity of the
air traffic situation, but targeting another scope of
the safety assessment.
Namely, based on the analysis performed on the
available dataset, the conclusion drawn out is that
each of them captures different aspects of safety and
provides separately added value in quantification of
the changes in the safety level. Further research into
both complexity and conflict/collision probability is
recommended, as well as a deeper investigation into
their correlation with the changes in safety level.
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NOTES ON VEHICLE-BASED VISUAL TRAFFIC SURVEILLENCE
FOR CRASH-PREDICTION
Péter GÁSPÁR, Zoltán FAZEKAS, Alexandros SOUMELIDIS
Abstract: Though some sections of motorways and multi-lane roads have been built in the last few years in Hungary,
a good portion of the domestic and transit road traffic is still served by two-lane roads. Some of these roads are burdened
with intense and relatively slow truck and lorry traffic. The traffic safety situation is aggravated by the impatience and
carelessness of a sadly high number of drivers. These factors render the mentioned roads extremely unsafe. It is questionable
whether the conventional measurement approaches – including also the fixed-camera measurements – are adequate for traffic
safety monitoring purposes and whether they can provide sufficient insight into the traffic safety situation. Building upon the
experience with camera-based traffic lane tracking systems, relying on reports on the applicability of surrogate safety
measures for crash-prediction, and on the application of omni-directional vision systems in road vehicles, a mobile omnidirectional camera-based approach of assessing the safety of the mentioned roads is outlined and motivated herein.
Keywords: Traffic safety, traffic surveillance, dynamic surround map, surrogate safety measures, catadioptric cameras,
omni-directional vision systems.

1

INTRODUCTION

A large body of statistical data on traffic
accidents is available from the EU countries and
from OECD member states [15]. Comprehensive
research studies analyze the causes, the fatalities,
and the locations of the road accidents, as well as
their perceptible trends [12], and estimate their
economic consequences [17]. In Hungary, fatal
traffic accidents number approximately 1000 per
annum with about 7,000 traffic accidents per year
resulting in serious injuries. With only a relatively
small portion of the budget being spent on building
new motorways, and in general on the maintenance
and reconstruction of the existing road infrastructure
which is in a fairly poor shape already, it is of
utmost importance to use the available moneys in
a sensible way.
Building upon the authors’ experience gained
during the development of a wide-baseline stereo
vision-based traffic lane tracking system [2], [3], [4]
and upon their experience in modelling free-form
specular surfaces [6], furthermore, relying on reports
on the surrogate safety measures [10] and
particularly on the Surrogate Safety Assessment
Model (SSAM) [11], and finally relying on the
domestic and international experience with omnidirectional vision systems [7], [8], [9] a viable
approach of assessing the traffic safety of these
roads is outlined herein. In this approach, the
imaging device is an omni-directional camera
mounted on a probe-vehicle that moves with the
road traffic. In the present paper, the viability of this
approach is considered for the particular road type
and the main processing steps of this approach are
outlined. It is probably worthwhile to mention why
the aforementioned experiences are relevant to the
present topic. First of all, the application field (i.e.,
road traffic related measurement) and the sensing
modality (i.e., video-stream from camera) are
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common with those of the traffic lane tracking
system mentioned above that was implemented in
MATLAB Although, the real-time implementation
of traffic lane tracking system is still under
development, the real-time FPGA-based early-vision
processing carried out in smart cameras has already
been reported [4]. In the present application, both
a real-time implementation, and an offline (i.e.,
slower) implementation would be meaningfully,
though obviously the real-time implementation
would facilitate a wider range of safety-related
intervention into the traffic. In Figure 1, the cameras
of the mentioned wide-baseline stereo lane tracking
system is shown with its cameras mounted on the
side-mirrors of the host vehicle.
Another experience that comes handy in
developing the mentioned vehicle-based traffic
safety measurement system is to do with the
mathematical modelling light-reflection at free-form
surfaces. This is because non-spherical – in cases
custom-designed – mirrors are often used in
catoptric and catadioptic omni-directional systems.

Figure 1 The cameras of the stereo lane tracking system –
mentioned in the text – mounted on the host vehicle
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The structure of the paper is as follows.
In Section 2, the most important traffic surveillance
approaches are summarised, then the use of the
surrogate safety measures for assessing dynamic
traffic scenes is motivated and the traffic situation
on the roads to be assessed are described. Still in this
section, the relevant features of the omni-directional
cameras are summarised. In Section 3, the main
processing steps involved in the vehicle-based traffic
safety measurement are outlined. Finally, Section 4
concludes the paper and further work leading to
realization of this traffic safety measurement is
summarised.
2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Traffic Surveillance Approaches

Though, herein the safety related aspects of the
traffic surveillance systems are emphasised, traffic
surveillance systems are also used for other traffic
related purposes, as well. These include traffic
management, and travel time collection. The
collected data could then be forwarded either in an
offline, or an online manner to data collecting
centres. The mode of data management obviously
affects the way the collected data can be utilised.
There are two main types of traffic surveillance
systems, namely road-based and vehicle-based
traffic surveillance systems.
The road-based traffic surveillance systems, such
as inductive loops, have been a principal means of
road surveillance and incident detection for many
years mainly because of their reliability and
inexpensive operation. However, the camera-based
and other recent roadside vehicle detection
technologies are now used extensively to measure
high-volume road traffic [8], [9].

The technological advances seen in vehicle
sensors [18] and the increase in speed and reliability
of detection algorithms [1] make it possible to
implement vehicle-based surveillance.
Vehicle-based traffic surveillance systems
involve probe-vehicles – equipped with some
tracking devices – that allow the vehicles to be
tracked by a central computer facility. Although,
vehicle-based traffic surveillance systems are not yet
in wide use, these systems show promise of
providing rich data on travel times and as a means to
detect incidents. They can also be used to estimate
flows and origin-destination patterns. Recently, a
visual vehicle-based traffic surveillance system,
interestingly, but not surprisingly using an omnidirectional vision approach, was proposed for the
above outlined applications [7]. The paper’s most
relevant aspect to the particular safety assessment
approach suggested herein is the generation and the
use of dynamic panoramic surround maps by the
described system. These surround maps can be used
to calculate the surrogate safety measures [10]
covered briefly in Subsection 2.3. In the present
paper, the visual vehicle-based traffic surveillance
approach – such as the one described in [7] – is
considered for certain types of roads.
As an illustration, a bird’s eye view of the traffic
scene is shown in Figure 2. It was derived using an
inverse perspective mapping of the traffic scene
shown on the left. This bird’s eye view can be taken
as an instantaneous surround map with a car –
shown as a fairly large green region because of the
inverse perspective mapping applied – in front of the
host vehicle. The dynamic surround map is used to
describe the movement and the trajectory of the host
car and other vehicles with respect to the road
surface.

Figure 2 A traffic scene with lane marking detected (a) and its bird’s eye view (b)
The distance between the host car and the car followed is marked.
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2.2 Target Roads for Visual Vehicle-based
Traffic Surveillance

Though some sections of motorways and multilane roads have been built in the last few years in
Hungary, a good portion of the road traffic is still
served by two lane roads. Lengthy sections of the
national main road network belong to this road
category. Some of these sections are burdened with
intense and relatively slow truck and lorry traffic;
these sections are frequently oversaturated. The
situation is aggravated by the impatience and
carelessness of some drivers. All these factors
contribute to make these sections extremely unsafe.
In the following, such roads will be referred as target
roads.
There is a growing governmental intention to
monitor, regulate and control the traffic on these
roads, e.g. by deploying speed cameras and other
traffic surveillance equipment, and by using trafficdependent traffic light control regimes that optimise
the throughput of junctions. However, as frequent
users of these roads, the authors’ opinion is that
there is much to be done in respect of accident
prevention on these roads.
Indeed, the drivers’ irresponsibility has reached
an astonishing and frightening level, manoeuvres
such as risky and life-threatening overtaking has
become the ‘norm’ on these roads. In many cases, it
is not the speed-limit though that is violated, but the
prohibition, or the safety rules of overtaking. In view
of this rankling traffic safety situation, it is
questionable that viable measurements and
preventive measures – with any hope of success –
can be solely stationary in respect of the target
roads. In our view, under the mentioned
circumstances, some measurement devices should
move together with the traffic. Therefore, we
propose the use of some mobile visual vehicle-based
traffic surveillance system – such as described in
[10] – for the target roads. The data collected in this
manner could be processed, analyzed and datamined with the aim of identifying non-trivial unsafe
geographic locations (i.e., road sections other than
junctions) and other conditions, where and under
which unusual vehicular and driver behaviour
frequently occur. This can be done in a similar
manner to the validation of the crash-prediction
potential of micro-simulations of intersections
reported in [11]. This way, potential non-trivial
accident hotspots could be identified and appropriate
preventive actions could be taken.
2.3 Applying the SSAM Approach for Dynamic
Traffic Scene Evaluation

The Surrogate Safety Assessment Model
(SSAM) was developed and validated in the United
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States [11]. This assessment method augments the
analysis of the expensive and unreliable field
measurements and actual crash data and uses runs of
appropriately tuned micro-simulations of the road
traffic at junctions or road segments to assess traffic
safety in these locations. Though, some traffic
volume-based accident-prediction models – e.g.,
[20] – show better correlation with factual crash data
than the SSAM-based predictions [11], the microsimulation-based models provide a good insight into
the underlying traffic patterns and accident types.
The importance of micro-simulation-based models is
evident in case of uncommon road geometries and
arrangements, and in case designs, i.e., junctions not
yet built. Furthermore, there is a wide range of
differences between countries in the usual/local
behaviours on roads. E.g., in the SSAM projects the
American researchers were hesitant to use accident
prediction models from other countries. They only
did so in the case of some recently introduced traffic
layout. Micro-simulation-based modelling seems to
be more tuneable toward these local behaviour
patterns. As declared in [11], the SSAM is expected
to be used on real data acquired from visual traffic
surveillance systems. So, as the camera coverage of
the busiest intersections in Hungary increase, it is
foreseen that surrogate safety measures can be
collected via automated video processing methods at
least for research and experimental purposes. Note
that in case of vehicle-based traffic safety
surveillance opted for in this paper, the surrogate
safety measures need to be adapted to non-stationary
measurements, i.e., when also the ego-motion of the
vehicle hosting the surveillance camera must be
considered.
2.4 Image Acquisition with Omni-directional
camera

The advantage of using an omni-directional
camera in the given context can be verified by
considering e.g., the monocular lane detection
approach depicted in Figures 2. In the figure,
a traffic scene with detected lane markings is shown;
the distance between the host car – equipped with
the camera – and the leading car is also marked. The
original unprocessed image was taken with
a normal, relatively narrow-angle monocular
camera, as it can be verified from the bird’s eye
view of the scene shown in Figure 2b. With similar
objectives and cameras eight or more synchronized
cameras would be necessary to cover the 360 degree
field-of-view – required in this dynamic traffic
safety assessment task – in a monocular fashion. To
cover this field-of-view in a stereoscopic fashion,
(i.e., doubly to enable point correspondences),
further cameras would be necessary. Using a fisheye
stereo vision systém as suggested in [9], still at
least four synchronised cameras would be necessary.
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Note that the cameras would need separate
mountings, connections, and possibly separate
calibration procedure.
Various omni-directional vision systems are
known from the literature. The dioptric systems and
catoptric systems are based on special lenses and on
non-planar mirrors, respectively; while the catadiopric systems use both of these optical elements.
Some of these systems are reviewed in [7], [18].
Using such optical systems, non-customary,
strongly distorted images – similar to the one shown

in Figure 3a – are taken and recorded. In Figure 3b,
a possible arrangement of a catadioptric vision
system is sketched for the car appearing in Figure 1.
The upward looking conventional camera and the
non-planar mirror of the vision system are rigidly
mounted on a rod. Figure 3c illustrates how
a mapping is generated via reflection of light at
a free-form surface. By choosing an appropriate
non-spherical specular surface for the catadioptric
vision system, a better use of the image sensor area
could be achieved. Such a catadioptric arrangement
is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3 A spherical mirror reflecting a lab environment (a). The sketch of a catadioptric vision system mounted on the host
vehicle (b). The mapping created by a non-planar specular surface reflecting a marked plane into a camera (c)

Using two or more appropriately designed and
placed specular surfaces – facing a single camera, or
a number of cameras – stereo imaging can be
achieved, that is, a stereoscopic reconstruction of the
scene is possible.
3 VEHICLE-BASED TRAFFIC
SURVEILLANCE FOR CRASHPREDICTION

Though, the main processing steps of the
vehicle-based traffic safety assessment task are not
markedly different from the general scheme of the
lane detection algorithms – based on cameras and on
additional sensors – given in [3], some additional
processing steps must be included in the mentioned
scheme. From the image data – in this case taken by
the omni-directional imaging set up – the road and
vehicle features are extracted.
Based on the road features and considering the
road surface model (e.g., planar road) and the sensor
model (in this case the model describing the rigid
arrangement of a known specular surface and
a calibrated camera), the outliers are removed from

the road features. Then a lane model is fitted on the
blobs representing the inlier road features.
Then taking ego-vehicle dynamics into account,
tracking is carried out with respect to the road and –
after proper filtering – to other vehicles. The
surrogate safety measures are calculated based on
these tracking results.

Figure 4 The sketch of a catadioptric vision system –
mounted on the host vehicle – comprishing a nonspherical mirror

4 CONCLUSION

In this paper, a particular visual vehicle-based
traffic surveillance approach was proposed for
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certain types of roads (referred herein as target
roads). Two modes of use were considered: with
online and offline data collection.
For evaluating the safety risk of the traffic events
extracted from the image sequences and to use these
categorised incidents for crash prediction, the
surrogate safety assessment measures and approach
was proposed. The use of a single omni-directional
camera with an on-board computer equipped with
appropriate video, navigational and vehicle
dynamics data recording capabilities is suggested.
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HISTORICAL DATA BASED WIND SEGMENTATION
Eva GELNAROVÁ, Petr KRUPANSKÝ, Jiří SVOBODA, Petr MEJZLÍK, Tomáš NEUŽIL
Abstract: The 4D trajectory concept requires the precise guidance of aircraft along a predefined flight path. In particular, for
the concerned longitudinal trajectory predictions are necessary, among others, reliable weather data, even in case the weather
forecast is not available. In some applications, it might be useful to know the typical weather trends along the trajectory. This
contribution describes the methodology how historical upper wind trends along a trajectory may be constructed. The analysis
of effects influencing the segmentation of winds along the selected trajectory has been done using cluster analysis. The
probability of transitions between wind magnitude states along the selected trajectory has been investigated using
transiogram. As a data source, the stored predictions of U.S wind magnitudes and bearings from Rapid Update Cycle
(RUC-2) have been used.
Keywords: Wind magnitude and bearing, transiogram, data clustering, the Rapid Update Cycle (RUC).

1 INTRODUCTION

The 4D trajectory concept requires the precise
guidance of aircraft along a predefined flight path. In
particular, for the concerned longitudinal trajectory
predictions are necessary, among others, reliable
weather data, even in case the weather forecast is not
available. The recently proposed enhanced weather
algorithm, for which Honeywell is seeking patent
protection, combines the on-board sensor wind
measurements with wind trends discovered by
analysis of historical upper wind data. This paper
presents the possible methodology for derivation of
such trends and indicates which factors influence the
segmentation (daytime or effect of the season are
investigated). The particularity of this weather
analysis is that the processes in the atmosphere are
not analysed, instead the weather patterns are
described from the aircraft perspective.
2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Weather data source

The RUC-2 database [1] is a reliable source of
forecasts of atmospheric parameters such as
temperature, humidity, wind magnitude from the
north and east. These are available on the
40km*40km lattice (Lambert conformal projection),
at 37 pressure layers and at one-hour intervals. The
database of RUC data available at Honeywell was
created by the periodic downloading of the up-todate, publically available weather forecasts. The data
used for the analysis cover 406 days in the period
from 21st August 2007 to 29th September 2008 and
the percentage of missing records in the sample
trajectory is approximately 10-20%, the records are
missing in blocks due to download interruptions.
2.2 Selected altitude and trajectory for the study

The aircraft performance in cruise phase of the
flight is affected mostly by the wind magnitude and
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bearing [5]. Thus this analysis is focused on these
two parameters at pressure altitude 200HPa, which
corresponds to height of 38 662 ft in the ICAO
international standard atmosphere. The analysis was
conducted on the sample of RUC lattice intersecting
the cruise phase of the flight plan (FP) presented
at Figure 1. The selected trajectory contains the
original waypoints of the FP and additional points
of RUC lattice.
2.3 Statistical methods

The effect of the hour and day on magnitude for
all waypoints (WPTs) was tested by the
nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test and Friedman test
on days with complete records only.
The wind bearing was partly analyzed by means
of circular statistics [2], partly the circular data were
“unrolled” to the interval (-179°, +180°] and treated
with the classical statistical methods. The circular
one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was
performed to investigate the effect of the day and
daytime.
The seasonal patterns have been explored with
the agglomerative hierarchical clustering (Ward’s
method, Euclidean distance) of monthly median
values (records only from complete days) in all
analyzed WPTs [3]. The number of clusters and
clustering tendency has been explored with average
Silhouette coefficient.
The wind magnitude was transformed into
categorical variable (bin width 10 kts). The need for
high order-Markov chains have been overcame with
the usage of combination of magnitude states and
artificial states indicating: increase, decrease and
stability of wind magnitude between first two
waypoints. Based on these states the transiogram [4]
for the WPT1 was constructed. Transiogram is the
graphical display of the transition probabilities
between the states as a function of distance/lag.
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Figure 1 The cruise phase of selected flight plan. The additional RUC points are not plotted

Figure 2 Magnitude at WPT1, September 2008
Left – boxplots for hours, right-boxplots for days (Only days with complete records.)
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Figure 3 Bearing at WPT1, September 2008
Left – boxplots for hours, right-boxplots for days (Only days with complete records.)

3 RESULTS
3.1 Wind seasonal patterns – time series along
the trajectory
3.1.1 Influence of the day-time

First, the influence of the day-time and the day
on wind magnitude and bearing has been analyzed
for all selected trajectory WPTs in separate months.
There were significant differences among the days in
all analyzed months and WPTs (all p-values of
Kruskal-Wallis tests and circular ANOVA were
smaller then 0.05) On the other hand, there were no
significant differences in wind magnitude and
bearing with respect to the time of day (all p-values

larger then 0.05). The situation is apparent from
boxplots for a selected WPT at Figure 2 and Figure
3. But the effect of the day time on wind magnitude
may also be analyzed when the effect of the day is
treated as the nuisance block effect. In this case, the
effect of the day-time was for some months and
WPTs significant (p-values of Friedman test are in
some cases smaller then 0.05, results not shown).
The results of Friedman test show that in some
months, the hour wind magnitudes could follow a
pattern within a day. But when hour-specific data are
analysed together (without respect to the influence
of day), there is no significant difference. As
a result, the day-time effect has not been taken into
account for wind magnitude and bearing.

Figure 4 Finding patterns in month medians of wind magnitudes: left – dendrogram, right – The resulting clusters of
months medians. The thin lines represent the months medians, the thick lines represent the medians of seasons.
The grey lines are 5 resp. 95 quantiles of the data at selected season
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Figure 5 Finding patterns in month medians of wind bearing: left – dendrogram, right – The resulting clusters of months
medians. The thin lines represent the months medians, the thick lines represent the medians of seasons.
The grey lines are 5 resp. 95 quantiles of the data at selected season

Seasonal effect

To assess the seasonal effect, the medians for
months and WPTs were computed. The clustering
of the months into segments is based on the data
from all 46 WPTs. The resulting dendrogram for
wind magnitude (Figure 4 - left) shows the cluster of
summer months. The resulting number of clusters
was set to two (maximum of average Silhouette
coefficient was 0.59 for 2 clusters). The average
Silhouette coefficient is not high,1 thus we can not
count with well separate clusters.
Clustering median month values may be seen too
rough, thus the clustering was also performed on
median day values of wind magnitude for complete
days. The maximal average Silhouette coefficient
was only 0.35 for 2 clusters. Based on this
clustering, the probability of being in a summer
cluster may be computed as the proportion of days
with “summer wind” in a 10 adjacent days.
The resulting dendrogram for wind bearing is
shown at Figure 5 - left, the resulting number of
clusters is set to 3. For 3 clusters the average
Silhouette coefficient was the highest, but still only
0.49, thus with the clusters are not well separated, as
may be also seen from Figure 5 - right.
3.2 Probabilities of transition between the states
in dependency on a lag/distance

With increasing distance (lag), the conditional
probability distribution of wind magnitude given the

1

The value of the Silhouette coefficient can vary between − 1 and 1.

wind magnitude at initial WPT is independent of the
wind magnitude at this point (graphs not shown).
To characterize spatial heterogeneity along the
trajectory the transiogram was constructed. To show
the characteristic behaviour, the transiograms for
one particular WPT and selected wind magnitude
41-50 kts are presented at Figure 6. The transiogram
for all data (Figure 6 top-left) shows that, when no
additional information about wind dynamics is
known, the most probable is the situation that wind
magnitude stays at the same state. This is the
situation of current wind prediction algorithm in
FMS, when currently measured value is used for all
WPTs of the trajectory. When the wind dynamics is
known, this algorithm is no longer optimal. The
probability of staying at the same state is not the
highest one (Figure 6 top-right, bottom right).
4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
4.1 Comments on the methodology choice

In literature, the most suitable models regarded
to the surface wind speed time series due to high
autocorrelation are the Markov chain models [6,7].
However, the required outputs on our upper-wind
analysis are specific, we are not interested in
modelling of the most probable performance in time
and thus the data are treated with other tools. The
segmentation of time series is closer to the classical
time-series decomposition and spectrum analysis.
But because of missing values and nonstacionarity,
the Fourier analysis was finally not used. Moreover,
the extraction of the trend using moving-averages
induced spurious frequencies (Yule-Slutsky effect
[8]).
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Figure 6 Transiograms - The probabilities of leaving the state 41-50 kts and entering other states (the thickness of the line
correspond to wind magnitude) at WPT1are depicted for all data (top left), decreasing magnitude at WPT1(top right), stable
(bottom left) and increasing (bottom right). Dotted lines represent the probability of staying at state 41-50kts

4.2 Results summary

For selected trajectory, the overall cluster
structure in wind data is relatively weak. Important
factors are the local spatial and temporal correlation
structure. The wind magnitude ranges from 0 to
163kts, but in most cases the values are between 12
and 105 kts (detailed results not shown). The bearing
value is mostly in a strip between -90 and +50
degrees (detailed results not shown).
The effect of the daytime has not been
confirmed. The cluster structure in monthly medians
has been detected for the magnitude and bearing, but
especially in bearing case the structure is weak and
must be treated with caution.
Because the available data covers only
approximately one year, the resulting segments can
not be generally understood as representatives of the
typical seasonal behaviour. They reflect only the
development in the selected year along the sample
trajectory.
The presented results are the product of the study
of selected trajectory and thus they are not
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exhaustive and valid generally for the whole
airspace.
This work has been supported by Honeywell
International, s.r.o.
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ANALYSIS OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF A PILOT
IN THE AIRCRAFT FLIGHT
Rudolf JALOVECKÝ, Přemysl JANŮ
Abstract: The paper represents an attempt to analyze the properties of human flight in the aircraft. The approach is shown to
create a replacement model of the behaviour of humans - pilot in the creation of a replacement model in terms of automatic
control. There is not much information on how to access the analysis features of humans in terms of automatic control in
history. Simulation of "response" on the human impulse input is an essential building block in the design of circuit auto flight
aircraft control. Particular attention is paid to simulations of pilot - aircraft group in curbing the fast oscillations aircraft.
Keywords: Aircraft automatic control, Autopilot, Aircraft, Matlab, Simulink.

1 INTRODUCTION

To describe human behaviour by suitable
mathematic functions, which are possible to further
use to particular analysis, is very difficult procedure.
During getting leastwise approximate replacement
block scheme of regulation circuit of human
behaviour is supposed his behaviour in occurrence
case of exactly defined stimulations. Orientation
reflections about the possible replacement structures
of a human pilot from automatic regulation view
point appear too little in the literature [2], [3].
Models which characterize replacement of pilot
scheme are mentioned at [1]. With development of
computer technology, when advanced simulation
systems are available [8], is possible to assemble
replacement models of human behaviour and then to
prosecute their analysis more comfortable.
Questions of human behaviour - the pilot and his
definition from the perspective of the automatic
regulation with usage of simulation tools dedicates
article [4], which would be understood as an
introduction to analysis of human - pilot behaviour
from automatic regulation view point with usage of
modern simulation systems.
For this paper authors chose other way of
imaging waveforms of simulated quantities. Imaging
of waveforms at 2D graphs presents conventional
standard with sufficient survey of required
waveforms. Interesting and more clearly is imaging
of the waveforms at 3D graphs, when alternation of
chosen simulation parameter is carried out on the
third axis. In MATLAB – SIMULINK programme
command MESHGRID (time, time constant) is used
for creating grid of 3D graph. Command
MESH(time, time constant, response) is used for
depiction of 3D graph. Data before values depiction
of response must be saved to two dimensional
matrix (time, time constant), with matches to third
axis of 3D graph (response).
All sequentially presented graphs use these
possibilities of MATLAB environment. Specified
third parameter is time constant alternation of one of
inertial member describing variation of human
characteristic. Certain disadvantage of black and
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white print at papers is lower clearness against
depiction in electronic – colour form.
2 MODEL OF HUMAN CHARACTERISTICS
SIMULATION

Authors of this paper have already published in
[5] and [6] initial approaches to creation of models
simulating human characteristics. Complete
information about possible behaviour of human
during different situations would present greatly
extensive model, which would have been changing
according to actual abilities of human. Human
behaviour model is approached to a lot of
simplifications during its creating.
Defined types of human-pilots are used from
mentioned papers [5] and [6]. For other simulated
cases human-pilots type „A“ and „C“ are taken into
account. There are linear models with transport
delay characterized by transfer functions.
Pilot type „A“

F( p ) =

Y( p )
X ( p)

=K

(T3 p + 1)
e −τ p
(T1 p + 1)(T2 p + 1)

(1)

where:

K
T1
T2

T3

τ

- increasing of force on the steers in relation to
their deflection (from 1 to 100)
- time constant, i.e. reaction ability to rate of
change of input signal (5 to 20s) (prediction
time constant)
- dynamics properties of the pilot power
members components (0.1 to 0.2s)
(neuromuscular time constant)
- integrating time constant, i.e. pilot’s ability to
realize varying activity (0.2 to 1s)
- transfer delay (0.1 to 0.4) (time of pilot
reaction).

Pilot type „C“

F( p ) =

Y( p )
X ( p)

=K

1
e −τ p
(T2 p + 1)

(2)
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With mentioned “types” models of human pilot’s
dynamics, the simulation of responses to single input
impulse according to Figure 1 has been provided.

There are even graphic outputs from simulations
of human response on „unit“ input signal at
references [5] let’s say [6].
3 HUMAN ABILITIES DURING HEADING
CONTROL OF AN AIRCRAFT

Figure 1 Block scheme of man characteristics simulation

Values of time constants for instance of
simulations are mentioned at Table 1 [7].
Table 1 Ranges of time constants for definition of human
pilot characteristic
T1 = 5 ÷ 20 s
T3 = 0.2 ÷ 1 s

T2 = 0.1 ÷ 0.2 s

KA = 2

TDA = 0.15 s

KC = 1

TDC = 0.40 s

Pilot performs various structures of tasks during
aircraft control. Heading control of an aircraft is e. g.
one of these tasks. Analysis of possible
characteristics and consequently human - pilot skills
during heading control of an aircraft is possible to
implement with usage of simulation environment
MATLAB – SIMULINK. Basic simulation scheme
is depicted in the Figure 2, which contains submodul
of aircraft movement in lateral plain with oscillation
dumper at aileron channel (Figure 3) and both
human models according to equation (1) and (2) at
submoduls, which have nearly same shape as two
parallel signal channels in the Figure 1.
Block types „Sink Block Parameters“ are
stepwise assembled under each other at the right side
of block scheme in the Figure 2, which make
possible sequentially filling of result matrixes of
simulation for selected third parameter. Simulation
programme is written in MATLAB editor and
simulink model is cyclically called (by function
sim()) always for actual values of simulated plot.

Figure 2 Simulation block scheme of human behaviour during heading control of and aircraft
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ψ

- required

ψ
Figure 3 Block scheme of lateral movement model
submodul with oscillation dumper at heading channel

- actual

Figure 4 Character of heading control of aircraft flight
by pilot type „A“

3.1 Analysis of selected simulation control results
with pilot type “A”

During simulation of lateral movement control
by pilot with transmission characteristic type “A” is
gathered that this pilot is nearly not able to realize
heading control of aircraft flight. In the Figure 4 is
possible to see required heading angle of aircraft
flight (full line from 0 value to 0.05 radian value at
time 1s) and time variation of real heading angle
with synchronous time constant T2 variation at the
replacement pilot model. This inability to control
required flight heading inheres at existence of real
value of transport delay – pilot’s reaction time and
probably in replacement model of human pilot, that
doesn’t fully describe his real abilities. This reality is
furthermore seen in Figure 5, that represents action
quantities from rudder deviation, thus pilot’s
reaction on stimulus of heading variation of aircraft
flight. From waveform is possible to deduce, that
pilot is getting late during variation of aircraft
heading and with time increasing of regulation is
making rudder deviation larger and larger. With
simulation continuing emphatic and technical nonproductive rudder deviation would come, because of
linearized model of aircraft movement at space and
linearized pilot’s model is used.
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Figure 5 Waveform of pilot’s type „A“ intervention
during heading control of aircraft flight

3.2 Analysis of selected simulation control results
with pilot type “C”

During simulation of lateral movement control
by pilot type C transmission characteristic is
dramatically different situation. In the Figure 6 is
again depicted required heading variation of aircraft
flight and time variation of real heading of aircraft
flight with synchronous time constant T2 variation.
From simulation is clear, that pilot in this case is
able to realise heading control of an aircraft. Control
quality is changing with human characteristics neuromuscular time constant. Time constant
variation determinates reaction ability on stimulus.
The smaller is constant value, the faster is pilot in
reaction on change of aircraft movement. Human
physiology doesn’t make this value to be zero or
very small number. However this value negatively
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affects aircraft behaviour in form of "vibrating"
heading value during conscious control its change.

ψ

- required

ψ

- actual

Figure 6 Character of heading control of aircraft flight
by pilot type „C“

4 CONCLUSION

In the paper is mentioned possible way of
behaviour pilot’s simulation during his trial of lateral
movement control of an aircraft, clearly heading
change of aircraft flight with aileron deviation. It is
necessary to give stress on all used linearized
models and then in the case of aircraft on simplified
model of side movement with oscillation dumper in
aileron channel. Orientation simulation showed, that
is possible to use computer technology to analyse
behaviour and supposed human characteristic.
Range of the paper can’t cover whole problem of
human characteristic simulation from automatic
regulation view point.

The work presented in this paper has been
supported by the Ministry of Defence of the Czech
Republic (Research Plan No. MO0FVT 0000403).
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OBSTACLE DETECTION SYSTEMS USING EO CAMERAS
Ondřej KOTABA
Abstract: This paper describes the possible approaches to the two distinct tasks of the sense&avoid capabilities using the
visual sensors. For the obstacle mapping, we discuss the feasibility of stereo reprojection, optical flow, and structure from
motion approaches. For the traffic collision detection and avoidance, the classification approaches, stereo reconstruction,
structure from motion, and heterogeneous systems are being evaluated.
Keywords: Visual sense and avoid, vision-based navigation, sense and avoid, S&A, object avoidance, traffic collision
avoidance, obstacle detection.

1 INTRODUCTION

One of the important requirements posed for the
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs onwards) is their
capability to autonomously sense threats and to
avoid them, commonly referred to as Sense & Avoid
(S&A onwards) capabilities.
The set of specific requirements does change
depending on the expected operational scenarios of
the UAV, its parameters and other aspects. For
example, one can expect completely different
situations to pose threats for the small, low altitude,
low endurance UAVs, than for the high altitude
flying, high endurance heavy fliers. Needless to say,
the mentioned requirements are vital for the ability
of the autonomous systems to coexist in the civil
airspace together with the manned aircraft.
In general, it is possible to separate the S&A
capabilities into two major tasks, each having
a different objectives and means to achieve them.
Not all the UAVs need to be able to perform both:
- Static obstacle mapping & avoidance capability of the UAVs to see the surrounding,
mostly but not exclusively static, objects and to
plan the trajectory accordingly.
- Traffic collision avoidance – capability of the
UAVs to sense the surrounding traffic that
either is or might become flying on the collision
course, further the capability to process that
information and to perform the evasive
manoeuvre, if needed, in accordance with the
valid flight rules.
The following paragraphs of this paper detail the
possible approaches of using the visual information,
gathered primarily by conventional electro-optical
sensors, to fulfil the tasks described above.
2 ELECTRO-OPTICAL SENSORS

The category of electro-optical (EO) sensors can
be defined as any sensors that emulate the function
of the mammal optical apparatus by transforming the
ambient or artificially induced electromagnetic
radiation reflected from the objects to electronic
signals. Examples of such systems are regular

visible light cameras, line scanning cameras,
infrared and ultraviolet cameras, intensified imaging
devices, bolometers and others. In the broader
meaning of the term, LIDARS, especially the flash
lidars then, might be understood to be the members
of the EO family as well, but for the purpose of this
paper, we leave them out as a separate category.
The main advantages of the electro-optical
sensors, compared to others, are further detailed in
[1] but a short list might include:
- Extremely mature technology;
- Broad usage, resulting in a relatively low cost;
- Very small spatial and weight load
requirements;
- Naturally passive – low power consumption;
- Long time in use, ~50 years of associated
algorithms’ research.
The main disadvantages are then the inherent
incapability to provide the range information
and a relatively high sensitivity to weather
conditions. One more disadvantage is a relatively
low dynamic range but an extensive research is
being conducted and first products with logarithmic
dynamic scale are available on the market
already [1].
3 OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE
3.1 Overview

The task which we call the obstacle mapping &
avoidance refers to the capability of autonomous
vehicle to observe its surroundings and to plan its
own flight-path the way that is not in collision with
any obstacles. The main problem of using the EO
sensors for this task is their dependency on the
amount of salient points in the observed scene.
While there are many approaches how to detect the
range to an object (described below), in any case this
needs to be somehow distinct from it surroundings
and/or background. There need to be some “clues”
to lock to ... there is little to analyze in the scene of
white wall. In other words, we say that
(1) A sensing system relying only on the 2D
sensors provides only a sparse data-set, as opposed
to the dense data obtained by other sensors.
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One of the ways to overcome this problem is by
taking an assumption that a local area of a scene
without any salient features is part of a continuous
surface. In such a case, using a supplementary
sensor, for example single-point laser range finder,
can be used to obtain the range information for
several points of the continuous surface and to
perform the interpolation for the rest of the surface.
(See Figure 1 for an example.)
3.2 Stereo pair

Practically the most common approach to derive
the range information from plane imaging sensors,
like cameras, is a utilization of the stereo
reconstruction. As described in the paragraph 3.1,
this approach delivers the sparse depth information.
Indeed, there are a number of algorithms performing
a dense stereo reconstruction, but it is usually
assumed that the behaviour of the surface in between
the points is specific. For example, most common
assumption is the planarity of the continuous
surfaces. While this is completely acceptable for
visualization purposes, the approach is not rigid
enough for the flight trajectory planning purposes.
The example of such reconstructed scene
information is depicted on Figure 1.

3.3 Optical flow

The optical flow algorithms [6], [7] estimate the
per-pixel motion vectors in the image between
consecutive frames. While not capable to derive the
distance to the objects in the scene, the optical flow
algorithms are able to return the rational distance of
the objects, thus theoretically allowing constructing
a map of the scene excluding its scale, given the
vehicle is moving. The biggest disadvantage of the
algorithms is their relatively high computational
complexity requiring HW implementation for any
real time applications. The example depicting results
of the Lucas-Kanade optical flow estimation [6] is
on Figure 2.
3.4 Structure from motion

Similar to the stereo reconstruction, as well to
the synthetic aperture radar approach, is the method
using only one camera and its successive frames. It
is important to say, however, that the mentioned
solution would again provide a sparse dataset. To
obtain the dense map, we propose to complement
such a system by additional sensor to fill the gaps
between the observed points and then using the
interpolation
without
having
to
assume
the
planarity
of
interpolated
surfaces.

Figure 1 Figure of the stereo reconstruction example, along with the linear interpolation of surfaces
between the feature points
Top left: Left and right image respectively, along with the point correspondences outlined. Top right: Resulting interpolated
depth map. Bottom row: Original left picture mapped as a texture on the interpolated surface reprojected from feature
points. Camera lies at (320, 480, 1), units on axes are in pixels. Note the distortion at the far end of the scene, across the
camera, caused by decreased depth resolution of the stereo rig.
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Figure 2 Example images of the optical flow calculated by the Lucas-Kanade method
The motions are following (L to R): translation leftwards, translation rightwards, clockwise rotation
+ translation rightwards

4 TRAFFIC COLLISION AVOIDANCE
4.1 Requirements

The main requirements for the system capable to
detect any possible airborne objects are:
- Minimal range of the detection - depending
on the maximum mutual speed of the
objects and on the time needed to perform
the evasive manoeuvre;
- Field of view – given by legislation [4];
- Reliability and false detection rate;
- Latency.
It is important to emphasize, that while many
aim to detect the range to the possibly colliding
objects, it is not the primary objective for the
system.
(2) The primary objective is to detect the time to
collision,

along with the mutual trajectory in some space, not
necessarily Cartesian. For example, having the
knowledge of an object on 30 heading and 5 degrees
elevation with a specific estimated time to collision
is completely enough to perform an evasive
manoeuvre, even without knowing how fast it flies
and how far it is.

Given the above statement, while it is possible to
use the motion detection algorithms directly to
detect distant airborne objects,
(4) they tend to detect only the objects that do not
pose a threat.
4.3 Stereo pair

While using the stereo set of cameras might
appear to be an appealing option, there are problems
with this. The main problem is the depth resolution
of the stereo rig. If we assume that the sub-pixel
processing is not used (which in reality should be
used, indeed, for example the SURF [11] and SIFT
[12] description and matching algorithms inherently
use sub-pixel correction, as well as the sub-pixel
cross-correlation), the depth resolution of the stereo
set is a function of
- Distance;
- Observation angle;
and depends mainly on the following parameters:
- Stereo rig baseline – a distance between the
two cameras;
- Focal length;
- Pixel size;
according to the following equations:

r = v tan (ζ ) − d 2
⎛ d2 ⎞
⎟
⎝ v ⎠

4.2 Monocular camera

ζ = δ + arctan⎜

One of the first approaches that were used for
this task in the prior art were the classification-based
approaches [8], [9], [10]. While these approaches
basically work, they are not descriptive enough,
meaning that the classification benevolent enough to
detect all planes with high enough accuracy is bound
to trigger an extreme number of false alarms on the
other hand [8]. One of the biggest challenges when
detecting incoming airborne threat is, that

d1 = ε cos(α )

(3) Objects on a collision course appear
stationary against the background in the infinity.

v = ε sin (α )
b = 2ε
d = d1 + d 2
further resulting in

⎛
b
⎛
⎞⎞
⎜
⎜ d − 2 cos (α ) ⎟ ⎟
b
b
r = sin (α ) tan ⎜ δ + arctan ⎜
⎟ ⎟ − d + cos (α )
b
2
2
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
sin (α ) ⎟⎟ ⎟⎟
⎝ 2
⎠⎠
⎝
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Where r is a resolution (m) at a given point, d
and

α

are the distance (m) and observation angle

(rad) of the point,

δ

is the angular span (rad) of each

pixel and b is the camera rig baseline (m). Note that
the effect of the lens field of view is already
included in δ . See Appendix 1 for a diagram.
For the exemplary values of 1 m baseline, 112
µrad pixel span (equivalent approximately to the
640x480 camera with 50mm lens), the achieved
resolution can be seen at the Figure 4. As you can
clearly see, the 1% resolution precision is obtained
approximately 50 meters far. At 100 meters, the
depth resolution is already over two meters and at
200 meters, it is already around 10 meters! If we
want to achieve the resolution of 5% of a distance at
a distance of 2000 meters (considered reasonable for

the avoidance manoeuvre) the required baseline
between cameras would have to be at least 5.2
meters with the given camera parameters, which is
not applicable for small UAVs. Indeed, cameras
with smaller pixel size should achieve better results
but would be larger in size, on the other hand, not
even mentioning the fact that the horizontal field of
view, as required by several sources, needs to be at
least 220 degrees.
For that reason, but not only, the system of
horizontally scanning vertically mounted line
cameras seems to be a valid approach, but the
rotating rig of two linescan cameras would be again
too bulky for many of today’s low-cost UAVs.
Using the sub-pixel processing, it is possible to
enhance the depth resolution by approximately one
order but that still is not enough to estimate the
distance to the airborne objects.

Figure 3 The depth resolution of the stereo camera pair with 1 meter baseline, 640x480 resolution of each camera and lens
focal length equivalent to 50mm. Camera is positioned at the origin and pointing at the positive direction of the X axis

4.4 Structure from motion

Again, as well as for the obstacle mapping,
a solution might be brought by the structure from
motion approach. In this case, only one camera, or
equivalently multiple cameras pointing in different
directions to span over the required 240 degrees of
horizontal field of view, would be used to capture
multiple frames from different locations. As this
approach is working on a similar principle as
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synthetic-aperture radar [13], we can thereby refer to
it as a synthetic-baseline multi-frame 3D
reconstruction [4], [5], and [3]. The largest
disadvantage of this approach is the need for the
UAV to modify its trajectory so that it captures the
scene from a slightly different orientation,
perpendicular to its flight trajectory. This brings a
need for the UAV to perform a sinusoidal or
elliptical motion changes and slightly increases the
fuel consumption. However, along with the
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approach described in the paragraph 4.5, this method
might yield the required performance while keeping
the mass of the S&A system small.
4.5 Multi-UAV cooperation for S&A

One of the other ways how to achieve a larger
baseline between the cameras is the possibility to
operate a set of two and more UAVs simultaneously,
each in proximity to the others, and to transmit the
image information between them using a radio link.
The GPS time signal can be used for the camera
triggering and thus to achieve the time -synchronous
image acquisition. Of course, the acquired images

need to be transformed to match the camera
projection planes and so precise navigation solution
is again a critical aspect of the system. The rather
nice advantage of the multi-UAV system containing
three and more UAVs is, that if the distance between
the vehicles is not minimal, only one of them at most
can be considered to be on the collision course with
the threat airborne object and thus the statement (3)
only applies to this one, allowing the others to detect
the moving airborne objects by performing the
simple motion analysis of the scene from successive
frames. See Figure 5 for an example of motion
detection method usable for moving cameras.

Figure 4 Example of the motion detection from two non-calibrated cameras
a) Automatic estimation of the fundamental matrix [14] is performed to “overlay” the images from two independent cameras.
b), c) Pair of the MHIs (Motion History Images) [15] representing the areas in the scene with motion. Note the car passing,
as well as the two walking persons. Residual edges are an effect of the transformation imprecision and could be avoided by
simple Gaussian blurring.

Problem arises with the reliability of such multiUAV system as the probability of a failure is much
worse than the one of the stand-alone system.
5 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have discussed several
approaches to achieve the S&A capabilities. Based
on our discussion we believe the viable way of
performing both the obstacle mapping and traffic
collision avoidance, can be achieved using the
structure from motion approach; that is by 3D
reprojection from arbitrary frames of the same
camera using the precise trajectory information
provided by the navigation system. Currently, we
believe that other approaches, while appealing at the
first sight, are less suitable for the requested goals
with the performance and system parameters
required.
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6

APPENDIX 1 – DEPTH RESOLUTION OF THE STEREO CAMERA PAIR WITH COLLINEAR
OPTICAL AXES

r = v tan (ζ ) − d 2
⎛ d2 ⎞
⎟
⎝ v ⎠

ζ = δ + arctan⎜
d1 = ε cos(α )

r

v = ε sin (α )
b = 2ε
d = d1 + d 2

y
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δ
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ε
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α

ε
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b
⎛
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2
2
⎜
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UTILIZATION OF SIMULATION AT THE EVALUATION
OF FATIGUE PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS
Mariana KUFFOVÁ, Václav KRÁLÍK
Abstract: The fatigue process is very sensitive to a great amount of both external and internal factors that, each of them on
its own, but especially when acting simultaneously, can affect the fatigue resistance of materials, parts and constructions. The
fatigue tests can be performed in various experimental conditions at different loading frequencies. We have all come across
examples of materials fatigue failure, whether it is the broken rail which caused trains to be delayed or the broken shaft which
caused car crash, etc. The importance of fatigue is tied foremost to safety of persons, which life is dependent on the reliability
of given device operation. Lowering costs and in substantial extent also increasing efficiency allows us progress in computer
technology usability and in application of numerical techniques onto large amount of problems in mechanical engineering.
Keywords: Simulation, finite element software ADINA, safety, construction materials.

1 INTRODUCTION

Fatigue of metallic structural components is
widespread failure in the different industrial
branches. Unlike other degradation phenomena,
which in most instances can be controlled with
proper design and maintenance, fatigue has been
unavoidable since cyclic loading occurs. A critical
issue is how to monitor structural fatigue. Fatigue
has two major classifications: low-cycle and highcycle. Low-cycle fatigue and high-cycle fatigue are
two different mechanism, each causing crack
growth, und ultimately failure in mechanical
components subjected to cyclic loading. The main
difference between the two is the amount of loading
applied to the structure, and consequently the
number of loading cycles to failure. Low-cycle
fatigue occurs in materials under cyclic load where
each loading incrementinduces a small degree of
plastic deformation, eventually forming a crack.
Continued loading will cause the crack to propagate,
accelerating until catastrophic failure occurs.
Conversely, high-cycle fatigue occurs under less
loading than low-cycle, where each loading cycle
only deformsthe material elastically, thus requiring
many more cycles to induce and propagate a crack.
The type of fatigue that can ultimately affect
a structure is dependent upon the type of loading to
which it is subjected. Cracks initiate and propagate
from preexisting flaws, material defects, or design
features (fater holes or sharp corners). In the fact,
most fatigue is widespread, as hundreds, or even
thousands of cracks are manifested in cyclic loading.
The net effect of numerous fatigue cracks located in
the same general area is that they synergistically
interact reducing the structure’s residual strength.
However, the single-crack concept is still important,
because ultimately, catastrophic failure can occur
when a single crack goes critical and in the process
envelops other adjacent cracks in zippering
effect [1].
Two basic methods are employed to predict and
determine potential fatigue locations. The first is
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full-scale fatigue testing, which is performed during
the development process. These tests are employed
to ascertain the expected durability. Decreasing of
expenses as well as increasing of efficiency of whole
process of mechanical design and providing of
operability during the overall lifetime of parts and
machineries allow us to make progress in the field of
the utilization of the computational technologies and
the application of numerical methods for the solution
of huge amount of mechanical engineering praxes’
problems. Nowadays we have several commercial
programs at our disposal which allow us to solve the
crack propagation. Many authors have dealt with
influence of the crack growth on the functionality of
the particular parts from global point of view
[1, 2, 3, 4].
2 NUMERICAL METHODS

The analysis of cracks within structures is an
important application if the damage tolerance and
durability of structures and components are to be
predicted. As part of the engineering design process
engineers have to assess not only how well the
design satisfies the performance requirements but
also how durable the product will be over its life
cycle. Often cracks cannot be avoided in structures;
however the fatigue life of the structure depends on
the localization and size of these cracks. In order to
predict the fatigue life for any component, a fatigue
life and crack growth study needs to be performed.
Linear and nonlinear fracture mechanics can be
performed with the ADINA (Automatic Dynamic
Incremental Nonlinear Analysis) system. The
ADINA fracture mechanics capabilities include the
computation of conservation criteria (J – integral,
energy release rate) in 2-D and 3-D finite element
models, and the analysis of actual crack propagation
in 2-D finite element models. Two different
numerical methods are available for the computation
of the conservation criteria. The line contour method
and the virtual crack extension method.
For the analysis of crack propagation, the “node
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shift/release” technique is used in ADINA. With this
technique, which includes local remeshing of the
crack front during crack propagation, a smooth and
continuous advance of the crack can be modeled.
The fracture mechanics allows performing an
analysis with only one crack however. The crack
line or surface can be located on the boundary or
inside of the finite element model. The specimen and
loading must be symmetric.
The crack propagation surface must be planar,
which typically corresponds to the ligament in
a fracture mechanics test specimen, is defined in
ADINA as the set of nodes which may possibly be
released when the crack opens. In 2-D models, the
crack propagation surface reduces to a line
(Figure. 1).

Figure 3 Mesh for crack propagation analysis

Transition meshes are used to connect the
portion of refined mesh at the crack tip zone to the
mesh used for the rest of the structure.
3 EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS

Figure 1 The crack propagation surface for 2-D analysis

In order to evaluate the amount of crack advance
from the value of the energy release rate a resistance
curve must be input. This curve (Figure 2) is a
material property. When the crack growth control
parameter is a displacement parameter, then this
curve relates the value of the displacement
paremeter to the crack advance. When the crack
growth control parameter is an energy release rate,
then this curve relates the value of the energy release
rate to the crack advance.

The simulations were carried out on two
different materials which are widespread in the
construction in the sea and railway transport.
Aluminium alloy AlMg3 EN AW-5754 (DIN 1745)
is weldable and corrosionproof, it is used for
construction of means of sea transport, shipbuilding,
tanks, mechanical parts and containers. Construction
steel S235JRG1 (EN 10025A1- STN 41 1373) is
weldable, low-carbon, soft steel used for building
transport machinery and devices, for chosen
mechanical parts, parts of constructions, frames and
suspension of rail vehicles and other transport
vehicles. Chemical composition and chosen
mechanical properties of aluminium alloy and lowcarbon steel are shown in Table 1, 2 (EN AW-5754)
and Table 3, 4 (S235JRG1).
Table 1 Chemical composition (mass. %) , EN AW-5754

Al

Cu

Mg

Si

Fe

95.52

0.1

2.6

0.4

0.4

Table 2 Mechanical properties, EN AW-5754
Re [MPa]

Rm [MPa]

Min. 80

A [%]

190-240

E [MPa]

HV

4

Min.18

6.5.10

78

Table 3 Chemical composition (mass. %) , S235JRG1

Figure 2 Resistance curves

A typical mesh for 2-D crack propagation
analysis is shown in Figure 3. Quadrilateral elements
with any number of nodes can be used. To ensure
good results, the mesh in the area where the crack
propagates should be made of a regular density of
elements with regular shapes.

C

Mn

Si

P

S

0.15

0.93

0.44

0.01

0.009

Table 4 Mechanical properties, S235JRG1
Re
[MPa]

Rm
[MPa]

A
[%]

Z
[%]

E [MPa]

HV

235

372

24

57

2.06.105

132
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discretize the model. In the area of crack
propagation and in the vicinity finer mesh was
produced in order to achieve higher accuracy. It
turned out that the quality of the mesh has
significant influence on the accuracy of the results.
The material is modelled as an ideal elastic-plastic
material with no defects or imperfections, except for
the defined initial crack.
For processing of the numerical results the
starting point was the dependence of crack length 2a
on number of cycles N. From the dependence 2a – N
was numerically obtained the dependence of fatigue
crack growth rate da/dN on the crack length 2a and
also numerically obtained was the dependence of
fatigue crack growth rate da/dN on the applied value
of stress intensity factor amplitude ΔKapl [3].
Obtained dependence of crack growth rate da/dN on
ΔKapl for steel S235JRG1is shown in figure 4 and
for EN AW-5754 is shown in figure 5.

4 NUMERICAL RESULTS

Using the finite-element program ADINA
a fatigue test was simulated for given materials steel S235JRG1 as well as aluminium alloy EN AW5754. It was a low cycle fatigue and a model of
corresponding test specimen was used on which the
experimental tests were performed. The test
specimen shows double symmetry and this
knowledge was effectively used to reduce the model
and modelled was only one quarter of the specimen
together with boundary conditions for symmetry.
The loading was given the same as in the case of
experiment as a cyclic stress with maximum
equivalent to force 100 000 N and with asymmetry
of the loading cycle R=0.35; 0.45; 0.5; 0.6 for steel
S 235JRG1 and R = 0.4; 0.6, 0.7; 0.8 for Al-alloy
AW-5754. Quadratic elements were used to
.
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da/dN , m /cyklus

1E-05

da/dN , m /cyklus

1E-05

1E-07
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R= 0,35

1E-10
1

10

ΔKapl , MPa.m1/2

1E-10
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1E-05
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R= 0,45

1E-07

1E-08

1E-08

1E-09

R= 0,5 Adina
R= 0,5

1E-10

1E-09

R= 0,6 Adina
R= 0,6

1E-10
1

10

ΔKapl , MPa.m1/2

100

1

10

ΔKapl , MPa.m1/2

Figure 4 Dependence da/dN - ΔKapl for steel S235JRG1
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Figure 5 Dependence da/dN - ΔKapl for Al-alloy EN AW-5754

There are listed acquired values of coefficients
C, m Paris dependency equation da/dN - ΔKapl, in
table 5 for steel S235JRG1 valid for length period of
fatigue cracks 2a = 20 till 35 mm as well as in table
6 for Al-alloy EN AW-5754 valid for length period
of fatigue cracks 2a = <15, 35>. Values of
coefficients C, m are for particular asymmetry
coefficient R.

Table 6 Value of coefficients C, m Paris dependency
equation, Al-alloy EN AW-5754

R

Fmax = 100 kN, f = 10Hz
C
0,4
0,6

Table 5 Value of coefficients C, m Paris dependency
equation, steel S235JRG1

R

S235JRG1

Fmax = 100 kN, f = 10Hz
C

m

0,35

7.59.10-12

3.141

0,45

6.14. 10-12

3.266

0,5

8.25. 10-12

3.192

0,6

9.89. 10-12

3.236

EN AW-5754

0,7
0,8

m
-11

3.309

8.95. 10

-11

3,236

9.49. 10

-11

3,312

1.05. 10

-10

3,283

5.72.10

5 CONCLUSION

In the base of information analysis which
consequent from theoretical analyze of solved
problem and discussion of numerical results it is
possible to say following conclusions:
¾

For used low -carbon weldable steel
S235JRG1 and Al-alloy AW-5754 were
obtained:
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the dependences da/dN - ΔKapl which
were compared to experimental
dependences,
- values of constants C, m Paris
dependence equation da/dN - ΔKapl for
interval of fatigue breaches 20 till 35
mm for S235JRG1 and for interval 15
till 35 mm for AW-5754 and individual
asymmetries of loading R.
¾ With increasing of loading cycle
asymmetry R, it is increased the fatigue
crack growth rate.
¾ According to comparison of experimental
and numerical results, it is possible to
state a good correlation between the
experimental measurement and numerical
simulation.
¾ Variance in results is strongly dependent
on fineness of the mesh in the crack
propagation area and also on material
model.
¾ Finite element software ADINA is able to
solve the problem of the fatigue crack
propagation and its results are fully
comparable to the experimental results.
-
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COMMUNICATION ANTENNA EMITTING IN TRANSVERSE
VERTICAL PLANE OF AIRCRAFT
Ján LABUN, Pavol KURDEL, Pavol LIPOVSKÝ
Abstract: In professional and laymen circles there is a prevailing idea that in order to enlarge the boundary of the radio
communication range, it is appropriate to bank an aircraft so that to improve the line of sight of the antenna with reference to
the ground communication point. This theory is true on condition that the angle of banking does not exceed a certain stated
angle, which is specific for each type of aircraft and is dependent on various factors. It is about the factors such as dimensions
and the shape of the aircraft, location of the antenna on the aircraft surface, operating frequency etc. From this point of view,
the article is a treatise on the causes and rules underlying of the frequency drops in the radiation pattern of the communication
antenna located on the body of the aircraft from the point of the angle of bank with the minimum level of the signal received.
As it is generally known, the change in the level of signal reception is of substantial effect on the range of communication
link.
Keywords: Asymmetric dipole, aircraft antenna, range of radio communication.

1 INTRODUCTION

For air communication, the aircraft usually uses
the antenna of non-symmetrical dipole type –
unipole, which is commonly fitted to the upper axis
part of aircraft fuselage. Given position of this
dipole has the task to ensure circular direction
diagram in horizontal plane and by this guarantee
quality connection of the aircraft with control center
in any direction.
From the point of view of securing certain –
wider range of frequency band, the dipole has
usually larger – wider dimensions. As the antenna
has to have also good aerodynamical features, this
antenna is then shaped (recently) into the shape of
a fin. In spite of these conditions, the antenna has
to have required electric parameters and radiation
features available.
In professional as well as amateur air community
there is a prevailing opinion that to increase the
range of connection it is advantageous to bank the
aircraft so that the antenna would be “better”
uncovered towards the ground communication point.
This theory is right, however, the bank angle should
not extend certain given value. This given value of
banking is specific for each type of aircraft and
depends on numerous influences, such as:
- dimensions and shape of aircraft,
- position of antenna and its distance from certain
important elements on aircraft fuselage,
- working frequency,
- antenna dimensions, shape and polarization,
- antenna radiation characteristics, etc.
As a result of these specific characteristics of
antenna position on the metal aircraft fuselage, there
occurs deformation of original, almost ideal shape of
direction diagram of antenna. One of the negative
impacts of these deformations is the occurrence of
outlets (considerable minimums) of direction
diagram, by which there can occur a loss
ofconnection even before the border of radio range.
From this viewpoint, the paper discusses the reasons

and laws of the occurrence of outlet of direction
diagram of communication antenna placed on the
metal aircraft fuselage from the point of view of
determining the bank angle with minimal level of
received signal.
2 ANTENNA ON SPACIOUS CONDUCTIVE
SURFACE

Necessary and objective requirement of placing
antenna of radio communication means on the
surface of conductive metal aircraft fuselage
presents a situation of placing the antenna in the
vicinity of spacious, well conductive surface. To
calculate the radiation of antennas placed within
spacious, well conductive surface, we use a wellknown principle of reflection. The field of radiating
antenna induces currents, which also contribute to
the total radiation of the antenna, in the conductive –
metal aircraft fuselage.
The share of induced currents is equivalent to the
radiation of reflection image of antenna according to
the interface plane. Induced currents in reflection
image have the same value (amplitude) as the
currents in the antenna itself. The phase of these
induced currents depends on the antenna
polarization. Induced currents of reflection image
evoked by vertically polarized antenna have a phase
equivalent to the current in the evoking antenna.
(The current in the reflection image of the vertical
antenna itself is evoked reversely, but externally it
has the same phase, Fig. 1a). Horizontally polarized
antenna, however, evokes induced currents with
opposite phase. (The current in reflection image of
horizontal antenna itself is evoked also reversely,
but it has the opposite phase also externally, Fig.
1b). Frequent example also of aircraft antenna is
presented by so-called refract L antennas, where
horizontal part presents capacity load. The phase of
currents in different parts of antenna and its
reflection image is shown in Fig. 1c.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 1 The example position of antenna above conductive aircraft fuselage with reflection image

To determine the radiation of antenna above
well conductive surface means to add the radiation
of real antenna to the radiation of its reflection
image. The results obtained by this are, however,
valid only in half-space above conductive plane
surface. In Fig. 2 there is a vertical dipole in the
height „h“ above conductive plane. Further, the
paper deals only with vertical polarization, because
in communication in air service, only vertical
polarization has been used. The intensity of the
field in the point of receiving „P“ is the sum of
intensity E1 evoked by the dipole and intensity E2
evoked by reflection image. Bothe intensities,
however, differ in phase, because the courses of
waves r1 and r2 into the receiving point have
different length.

r1 = r − h . cos ϑ ,

r2 = r + h . cos ϑ

z
Real antenna

ϑ

l
h

Reflection
image of
antenna

(2)

45°
90°

h = 0,5λ

h

90°

Δ

Δ

P

r2

Metal
conductive
surface

Δr

Figure 2 Radiation out of real antenna and its reflection
image into point of receiving

h = 0,25λ

45°
90°

h = 0,75λ

Δ

45°
90°

Δ

Figure 3 Directional diagram of vertical dipole antenna above conductive area for differently height
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Δ
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Δr

P

P

r

e − jkr cos (kl cos ϑ ) − cos kl
.j
. 2 cos (kh cos ϑ )
sin ϑ
r

h=0

r1

(1)

Resulting intensity of the field of vertically
polarized antenna placed in the height „h“ above
well conductive flat surface is given by the
following relation:
Eϑ( P ) = 60 I max

Contribution of reflection image of the antenna
into receiving point shows in the characteristic
function of radiation by the factor 2 cos(kh cosϑ).
At the same time, the resulting shape of direction
diagram depends on the height of the placement of
the antenna, more specifically, on the rate of its
height h to the wavelength λ “h/λ“. Several
examples of height dependence of direction
diagrams of vertical dipole above plane conductive
surface given by the function of radiation from the
relation (2) is shown in Fig. 3.

“h”
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3 ANTENNA PLACED ON AIRCRAFT

So far, the paper considered placing of the
antenna on the upper part of aircraft fuselage an
also its radiation above this surface – above the
aircraft, has been evaluated. It seems that towards
the direction below the aircraft, as a result of
shading effect of metal fuselage, wings and other
construction elements, the radiation will not occur.
However, the opposite is truth, because as a result
of diffraction, the radio wavelength will get also
into the shaded space – under the aircraft.
Diffraction is the change of direction of
spreading the radiation as a result of bending radio
wavelengths on the metal parts (obstacles) of the
aircraft. The phenomenon of diffraction occurs in

all types of waving (sound, electromagnetic, light)
as well as other kinds of obstacles.
Because the communication in air service
operates in the field of radio wavelengths, we are
mainly interested in the diffraction of radio waves
in cylinder, because the shape of aircraft fuselage
can be approximated to it as well as obstacles, near
which the radio waves spread.
Instead of complicated mathematical expression
of diffraction, in Fig. 4 there is a direction diagram
of communication antenna above and under the
fuselage of aircraft MiG-29. The following Fig. 5
shows the orientation of aircraft and plane of
measuring of the direction diagram of the antenna
on the aircraft MiG- 29. The plane of pictured
direction characteristics „y-z“ is perpendicular to
the flight direction „x“.

Interferential area of
primary field
i á h
ľ

Diffractive area of
secondary field

Figure 4 Direction diagram of vertical dipole antenna below conductive area of aircraft MiG - 29

antenna

Plane of measuring
characteristic
y

x

Figure 5 Orientation and plan of measuring directional diagram on aircraft MiG - 29
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4 EFFECT OF AIRCRAFT BANK ON THE
CONNECTION RANGE

To create mathematical model of direction
diagram of vertically polarized antenna fixed on
conductive surface of a real aircraft, an image
according to Fig. 6 has been created. In this figure,
there is a scheme of conductive surface of the
aircraft MiG-29 with indicated real height of
antenna 1,1m. Operating frequency has been
determined to 120MHz, which is one of the
frequencies of determined air service frequency
ranges (118MHz ÷ 137MHz). Fig. 8 shows
calculated mathematical model of direction
diagram.
Antenna

Figure 7 Measuring of direction diagram on the aircraft
model - MiG 29

The comparison of measured direction diagram
on the model of real aircraft with direction diagram
created by above given mathematical model is
shown in Fig. 8. For comparison, the following
measured angles will serve:
a) maximum of the main lobe (max HL),
b) maximum of the side lobe (max BL),
c) minimum between the given lobes (min H-B).

Attachment of antenna

Height of antenna

Conductive plane areas

Mathematical model:

Figure 6 Simplified image of antenna and position its on
conductive fuselage aircraft MiG - 29

max. HL ⇒ 0°, max BL ⇒ 56°, min H-B ⇒ 40°.

For the purpose of measurement and following
evaluation of real direction diagram, a model of an
aircraft MiG-29, 1:10, has been made so that it
would enable measurement in given range. The
measurement has been made in the depression
chamber, where the standard condition determined
for such kind of measurement (see Fig. 7) has been
kept. Also, Fig. 8 depicts measured direction
diagram of realized model.
135°

Measurement on the model:
max. HL ⇒ 10°, max BL ⇒ 66°, min H-B ⇒ 42°.

090°

045°
Δ

180°

0°

-135°

-090°

-045°

Figure 8 The comparison of measured direction diagram with mathematical model
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By the comparison of both types of direction
diagrams it is possible to conclude that the diagram
measured on the model of a real aircraft can be
compared with the mathematical model of a real
aircraft. Certain ambiguity can be seen in the angle
of the maximum of the main lobe, which is
approximately 10°, in the comparison of the
maximum of the main lobe of the mathematical
model, where the value is 0°. The difference can be
explained by the fact that the plane surface of metal
wings of the real aircraft is not horizontal, but it has
a negative angle - 5°. This negative lobe of wings
will rise the main lobe of direction diagram in
mentioned 10°. As a result, also measured maximum
of side lobe is raised in 10°. The maximum of
mathematical model of side lobe is 56°, and
measured value of this lobe is 66°.
Comparing the angles of minimal value of
direction diagram in the area between the main and
side lobes is not so distinctive, it presents only 2°.
Besides, the decrease of the minimum on the
measured diagram is not so distinctive as on
mathematical model. Given differences follow the
fact that on the real aircraft there is no univocal
transition between the vertical position of the
antenna and horizontal surface of the wings. The
shape of direction diagram is influenced by the
aircraft fuselage, which is compared to “antenna
attachment” and different bank of wings in the area
of their fixing to the fuselage, see Fig. 5 and 6.
The fact is that during aircraft maneuvers, during
its banking in about 40° there occurs significant
decrease of signal in broadcasting or receiving, by
which the range of connection is decreased as well.
This phenomenon will be important, if the aircraft is
located near the border of radio range. Then, when
the connection is lost, the pilots can think that by
banking the aircraft – by better „uncovering“ of the
antenna, the communication can be renewed. It
would be suitable if pilots knew this phenomenon
and that by greater aircraft banking the connection
will not be renewed. The model situation with the
frequency 120MHz shows that this critical angle is
40°. Analogically, with the use of knowledge from
Fig. 3 and mathematical modeling it is possible to
conclude that with increased frequency this critical
angle decreases. The change is that with operation
frequency 240MHz the value of this critical angle is
only 20°.
5 CONCLUSION

The paper deals with the problem of up to which
rate it is suitable to bank the aircraft to increase the
limits of the range of radio connection. The authors
of the paper have faced an opinion in practice, that
in order to increase the range, it is suitable to
„better“ uncover the antenna towards the ground

communication point by banking the aircraft. It
seems that this theory is valid under the condition
that the bank angle does not exceed certain
determined value, in our model case it is the angle of
10°. This value of banking is specific for each
aircraft and depends on several influences, as it is
described in the introduction in more details. In our
model case the critical angle of minimal reception is
40°. It is important to know that the change of
decrease with increasing angle is quicker than it
could seem at first sight. By this paper, the author
would like to inform professional public about this
phenomenon so that it could contribute to increased
flight safety.
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DETECTION AREA ANALYSIS IN THE ELINT SYSTEM
Zdeněk MATOUŠEK, Pavel BUČKA
Abstract: In this article we describe a possible analysis technique of detection area in the Electronic Intelligence - ELINT
system depending upon the values of detection probability PD, false alarm probability PF and the change of output within
ELINT source PZ. By this analysis it is assumed that there is a monitoring of mobile ELINT sources, which are located on
the margin of ELINT system radio horizon, whereby it is necessary to carry out the radio-locating of these sources in the
main lappet of directivity pattern source axis and ELINT device.
Keywords: Electronic Intelligence, reconnaissance system, the Doppler effect, transmitter, power agility, the probability
detection.

1 INTRODUCTION

Electronic Intelligence – ELINT is one of the
basic types of signal intelligence – SIGINT, which
uses the principles of electromagnetic energy in the
atmosphere propagation when operating. The aim
of ELINT devices is to detect, locate, analyze,
identify and pursue the sources of electronic signals
in the detection area. This area is defined by
directivity pattern external border and its size
depends on more parameters of ELINT
reconnaissance.
The source of electronic signals and ELINT
devices create so called “ELINT reconnaissance
system”. Its most important parameter is the shape
and size of detection area, in which the ELINT
device is able to detect the electronic signals
sources with required index figures. Exactly these
index figures are limited by parameters of the
ELINT reconnaissance system, as for example:
- maximum distance detection R of ELINT
source,
- detection probability PD,
- false alarm probability PF,
- the output of ELINT source PZ.
The given parameters limit the practical use of
ELINT devices. In real life there are cases when it
is inevitable to review, whether the given type is
appropriate for detecting certain types of sources or
the given reconnaissance information (from the
point of incidence and given probabilities) suits
the user.
The correct analysis of these cases is not easy
and requires complex access to facts which look in
some cases incomparable. The base of solving
given problem is to evaluate the change of range in
ELINT device depending on change of detection
PD, false alarm probability PF, and the output of
ELINT source PZ. When analyzing the problem
given above it is assumed that there is detection of
ELINT sources in the axis main beam of directivity
pattern source and ELINT device. The
configuration of ELINT system is shown on the
Figure 1.
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ELINT Source
- PEF = PZGZ
- λ = c/fN

ELINT Device

hAZ

R

- PP = kFT0 qB
- GRTP
hRTP

RR
Earth surface

Figure 1 ELINT system configuration

2 DISTANCE OF DETECTING SOURCES
IN ELINT SYSTEM

The maximum distance of detecting ELINT
sources belongs to the most important parameters
of ELINT device, whereby its value limits the
maximum distance of ELINT device space
detection. When counting the maximum range
Rmax [km] of ELINT device, we start from Radio
horizon equation in the following form [1]:

(

Rmax = 4,123 hRTP + h AZ

)

(1)

where:
hRTP is the height of ELINT device antenna
[m],
hAZ is the height of ELINT source antenna

system [m].
Theoretical distance of detection R ELINT
source is given by Beacon Equation in the
following form [2]:

R=

PZ G Z G RTP λ2
,
(4π ) 2 kT0 FqBL

(2)
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where:
PZ is the output of ELINT source [W],
GZ is the antenna gain of ELINT source,
GRTP is the antenna gain of ELINT device,
λ is the wavelength [m],
q is the power signal to noise ratio on the output of
ELINT device receiver,
F is the ELINT device receiver noise figure,
k is the Boltzmann constant 1,38.10-23 [J/K],
T0 is the absolute temperature [K],
B is the receiver bandwidth of ELINT device [Hz],
R is the distance of locating ELINT source [m],
L is the loss when processing and transmitting the
pulse electronic signal.

From the Beacon Equation it is obvious that the
distance of detecting ELINT source changes not
only with the change of its output PZ, but also with
the change of power signal to noise ratio q on the
output of ELINT device receiver [3].
The least favourable conditions for detecting
signals in the ELINT system are for the distances of
ELINT sources, which are moving on or in the
close proximity to the margin of radio horizon.
3 THE INFLUENCE OF SOURCE
PROBABILITY DETECTION ON RANGE
IN ELINT SYSTEM

The level of power PZ transmitted by the ELINT
source in the direction of ELINT device or the
power signal to noise ratio on the output of ELINT
device receiver q define the probability detection of
ELINT source PD and the false alarm probability
PF [3].
The given detection probabilities of ELINT
source depend on the distance of detection R, as
well as on its power PZ.
Even if the ELINT device will be stationary and
the ELINT source will be moving in the close
proximity to the margin of radio horizon, it is
possible to characterise the ELINT system as nonstationary transmission system.
Due to the movement of ELINT source, the
Doppler effect will occur in received signals,
whereby their phase will change. The signal at the
input of the ELINT receiver will be the
combination of more elements, which spread due to
the reflections from near surroundings onto the
antenna system from various directions. This fact
will become evident in the random changes of the
received signals amplitude. From the above given
reasons it is possible to consider such system to be
a transmission channel with Raylegh distribution
amplitude and balanced distribution of received
signal phase [4, 5]. For such defined ELINT system
it is possible to formulate the target detection
probability Pd by the power signal-to-noise ratio at

the receiver output q and false alarm probability
of the target PF in this formula [6]:
1

PD = PF 1+ q .

(3)

a) Influence of source detection probability on
the range in the ELINT system.
The detection probability of sources PD
expresses the percentage of periodically repeated
signals transmitted by the ELINT source will be
correctly detected by ELINT device.
Let’s assume that ELINT device monitors two
sources. For ELINT reconnaissance system when
detecting the first source let the following
parameters mean:
- detection probability PD1,
- false alarm probability PF1,
- ELINT source output PZ1.
When detecting the second source in the same
ELINT system then these parameters mean:
- detection probability PD2,
- false alarm probability PF2,
- ELINT source output PZ2.
According to [6] it is possible to express the
ratio of detecting distance R2 / R1 by the following
formula:
R2
=
R1

PZ 2
PZ 1

ln PF 1
−1
ln PD1
.
ln PF 2
−1
ln PD 2

(4)

From the formula (4), provided that PF1 = PF2 =
PF a PZ1 = PZ2, it is possible to set the formula for
detection distance R2 of the second ELINT source
this way:
R2 = R1

ln PF
−1
ln PD1
.
ln PF
−1
ln PD 2

(5)

On the grounds of formula (4) it is possible to
express the relative percentage difference ΔRD of
ranges R2 and R1 by adequate ratio PD2 / PD1 with
this formula [7]:
ΔR D =

R 2 − R1
100.
R1

(6)

Then it is possible to express the range of
ELINT device to the second ELINT source by the
following formula:
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⎛ ΔR D
R 2 = ⎜⎜1 +
100
⎝

⎞
⎟⎟ R1 .
⎠

(7)

According to the formulas (5) and (6) the
calculations and simulations dependency ΔRD =
f(PD2) for the chosen values PD1 (discrete values
ranging from 0,5 to 0,95) were made. The result of
these calculations and simulations are the graphs on
the figure 2. [7].
Legend:

250

PD1 = 0,5
PD1 = 0,6
PD1 = 0,7
PD1 = 0,8
PD1 = 0,9
PD1 = 0,95

ΔR D [%]

200

150

100

R 2 − R1
100.
(9)
R1
Then it is possible to state the ELINT device
range to the second source by the following
formula:
ΔR F =

⎛ ΔR F
R 2 = ⎜⎜1 +
100
⎝

(10)

According to the formulas (8) and (9) the
calculations and simulations of dependency ΔRF =
f(PF2) were made for the chosen values PF1 (discrete
values from 10-6 to 10-9). The result of these
calculations and simulations are the graphs on the
Figure 3 [7].
25

Legend:

50

20
15

ΔRF [%]

0

-50
0.5

⎞
⎟⎟ R1 .
⎠

0.6

0.7

0.8

PD2

0.9

10

PF1 = 10-6
PF1 = 10-7
PF1 = 10-8
PF1 = 10-9

5
0

Figure 2 Graph of dependency ΔRD from PD2 for the
chosen values PD1

-5
-10

From the graph on figure 2 it is obvious that if
the condition PD1 > PD2 applies, then R2 > R1.
If PD1 < PD2, then R2 < R1.

-15
-20

10-9

10-8

10-7

10-6

PF2

b) Influence of source false alarm probability on
the range in the ELINT system.

Figure 3 Graph of dependency ΔRD from PF2 for the
chosen values PF1

False alarm probability PF expresses how many
per cent of randomly repeated noise peaks at the
input of ELINT device receiver will be incorrectly
detected by this device as a useful signal.
For the analysis of ELINT source false alarm
probability influence on the change of ELINT
device range according to formula (3) and the
assumption that PD1 = PD2 = PD and PZ1 = PZ2, it is
possible to state the formula for range detection R2
of the second ELINT source this way:

From the graph on the Figure 3 it is obvious
that if inequality PF1 > PF2 is valid, then R2 < R1. If
PF1 < PF2 then R2 > R1.

R2 = R1

ln PF 1
−1
ln PD
.
ln PF 2
−1
ln PD

(8)

According to the formula (8) it is possible to
state the relative percentage difference ΔRF of the
ranges R2 and R1 by the adequate PF2 / PF1 with this
formula [7]:
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4 THE INFLUENCE OF ELINT SOURCE
POWER CHANGE ON RANGE IN ELINT
SYSTEM

The ELINT source power PZ is given by the
used transmitter, by which every ELINT source is
equipped with. Let’s assume that ELINT device
monitors two sources. The power of these sources
is PZ1 and PZ2. The other possibility is that it
monitors the source with so called power agility
(the change of power from PZ1 to PZ2 and viceversa). Then according to the formula (4) possible
to state the ratio of transmitting outputs PZ1 / PZ2 by
the following formula:
ln PF 1
−1
2
PZ 1
R1 ln PD1
.
=
PZ 2 R2 2 ln PF 2
−1
ln PD 2

(11)
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From the formula (11) provided that PD1 = PD2
and PF1 = PF2, it is possible to state the dependence
of change in ELINT sources transmitting powers
PZ1 or PZ2 on the ELINT device range R with this
formula:

R2 = R1

PZ 2
PZ 1

ln PF
−1
ln PD
.
ln PF
−1
ln PD

5 THE RANGE IN ELINT SYSTEM WHEN
CHANGING SEVERAL PARAMETERS AT
THE SAME TIME.

In the previous sections of this article there were
several cases being solved, when congruent
changes of range in the ELINT system by changing
one chosen parameter of this system (PD, PF or PZ)
were analysed. However, in real life scenarios
there are cases, when several parameters in ELINT
system change at the same time.
It is possible to solve these cases on the basis of
the results of the above mentioned simulations [8]
and defined formulas (5, 8 and 12). Provided that
we know all individual relative percentage
differences (ΔRD, ΔRF and ΔRP), the changes in
ELINT system range, which change at the same
time, it is possible to state the ELINT device range
onto the second ELINT source by this formula [7]:

(12)

According to (12) it is possible to state relative
percentage difference ΔRP of ranges R2 and R1 by
the adequate ratio PZ2 / PZ1 with the following
formula [7]:

ΔR P =

R 2 − R1
100.
R1

(13)

⎛ ΔR D + ΔR F + ΔR P
R2 = ⎜⎜1 +
100
⎝

Then it is possible to state the ELINT device
range to the second source by this formula:

ΔR P ⎞
⎛
R 2 = ⎜1 +
⎟ R1 .
100 ⎠
⎝

Legend: PZ1
PZ1 = 4,0 kW

30

PZ1 = 5,5 kW

PZ1 = 4,5 kW

PZ1 = 6,0 kW

PZ1 = 5,0 kW

PZ1 = 6,5 kW

ΔRP [%]

PZ1 = 7,0 kW
20

10

0

-10

-20

-30

4

4,5

5

5,5

6

6,5

PZ2 [kW]

Fig. 4 Examples of part of results of dependency ΔRP
from PZ2 for the chosen values PZ1

From Fig. 4 it is obvious that if the condition
PZ1 > PZ2 will be valid, then R2 < R1. Provided that
PZ1 < PZ2, then R2 > R1.

(15)

6 CONCLUSION

(14)

According to the formulas (12) and (13) the
calculations and simulations dependency ΔRP =
f(PZ2) for chosen values PZ1 = (0,5 ÷ 20) kW were
made. The example of part of calculation results
and simulations (discreet values PZ1 in range from
4 kW to 7 kW) is displayed by graph on Fig 4 [7].

40

⎞
⎟⎟ R1 .
⎠

7

On the basis of the above given results of
calculations and simulations it is possible to judge
with sufficient credibility the possibilities of
detecting sources in ELINT system. When doing
this it is necessary to consider distribution of
amplitude and phase of received signals and by
predicted agility of transmitted outputs by ELINT
sources.
From the analysis and synthesis of the above
given calculations and simulations results it is
possible to state that by partial change of some of
the chosen ELINT system parameters (PD, PF and
PZ) there is a change in the area dimensions of
ELINT device detection. Nevertheless, this change
is the most noticeable by the increase or decrease of
detection probability PD. Less noticeable
differences, even if they are still very strong, are
observable by the change of transmitted output PZ.
The false alarm probability PF influences the area
dimensions of ELINT device detection the least.
The change in the area of detection is shown here
only for bigger multiples of its basis value. It is
inter alia possible to make use of the shown
approach of ELINT system area detection analysis
for indirect comparison of different ELINT devices
parameters; that is for example when making
operational calculations.
The authors regard as the original contribution
of this article the method of analysis and synthesis
of ELINT device range change by monitoring
various sources in ELINT system, defining relative
percentage differences or ranges ΔRD, ΔRF
63
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and Δ RP, as well as performed simulations [8] and
attained results by modelling ELINT systems with
changes of selected parameters in the software
environment MATLAB.
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MPM 20 MAGNETIC AURA RESEARCH AND ITS UTILIZATION FOR MPM 20
SITUATIONAL CONTROL
Jana MODROVIČOVÁ, Ladislav MADARÁSZ, Ján KABÁT
Abstract: This article is aimed at in-depth research and experimental confirmation of aircraft turbojet engines magnetic aura
existence, more exactly magnetic aura of small turbojet engine MPM 20. MPM 20 magnetic aura is one of its important
properties and its utilization possibilities for control purpose until now aren't closely explored. Worked article contains
motives and references of its utilization for MPM 20 situational control methodical application.
Keywords: MPM 20, magnetic aura, measurement, cross-section.

1 INTRODUCTION

Magnetism is a physical property, but also some
kind of physical performance of some particles as
well as objects. Often magnetism serves for early
mechanic defect detection of observed objects.
Small turbojet engine MPM 20 is observed object
and has its own magnetism which is called MPM 20
magnetic aura. In more details, magnetic aura is
described in [7,8,9].
This article is concerned with small turbojets
engine MPM 20 magnetic aura next research and
possibilities in design of situational control based on
its magnetic aura. Previous measurements as well as
their results can be found in [7,8]. Measurements
described in this article are focused on magnetic

aura examination and its relation to engine
revolutions. Measurements were executed on built
measuring construction by 4-channel magnetometer,
revolution counter and compressor, which was used
for the crank up of the engine. Mentioned
magnetometer is more detailed described in
[2,3,5,6].
2 MEASURING CHAIN

As was already mentioned before in introduction,
created measuring chain was composed of wooden
construction on which, the motor was placed, and of
wooden frame with 4 probes of magnetometer
placed on it. Probes were rotated by 90° each.
Sketch of probes placement is shown in Figure 1.

4

3

5

1
Wooden frame for probes placement

2

Figure 1 Schematics of wooden frame for probes fixing
and placement (cross-section)

Legend: 1 – probe of magnetometer No.1 placed in horizontal plain,
2 – probe of magnetometer No.2 placed in vertical plain,
3 – probe of magnetometer No.3 placed in horizontal plain,
4 – probe of magnetometer No.4 placed in vertical plain,
5 – cross-section of MPM 20 engine.
In next figure, described construction can be seen
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results were recorded with lower speed of engine
900-1050 RPM. Sampling frequency was 1 kHz.
Sections, where measurements were conducted
are depicted in next figure.
No. 1 No. 2

No. 3

No.4

Figure 2 Final wooden construction for measurement
(front view)

3 MEASUREMENTS

Measurements described in this article were done
by already mentioned magnetometer. They were
conducted in four cross-sections of MPM 20 engine.
In first run, results were gained when the engine was
standing still. Next results are while engine was
running with speed 1800-2000 RPM and the last

Figure 3 Cross-sections of engine in which the
measurements were conducted

In next table, meteorological conditions during
measurements are stated.

Tabel 1 Meteorological conditions for measurements done on 23.6.2009
Date of
measurement

Dew point
[0C]

23.6.

15

Meteorological conditions
Atmosph.
Avg. outdoor
pressure
temperature
[hPa]
[0C]
1010
26

In following graphs, behaviors for each section
of engine are shown. In each section, 3
measurements were conducted. When motor was
standing still and then when it was turning with

Avg. indoor
temperature
[0C]
24

lower and higher RPM. Each triplet of figures has
corresponding table with boundary values of each
run for better readability of measured range.
Results of measurements in cross-section 1:

Figure 4 Results of measured magnetic induction in cross-section 1
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Ozone
[Dobson
unit]
279 (-12%)
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Table 2 Boundary values for each run in section 1

Stands till

Lower RPM

Higher RPM

min [nT]

max [nT]

min [nT]

max [nT]

min [nT]

max [nT]

Channel No.1

-25 254

-24 411

-26 326

-24 898

-26 260

-24 673

Channel No.2

7 864

8 466

7229

8483

6994

8584

Channel No.3

-22581

-21815

-22740

-21780

-22599

-21725

Channel No.4

8841

9765

9204

10388

8975

10201

Results of measurements in cross-section 2:
Table 3 Boundary values for each run in cross-section 2

Stands till

Lower RPM

Higher RPM

min [nT]

max [nT]

min [nT]

max [nT]

min [nT]

max [nT]

Channel No.1

-25492

-24580

-26125

-24880

-26011

-24909

Channel No.2

8659

9402

7738

8927

8466

9426

Channel No.3

-22862

-22190

-22731

-21761

-22837

-21987

Channel No.4

8594

9501

9193

10095

9004

9953

Figure 5 Results of measured magnetic induction in cross-section 2
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Magnetic induction [nT]

Magnetic induction [nT]

Magnetic induction [nT]

Results of measurements in cross-section 3:

2

x 10

Magnetic induction in cross-section no.3 in non-rotate status

4

K1
K2
K3
K4

0
-2
-4
2

0
4
x 10

1000

2000
3000
4000
5000
6000
Magnetic induction in cross-section no.3 in lower speed status

7000

8000
K1
K2
K3
K4

0
-2
-4
2

0
4
x 10

1000

2000
3000
4000
5000
6000
Magnetic induction in cross-section no.3 in higher rotate status

7000

8000
K1
K2
K3
K4

0
-2
-4

0

1000

2000

3000

4000
5000
No. of patterns [n]

6000

7000

8000

9000

Figure 6 Results of measured magnetic induction in cross-section 3

Table 4 Boundary values for each run in cross-section 3

Standstill

Lower RPM

Higher RPM

min [nT]

max [nT]

min [nT]

max [nT]

min [nT]

max [nT]

Channel No.1

-25425

-24624

-25914

-25067

-25826

-25030

Channel No.2

9607

10249

8755

10239

9365

10148

Channel No.3

-23567

-22876

-23231

-21983

-23450

-22524

Channel No.4

8764

9553

9117

9913

8937

9874
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Magnetic induction [nT]

Magnetic induction [nT]

Magnetic induction [nT]

Results of measurements in cross-section 4:

1

x 10

4

Magnetic induction in cross-section no.4 in non-rotate status
K1
K2
K3
K4

0
-1
-2
-3
2

0
x 10

1000

2000
3000
4000
5000
Magnetic induction in cross-section no.4 in lower speed status

4

6000

7000
K1
K2
K3
K4

0
-2
-4
1

0
x 10

1000

2000
3000
4000
5000
6000
Magnetic induction in cross-section no.4 in higher rotate status

4

7000

8000
K1
K2
K3
K4

0
-1
-2
-3

0

1000

2000

3000
4000
No. of patterns [n]

5000

6000

7000

Figure 7 Results of measured magnetic induction in cross-section 4

Table 5 Boundary values for each run in cross-section 4

Stand still

Lower RPM

Higher RPM

min [nT]

max [nT]

min [nT]

max [nT]

min [nT]

max [nT]

Channel No.1

-24933

-24149

-25749

-24693

-25484

-24782

Channel No.2

8216

8820

8190

10365

8195

8841

Channel No.3

-22716

-22109

-23373

-21688

-22633

-21703

Channel No.4

8902

9735

8982

10044

9098

9992

From measured results depicted in graphs as well
as from the tables, where maximal and minimal
values for each run are shown, it is clear, that
reached revolutions didn’t have the influence on
MPM 20 magnetic aura.
Because the maximal reached RPM were 2000, it
is not possible to consider, how the magnetic aura of
MPM 20 will react in higher revolutions. Therefore
it will be necessary to conduct similar measurements
on MPM 20 placed directly on the stand during cold
overspeed.
4 CONCLUSION

As was already stated before, after these
measurements, it’ s impossible to evaluate the

influence of the revolutions of engine on its
magnetic aura. From these measurements it’s
possible to come to the conclusion, that the
revolutions don’t have the influence on engine’s
magnetic aura. Therefore it’s impossible to consider
the possibilities of improvement for algorithms for
situational control of MPM 20. This control was
already designed and is described in [1,4].
For better understanding of relation between
MPM 20 revolutions and its magnetic aura, it will be
necessary to execute other measurements in given
sections during cold overspeed when higher RPM
could be attained. Based on them, the influence of
magnetic aura can be more precisely determined,
which will allow the modification of now available
situational control of MPM 20.
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MULTIPLE SENSOR INTEGRATION FOR AUTONOMOUS
VEHICLE NAVIGATION
Martin Ernesto OREJAS, Ľuboš VÁCI, Milan SOPATA
Abstract: This paper presents a software solution for multiple sensor integration for autonomous vehicle navigation. The
system unique features and shortcomings are taken into account to implement the fusion of an inertial navigation system
(INS) with measurements from global navigation satellite system (GNSS), altimeter, odometer and magnetometer employing
a complementary extended Kalman filter to produce an accurate, reliable and robust navigation solution. The aim of this
work is to present specific problems and solutions of sensor integration.
Keywords: INS, GNSS, Kalman filter, navigation system integration, sensor fusion.

1 INTRODUCTION

Nowadays there is an increasing demand for
low-cost, low-weight precise navigation systems,
a clear example being unmanned vehicles (UAVs),
and the development of such systems has been
boosted by the advent of low-cost MEMS inertial
sensors. This has had a profound impact in the
development of integrated GNSS/INS systems;
while the equations to integrate INS with GNSS are
well known, new challenges arise when using lowcost COTS sensors [1]. The inclusion of other
sensors as barometer, odometer and magnetometer
in the navigation solution becomes of major
importance when trying to overcome some of the
inherent problems that appear when working with
MEMS sensors.
The integration of inertial navigation systems
with global navigation satellite systems is a logical
step due to the complementary characteristics of
each system. An INS is precise for a short span of
time, can be run at high frequency and doesn’t
depend on external signals however, will drift over
time if it is not corrected due to bias accumulation in
the process of integrating accelerations and angular
rates. On the other hand, a GNSS has a bounded
error but run at slower frequencies and is dependent
on external signals, therefore can suffer outages. In
these situations, a filtering technique called the
complementary filter allows an optimal filter to be
designed to minimize the effect of the errors on the
signal estimate [2].
In the complementary-filter approach, the INS is
the primary navigation system that calculates the
navigation states at high rate and uses the
measurements from aiding sensors coming at lower
rates. In our system, a loosely coupled integration
was used for the INS/GNSS integration, expanded
with
additional
sensors
like
barometer,
magnetometer and odometer. A complementary
extended Kalman filter was implemented to estimate
the error of the INS states.
The paper is organized as follows: In chapter 2
the equations necessary to implement INSs are
described. In chapter 3 we present the error

equations that will be necessary to perform the error
state estimation. The models used for the inertial
sensors are introduced in charter 4. Chapter 5 deals
with the equations used to develop the
complementary EKF and the next chapter give a
short description of the fault detection and exclusion
algorithm used evaluate the occurrence of a wrong
measurement. Chapter 7 contains some brief
comments about the integration of additional aiding
sources to our system. The following chapter
outlines the basic steps for the online initialization
and alignment of the IMU platform. The results of
our simulations are showed in charter 9. Finally
some remarks about the results and the future plans
are provided.
2 INS MECHANIZATION EQUATIONS

The basic concept [2], [3], [4], of an INS is to
integrate accelerations to determinate velocity and
position in a desired coordinate frame. Considering
the possibility of relative angular motion between
frames, gyroscopes are required to maintain the
sensor-to-navigation frame transformation. Figure 1
illustrates the functional and operational concept of
INS mechanization.
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Figure 1 INS block diagram

The continuous time INS mechanization
equations are expressed by following set of
equations [2].

r& n = D −1v n

(

)

n
v& n = C bn a b − 2 Ωien + Ωen
v n + g n − Ω ien Ωien r n
n
C& bn = C bn Ωibb − C nb Ωen
+ C en Ωiee

[

(

)]

(1)
Where
⎡
0
⎢
⎢
1
D −1 = ⎢
⎢ (R m + h )
⎢
0
⎢
⎢⎣
Where

1

(R n + h ) cos ϕ
0
0

⎤
0⎥
⎥
0⎥
⎥
− 1⎥
⎥
⎥⎦

(2)

a b = acceleration in body frame,
Ωien = antisymmetric matrix of angular rate between
inertial and Earth frame expressed in navigation
frame (Earth rotation),

Ω

= antisymmetric matrix of angular rate

between Earth and navigation frame expressed in
navigation frame (transit rate),

Ωibb = antisymmetric matrix of angular rate between
inertial and body frame expressed in body frame
(sensors measurement),

C bn = Direction cosine matrix (DCM) from body to
navigation frame,
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Earth-Fixed to navigation frame.
The attitude equation was implemented using
quaternion algebra to avoid singularities in attitude
angles computation. The attitude dynamics
expressed by quaternions are

1 b
q& = − Ωnb
⋅q
2

(3)

3 STRUCTURE

r n = position in navigation frame,
v n = velocity in navigation frame,
g n = gravity in navigation frame,

n
en

C en = Direction cosine matrix from Earth-Centred-

A classical approach for the development INS
error equations is by perturbation analysis, where the
navigation parameters are perturbed with respect to
the true navigation values. This approach applies the
Taylor series expansion on the continuous INS
mechanization equations and retains only the
constant and linear terms. The derivation of the
perturbation model is described in many studies and
literature [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], therefore only a brief
derivation will be presented.
Velocity errors are simply the error in the
velocities computed in the navigation frame

v~ n = v u + δv n

(4)

Position errors are obtained from the EarthCentred-Earth-Fixed to navigation frame DCM,
where the computed or perturbed DCM is
represented as
~
C en = [I − (δθ ×)]C en
(5)
In a similar way attitude errors are obtained from
the navigation to body frame DCM.
~
C bn = [I − (φ ×)]C bn
(6)
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If we assume the error equations for measured
acceleration, computed gravity vector and computed
and measured angular rates as

a~ u = a u + δa u
g~ n = g n + δg n
~ u = ω u + δω u
ω
iu
~n
ω
ie
~
ωinn

=
=

iu
ωien
ωinn

iu
n
+ δωie
+ δωinn

(7)

5 COMPLEMENTARY EXTENDED
KALMAN FILTER

In an INS implemented in the complementary
filter structure, the output of the INS provides the
navigation solution and the EKF estimates the INS
errors. The INS error vector is fed back to correct
the INS internal states [2] and [3]. This is illustrated
in Figure 2.

We get the following set of equations describing
the INS perturbation model [3]
n
n
δθ& = δωen
−ωen
×δθ
n
n
) −(2ωien + ωin
)×δvn + an ×φ + Cnbδab
δv& n = vn ×(2δωien + δωin
φ& = δωn + ωn ×δθ −ωn ×φ −Cnδωb
en

ie

in

b

ib

(8)
Figure 2 Feedback implementation of the
complementary extended Kalman filter

4 SENSORS MODELING

Although the importance of having a good model
for the sensors is often neglected, the way the
sensors are modeled has a great influence in the
overall system performance. Which errors will be
taken into account will not only depend on the
sensor type and quality but also the application and
the environment where the sensors and system are to
operate. For low-grade sensors, as the ones used in
our system, usually three sources of errors are
modelled: a constant bias, a varying bias and white
noise. There are many possibilities when modelling
a varying bias and a common method is to use a
Gauss-Markov (GM) process, or as a particular case
of this, a random walk. Thus, the sensor output can
be expressed as

~y = y + δy

δy = bconst + bGM + w
b&GM (t ) =

−1

τ

(9)

bGM (t ) + w GM

where w is zero mean white noise and can be
determined by method in [7], wGM is white noises
which drives GM process. Time constant of GM is
defined by τ and can be determined by method in
[8]. This model can be further simplified if an
estimation of the constant bias is done in the
initialization routine leaving only the varying bias
and the white noise as the error sources of the
sensor.

The nonlinear extended Kalman filter is by far
the most common method used for integrating INS
with GPS. In fact, the error equations presented in
chapter 2 are already a linear version of the actual
INS error equations so it is not necessary to compute
any Jacobean to obtain H and F matrices, required
for the Kalman filter. Instead, F and H matrices can
be obtained directly from the errors equations such
that they satisfy

∂x& (t ) = F (x(t ) ) ⋅ ∂x(t ) + Γ(x(k ) )w(t )
y (t ) = H ( x(t ), t ) ⋅ ∂x(t ) + v(t )

(10)

where y represent the residuals created from the INS
states and the measurements (coming from the
external sensors) and w and v are white noises with
respective covariances

cov(w(t ) ) = Q

cov(v(t ) ) = R

(11)

Before introducing the Kalman filter equations
we need to discretize the continuous system
described above. It is assumed that the transition
matrix F is constant over the sampling period Ts),
therefore

Φ (x(k ) ) = e F ( x ( k ) )⋅Ts

(12)

A truncated Taylor series can be used to compute
the previous equation. To obtain the covariance
Qd(k) of the equivalent process noise w(k) many
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approximations are available. One of the most
simple and common is

Qd (k ) ≈ Γ(x(k ) ) ⋅ Q ⋅ Γ(x(k ) )T ⋅ Ts

(13)

A slightly more complicated formula is
implemented in our system but its description is out
of the scope of this work.
The Kalman filter has two main steps: the time
update and the measurement update. The time
update only depends on the system and computes
how the estimated errors Δx̂ − and their covariances

measurements and their predicted values obtained by
the INS. From the residuals and their statistical
properties a scalar test statistic chi-square distributed
with n degrees of freedom is created, where n is the
number of measurements used for creating the test
statistic. This statistic is later compared with a
predefined threshold to evaluate if a failure has
occurred. Using the chi-square distribution allows us
to test together a group of measurements that are
correlated to each other improving the chances to
successfully detect a failure.

P − (k ) propagate through one sampling period.

7 ADDITIONAL SENSORS

Δxˆ − (k ) = Φ (k − 1)Δxˆ (k − 1)

As mentioned earlier, when working with lowgrade inertial sensors the addition of redundant
sensors not only has the potential to greatly reduce
the characteristic drift of the unaided INS but also to
improve the navigation solution even when GPS is
available. For this project three additional sensors
were added to our integrated system: a barometer, an
odometer and a magnetometer. The barometer is
getting a standard addition in this kind of systems
and helps to stabilize the vertical channel. The
magnetometer is used to assist with the attitude
estimation, especially in the absence of GPS signal
(nevertheless tests showed that even if GPS is
available, the improvement in heading estimation
due the addition of the magnetometer is substantial).
The whole 3D magnetic vector is utilized for the
integration and extra states were added to the
Kalman filter to estimate and compensate the iron
distortions. The significant benefit of using the
magnetometer is apparent when testing the system
under extreme conditions as it is shown in charter 9.
For the odometer a one wheel model was used for
the integration and currently the two wheels model
is being developed. Another extra state was included
in the Kalman filter to estimate the scaling.

(14)

P− (k ) = Φ(k −1)P(k −1)Φ(k −1)T + Qd (k −1)
(15)
The second step is where the measured data (the
computed residuals in the complementary filter) is
used to improve the estimation of the errors and to
compute the new covariance P(k). First the Kalman
filter gain K(k) is computed as

[

K(k) = P−(k)H(k)T R(k) + H(k)P−(k)H(k)T

]

−1

(16)
K is then used to compute P. There are different
techniques to compute the update of P and although,
theoretically, they are all equivalent they have
different numerical properties. The equation
implemented in our system was chosen because of
its numerical stability.

P(k) =[I −K(k)H(k)]P−(k)[I −K(k)H(k)]T +K(k)R(k)K(k)T
(17)

8 INITIALIZATION – ALIGNMENT

Finally the error estimation is computed as

Δxˆ (k ) = x − (k ) + K (k )[~
y (k ) − yˆ ( k )]

(18)

This estimated error will be used to correct the
INS states.
6 RESIDUAL TEST

The inclusion of a wrong measurement in the
EKF can cause a severe degradation of the
navigation solution, therefore, when developing a
system to be implemented in a real application it is
essential to have some kind of Fault Detection and
Exclusion (FDE) algorithm to avoid incorporating
erroneous measurements to the filter. This was done
using the residuals between the aiding sensors
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A large contribution to INS performance
degradation is caused by wrong initialization.
Moreover, large initial system uncertainties could
lead to Kalman filter divergence and destabilize the
closed loop system. The alignment often consists of
two modes: coarse levelling mode, used to estimate
tilt (roll and pitch), and a heading alignment mode,
used to estimate heading. The coarse levelling mode
is enabled and runs when the vehicle is stationary
and uses information from the accelerometers to
estimate tilt. MEMS precision makes gyro
compassing unfeasible, therefore heading can’t be
estimated from the IMU alone while stationary,
additional sensor aids have to be incorporated in
order to obtain heading. Heading alignment mode is
dividend in two: in-motion alignment mode and
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extended coarse alignment mode. In-motion
alignment is enabled when the platform starts
moving and the GPS velocity is used to estimate the
heading. Finally, in the extended coarse alignment
mode a complementary filter is used to refine the
initial attitude estimation with information from
additional sensors (gyroscopes and magnetometer).

on the overall performance. A trajectory generator
was used to create the true trajectory used for
comparison and to simulate the data from the
different sensors. The errors for position, velocity
and attitude under normal conditions are shown in
Figure 3.

9 SIMULATIONS –TESTS

Several simulations were done in order to
analyze the effect of each component of the system

Figure 3 Error of Navigation Solution for position, velocity and attitude. The red lines represent the standard
deviation of the error computed by the Kalman filter.

Sensors characteristics are listed in table below.
Table 1 Sensor characteristics
Noise characteristics
Sensors

Bias
-2

GM process

standard deviances

time constant 1/999,95 [s]

[ms ]

9,00018.10-6 [ms-2]

5.10-5

[rads-1]

2,25.10-10

none

5

[m]

none

GNSS velocity

none

0,17

[ms-1]

none

Altimeter

none

8

[m]

none

Magnetometer

3.10-2

Accelerometers

7.10

Gyroscopes

2.10-4

GNSS position

-2

White noise

[ms ]

1.10

[rads-1]

[Gauss]

-2

-2

6,5.10-3 [Gauss]

[rads-1]

none
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Simulations showed that the steady-state bounds
for position and velocity errors were primarily
defined by the GPS errors, i.e. if GPS signal was
available the addition of low-cost inertial sensors did
not have a significant influence in the position and
velocity errors. On the other hand, attitude errors
arehighly dependent on the inertial sensor
characteristics. Also, in case of GPS outage, the
inertial sensors quality will define the rate of drift of
the navigation solution. This is illustrated in Figure 4
and Figure 5, where a GPS outage if 70 seconds

was simulated. The fact that our residual test is able
to detect this outage/failure explains the increase in
the computed standard deviation and also point out
the importance of having such a test, to avoid the
inclusion of wrong measurements that could
potentially destabilize the system.

Figure 4 Position and velocity errors (east) when GPS is unavailable

Figure 5 Position and velocity errors (down) when GPS is unavailable

Figure 6 Position and velocity errors (east) when only GPS velocity is unavailable
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Figure 7 Position errors (east) when GPS is unavailable
and odometer is enabled

It’s interesting to notice the effect of the
barometer in the vertical position and velocity
estimation and how, even in the absence of GPS,
position and velocity errors are bounded for this
channel due to the redundancy provided by this
sensor.
The advantage of having a FDE algorithm
capable of testing different groups of measurements
together becomes apparent in Figure 6, where
a failure in GPS velocity was simulated (odometer
was switched off) while GPS position was still
available. Clearly the Kalman filter still uses the
GPS position data to compute the corrections and
avoid a drift in the navigation solution and therefore
only a slight increase in position and velocity errors
is observed.
Another clear example of the advantage of
having redundant measurements and being able to
test them separately is shown in Figure 7 where
a failure was simulated for the GPS signal while the

odometer was enabled. As expected, the position
error starts growing but the availability of the
velocity measurement coming from the odometer
greatly reduce the rate of this growth.
Finally, one of the experiments that were
performed under extreme conditions is shown to
depict the influence of the magnetometer in the
attitude estimation, particularly the heading
estimation. The experiment was carried out over an
extremely irregular terrain with a heavily oscillating
lever arm. Figure 8 describes the heading error (the
error was obtained comparing with the heading
computed from GPS velocity data) of the integrated
system when the magnetometer is enabled and
disabled. The three small plots on the right show the
extremely noisy measurements collected with the
gyroscopes, accelerometers and magnetometer. It is
clear that under these conditions the system is
unable to track the heading unless the magnetometer
is enabled.

Figure 8 Heading error when magnetometer is switched on/off. On the right: Gyroscope,
accelerometer and magnetometer data
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10 CONCLUSION

In this paper we discussed the basic principles of
integrating inertial navigation systems with global
navigation satellite systems and the issues that arise
when implementing this in a real system with lowcost COTS sensors. Many design and
implementation issues, not covered in the literature,
emerge when applying the somehow standard
equations use for INS/GNSS integration. Both,
simulations and tests, confirmed the importance of
adding additional sensors and a FDE algorithm to
deal with real application issues like outage of GPS
signal or failure in the GPS receiver and also noisy
and poor environmental and dynamic conditions. In
the near term future, a tightly coupled integration
itis planned to be developed, this will allow not only
a more accurate solution, due to the increase in the
amount of observables and the improvement in the
tracking loops of the GNSS receiver, but also will
permit the GNSS keep aiding the INS even if less
than the minimum four satellites, usually needed to
obtain a PVT solution, are available.
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PASSIVE SAFETY OF CAR FLEET IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC
Jan POKORNÝ, Michal ŠELMÁT
Abstract: Safety of car fleet is usually estimated according to its age. But this estimation is quite inaccurate and gives only
information about the average age of common cars in a territory. It does not consider passive and active safety structure of
that car fleet. This article shows possibility involving some of these parameters to this estimation. A method introduced in
this paper is based on fuzzy sets application to this problem and appears from data obtained from Central Register of
Vehicles and EuroNCAP.
Keywords: Passive safety, car fleet, fuzzy set.

1 INTRODUCTION

•

In the Czech Republic there are annually
published articles about average age of car fleet
based on Central register of vehicles. This average
age is usually associated with general level of safety
and ecological aspects of cars included in this car
fleet. Such estimation does not work deeply with the
structure of this car fleet. It only says how old on
average the common car is in a territory. From the
view of safety, it does not take such important
aspects as passive and active safety and weight of
cars into consideration.
For better safety estimation of the car fleet it
would be useful to append to data from the Central
register of vehicles at least some information about
weight and safety aspects of each car model
involved in the car fleet. So each car model may be
characterized by four basic parameters:
• number of registered cars,
• age,
• level of safety,
• weight.

•

These parameters, especially age, level of safety
and weight, are close to description of total safety of
each car model.
2 DATA SOURCES
2.1 Central register of vehicles

The best information source about structure of
car fleet in the Czech Republic should be Central
register of vehicles (CRV). This is directly
connected to all vehicle registration offices in the
country and keeps statistics of all registered
vehicles.
Data in CRV are organized in a number of files
and divided according to various criteria. One of
these files is useful for next work. Vehicles in this
file are organized according:
• Kind (OA - passenger vehicle, NA – goods
vehicle).
• Category (for OA next dividing on M1,
M2, M3).

•

•

Car make (name of the vehicle producer –
e.g. Škoda).
Type (name of the vehicle model – e.g.
Octavia).
Model year (number of vehicles produced
in the given year, divided by single years
from 1945 to 2007; earlier made vehicles
are put in column “older”).
Sum (sum of all vehicles of given kind,
category, car make and type for all years).

All of these data are entered to the register by
employees of vehicle registration offices and nobody
else has the capacity to modify it. On this account
there are lots of mistakes in the register and these are
good to repair before further work with this data.
There are usually key mistakes in the category or the
car make, which create a new category or car make
that doesn’t really exist. Sometimes there are two or
more rows for one car make, but they are named by
another way (for example “Volkswagen” and
“VW”), which are important to be link together. It is
also important to class vehicles which have no mark
on position of kind or category to the right place.
Some records are not possible to be repair because
they are unidentifiable. These are not able to be used
for further work. All of these and more corrections
must be made before filtering of the data to receive
only a file of passenger vehicles.
In our situation we processed the data of CRV
from the year 2007. We set a condition to obtain
95% car fleet in the beginning. Originally we had
4 253 153 vehicles in the category M1. After all
corrections we obtain 4 018 207 cars, which is
94.5%. We decided to exclude cars which are
extremely old (made before 1945 – veteran cars) or
cars, which are registered only in a few pieces
(under 500 pieces). These cars made up 3% of all
vehicles in the category M1. The final file contains
281 various models of cars. [5]
2.2 Level of safety

Passive or active safety is difficult to measure
and thanks to this there is an opportunity for
polemics about safety of concrete vehicles.
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Generally it is only possible to assume the quality in
this way according to the car outfit that should
protect passengers.
We decided to use results of crash tests done by
EuroNCAP organization as a basic method for
evaluation of passive safety. Results of these tests
are regularly published and in one place it is possible
to find all tests that have ever been done. The Test
procedure and results are clear and single models of
cars are possible to compare.
Of course, we know about some limits and
problems of these tests in context of car fleet safety.
One of them is a problem concerning the difference
between the tested cars and selling cars. For this test
the car chosen is the one in the best selling version.

But later on the road there are lots of versions more
or less different from the tested model. Other
problems make changes in the test procedures. They
are not so often, there have been only two changes
since the 1996, but the results before and after the
change are not fully comparable. However, we
assume that they still well reflect the level of passive
safety of the cars.
As known, the results of these tests are published
with a number of obtained stars (from 1 to 5, where
5 stars is the best classification) which corresponds
to the number of points obtained during particular
test procedures. These results were associated to
concrete model years of cars in final file from CRV.

100%

ohodnocených
vozidel
partPodíl
of evaluated
vehicles

90%
80%

Not evaluated
nehodnocená podle
according
Euro NCAP
Euro NCAP

60%

Evaluated according
Hodnocená
podle
Euro NCAP
Euro NCAP

40%

20%

0%
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

Rokvintage
výroby vozidla

Figure 1 Part of evaluated vehicles according Euro NCAP [5]

But there is another problem which rises from
the history of these tests. The first tests were made in
1996. But the final file contains lots of vehicles
made before 1996. The Number of vehicles that
could be associated with the final file was in our
case 1 514 267. This number was increased to
2 035 730 after an estimation of the passive safety of
some of older car models according to crash tests
done by other companies. Although it was 90% of
1999´s cars which were evaluated (Figure 1), this
was still only half of all vehicles. Here is no other
way to solve this problem than to make a rough
estimate of the rest of the car fleet. Most of these
cars were made before the first tests of Euro NCAP
were published. So it is possible to suppose that
these cars are on the same or worse level of passive
safety than the first tested cars. In some cases there
are known some older two vehicles crash tests or
there are also other possibilities how to classify
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older cars - for example classification according to
Volksam [7]. It has lots of data from two real car
accidents which date many years back. So it is not so
difficult to find some differences in the safety
among the older cars. It is important to keep in mind
that the number of vehicles that are not able to be
evaluated according to the Euro NCAP, will be
decreasing. We worked with data from 2007, but the
situation today is better from this view.
2.3 Influence of weight and age on safety

Euro NCAP test procedures are based on single
car crash to the barrier or the pole or on the collision
with movable barrier, which are the same for all
categories of cars. But in real accidents there are
more influences to be taken into account:
• technical state and age of vehicles,
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• weight of involved vehicles,
• size compatibility of involved vehicles.
Technical state of cars should be all right thanks
to regular technical inspections. But it is difficult to
imagine that a very old car will have the same safety
potential as if it was new. Also, lifetime and
reliability of some safety parts is declared only to
some period. Such influence like rust also has a
negative effect on the car body. All these things can
be associated with the age of the car. Of course it
depends on the owner, driver, environment and so
on, but generally each subject is degraded during
the time. Not only physical obsolescence, but also
moral or better said technical and technological
obsolescence is very important here. There are big
technological differences between new and ten years
old cars. Also this influence of incompatibility is
possibly connected to the age.
Also, the weight of involved cars has physically
clear influence on consequences of accidents,
especially in two car crashes. It is known that in
such crashes a bigger car has an advantage. On the
other side in two cars collisions heavier cars are
more aggressive than the smaller ones. [6] For this
reason each car model from the final file of CRV
was associated with its weight.
3 ESTIMATION OF THE SAFETY OF CAR
FLEET

Because some of the mentioned parameters are
not exact or accurate numbers and parameters and
relations between these parameters could be
described by verbal expressions, man can use fuzzy
system
for
solving
this
problem.

Our fuzzy inference system was built in Matlab
Fuzzy Logic Toolbox. It contains three incoming
variables – EuroNCAP, weight and age (Figure 2).

Figure 2 Fuzzy inference system

Fuzzy set EuroNCAP has five trapeze
membership functions describing the passive safety
of a car – no, little, middle, good and well.
Univerzum of this set is a number of points that a car
can obtain during the test. Other two fuzzy sets
(weight and age) both have three membership
functions. Input variable weight is described by
these membership functions: light, middle and
heavy. Univerzum of this set is made by curb
weights of common cars. Input variable age contains
membership functions: new, middle-age and old.
Univerzum is a set of years of car life from zero to
thirty. Output variable was named “class” and it is
made by five triangular membership functions, so
the results are expected as a real number between
one and five. Number one means that the car is not
safe, number five is a really safe car – it is like
number of stars in Euro NCAP. All fuzzy sets and its
membership functions are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 Fuzzy sets – input and output variables and their membership functions
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This fuzzy system was built on Mamdani’s fuzzy
inference system. The base of conditional rules
contains 55 rules and for defuzzyfication a centroid
method was used. The rules were built from the
view of a passenger of a car – it means a heavier car
is safer than a light one. From the global view on

safety of car fleet rules should be built little bit
differently, because heavy cars are usually more
aggressive toward smaller and lighter cars and in
two vehicle crashes they can cause worse
consequences. Relationships between input variables
and output variable are shown in F igure 4.

Figure 4 Relationships between input variables and output variable

4 CONCLUSION

Estimation of car fleet safety based only on the
average age is not accurate. For better estimation of
this safety it is important to think over more
parameters like the level of passive safety, weight
and size compatibility. Because it is not usually
possible to find accurate and perfect data of these
parameters for all vehicles from the car fleet, it
seems to be good to use a method which is able to
work with inaccurate or estimated data. These
conditions are fulfilled in the method based on fuzzy
sets. We have made such basic fuzzy system which
is able to evaluate safety of car fleet in the Czech
Republic. Although here is still a large area for
improvement of this model, first results seems to be
satisfactory. The biggest disadvantage of this
method could be seen in lots of mistakes in Central
register of vehicles. It takes too much time and
energy to repair these mistakes and make other
corrections.
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EVALUATION OF A NEW TIMETABLE CONCEPT ON THE TRACK PRAHAKLADNO USING A SIMULATION TOOL
Ondřej POLÁK, Vít JANOŠ, Karel BAUDYŠ
Abstract: On behalf of České dráhy (the Czech Railways) a railway operation model for the railway track Praha – Kladno
was compiled using the Swiss simulation tool „Opentrack“. The aim of the study was to prove the feasibility and robustness
of a new timetable concept, which slightly raised the traffic intensity. The study proved the feasibility and pointed out the
critical moments of the planned concept. It especially simulated the possible effects of operation irregularities at the critical
points. To prove the robustness of the timetable a 5-15 minutes entry delay was simulated for every train in the planned
work-day timetable. The conclusions of the simulation were later projected into specific dispatching issues for every station
dispatcher as well as the overall operations control. Apparently thanks to the results of the study the influence of delays on
this track was minimized. This was an important contribution to improve the marketing image of the new timetable.
Keywords: Operations simulation, Opentrack, robustness of a timetable, railway operations control.

1 INTRODUCTION

The aim of our presentation is at first to
introduce the main aspects and possibilities of using
the railway operations simulation generally and to
describe the most common methods and tools used
for railway operations simulation.
The second part of the presentation should
mention the results and difficulties of practical
application of railway operations simulation using
the Swiss simulation tool “OPENTRACK” (ETH
Zurich) in Czech Republic. The described
experience and conclusions were obtained mainly
during the development of the Praha-Kladno railway
operations simulation model. This model was
developed in co-operation with the Czech Railways
(České dráhy) – the operator of this track.
2 THE EVOLUTION OF RAILWAY
OPERATIONS SIMULATION

The first one to experimentally use a software
tool to plan the railway operations was the
University of Hannover (Germany) in late 70’s. But
these early tools were able just to support single
steps of the planning process (e.g. timetable
construction). In the 80’s were introduced first more
complex simulation tools which were integrating
more planning steps efficiently and the 90’s the
performance of hardware and the development of
complex simulation software tools enabled the
functional usage of railway operations simulation to
construct and prove the timetable as well as to
specify and demonstrate the contribution of
infrastructural or technological improvements
especially in Germany and in Switzerland.
In Czech Republic the main railway operator –
České dráhy – and later also the infrastructure
manager – SŽDC – has been using a timetable
planning system SENA JR VT (developed by České
dráhy and the Universities of Pardubice and Žilina)

since 1997. But this tool is not a simulation tool, it’s
used just for quite simple timetable construction.
In a similar way our Faculty of Transportation
Sciences (FD ČVUT, Prague) has used the software
FBS (iRFP Dresden – Germany) since 1999. And,
since 2003, FD ČVUT has been finally using also
a really complex simulation tool – the
OPENTRACK (ETH Zurich – Switzerland).
3 THE BASIC PRINCIPLE OF RAILWAY
OPERATIONS SIMULATION AND THE
MOST IMPORTANT METHODS

The basic principle of railway operations
simulation can be described in following way:
The real railway operations - as a co-operation
of man, infrastructure and vehicles - is presented by
a model that enables to experimentally imitate those
parts of the processes in the transportation system
which are important for the performed research. The
statistical processing of its outputs (the range and
accuracy may slightly differ according to needs and
the used tool) brings us respectable results [1].
Every simulation tool consists of following
components:
- Entry data input:
o Infrastructure data,
o Vehicle data,
o Transport demand data (proposed
timetable, needed interval, needed
interchange possibilities, needed
departure or arrival settings).
- Specific simulation algorithm.
- Results
output
enabling
efficient
interpretation of the achieved data.
The key component is obviously the simulation
algorithm. There are two basic algorithm arts – the
synchronous
and
the
asynchronous
one.
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3.1 The asynchronous simulation algorithms

The asynchronous simulation tools take the
operating trains one by one as they appear in the
proposed timetable and calculate the whole ride of
the train in dependence on the infrastructure and
vehicle’s traction parameters. The calculated routes
are compared afterwards and detected conflicts are
being solved.
3.2 The synchronous simulation algorithms

The synchronous simulation tools calculate the
movement of all trains “in the real time” and the
appearing conflicts are being solved “ad hoc”. It is
usually possible to set a specific period in which the
conflicts are being forecasted. The OPENTRACK is
one of the synchronous systems.
3.3 Multiple simulation

The multiple simulation is a specific feature
developed in the last years which is very efficient
especially to prove the robustness of a timetable.
This component enables to enter some time
elements (entering delay, stop duration, interchange
duration) or incidents (traction performance,
appearing of infrastructure obstructions) in form of a
mean value with a probability distribution.
Later the simulation can be set to be performed
many times when the mentioned time elements are
sampled according to the probability distribution.
When the number of simulation runs is high enough
(tens till hundreds of runs according to the
complexity of the model), the results can prove the
robustness of a timetable very accurately and also
determine the critical system points.
4 THE OPENTRACK SIMULATION TOOL

The OPENTRACK system is a synchronous
simulation tool that has been developed since the
end of the 90’s by the Institute of transport planning
ETH Zurich. Today it is used by many railway
operators as well as railway infrastructure
managers in Europe as well as overseas (e.g. SBB,
DB, ÖBB).
It is also used by many consultants and research
institutes concerning in railway operations and
planning (ETH Zurich, TU Wien,…). In Czech
Republic it is currently used for research purposes
by the Czech Technical University (ČVUT v Praze)
and the University of Pardubice.
More detailed features descriptions
and references are available at www.opentrack.ch.
[2, 3].
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5 THE SIMULATION MODEL OF THE
RAILWAY OPERATION – TRACK PRAHA
– KLADNO - CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE
PROJECT

The timetable for the period 2008/9 should
introduce a new operation concept on the track
Praha-Kladno. As a part of the Praha suburban
transport system, the track should offer a much more
intensive traffic with morning and afternoon interval
of 15-30 minutes.
This was quite a challenging task, as the track is
almost in full length single tracked and the traffic is
mostly
operated
locally
by
an
elderly
electromechanical signal box.
That is why the operator as well as the
infrastructure manager proposed the timetable to be
quite unstable and set up this project that should
meet three main requirements:
- if the timetable is feasible,
- which way the timetable will react on
irregularities,
- what measures can be taken to minimize the
influence of irregularities.
The project was planned in four steps:
- to create the infrastructure model, enter the
vehicle’s traction data and the proposed
timetable,
- to simulate the operation according to the
proposed timetable at standard conditions to
prove the feasibility,
- to simulate the influence of an entry delay up
to 15 minutes for all trains during a work day,
- to propose some basic rules to minimize the
influence of the entry delays.
6 SOME BASIC FACTS ABOUT THE
RESULTING MODEL

The entire project was solved in about five
months of work. The first two months were needed
to create the infrastructural model and enter the
vehicle’s traction and timetable data. The most
important work - the simulation - was performed in
the third month of work. The results were interpreted
in the last two months and, according to the results,
the basic rules were formed and verified. As soon as
the results were presented to České dráhy, the
simulation and the resulting rules were being revised
for the successive month.

Science & Military 2/2009

Figure 1 One third of the infrastructural model of the track Praha-Kladno

Table 1 Basic facts about the created simulation model

The timetable length of the simulated track

35, 65 km

The accurate length of the tracks in the model

111, 34 km

Number of signals used in the model

about 220

Number of trains simulated during a workday

80 trains (40 pairs)

The number of timepoints entered in the timetable

about 1100

Used vehicles

Type 810, 814.2, 814.3 and 854 ČD

Approximate length of the one entire simulation run (0:002:00 following day)

about 12 minutes when using the
simulation accuracy step of 2 sec.

7 RESULTS OF THE PROJECT

There have been three basic results of the
project:
- a prove of the timetable feasibility,
- the proposal of three basic rules that should
support the robustness of the timetable,
- an individual report of the influence of the
entry delay for every train (or periodical

group of trains) during a workday with some
proposed measures for specific trains.
7.1 A prove of the timetable feasibility

The first important result of the operations
simulation was the conclusion, that the proposed
timetable is feasible. Under standard conditions
(calculated performance reserve of 4%) there were
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no delays longer than 20 seconds (at the 30 sec.
accuracy of the timetable). Under bad conditions
(calculated performance reserve of 10%) some trains
reached a delay of up to 130 seconds but the
timetable still remained robust in a way, that no
trains have to be cancelled and the order of trains
passing the stations did not have to change even
slightly.
7.2 Proposed basic operation rules

Based on the simulation of bad conditions as
well as the simulation of train entry delays three
basic rules for the case of traffic irregularities were
proposed:
- to minimize waiting for delayed trains (for the
purpose of interchange) – on the simulated
track absolutely and on the following part of
track (Kladno – Rakovnik) to a maximum of 7
minutes,
- to become very flexible in changing the
stations were the trains cross or overtake,
- to prefer trains having a delay up to 7 minutes
not respecting their specific preference class
instead of the typical preference of fast and
other specific class trains.

8.1 The differences between Swiss and Czech
railway operations

The SW Opentrack is based on the Swiss railway
operation law and rules (actually, the system offers
also settings for German, Austrian and partially
Dutch conditions. So as to keep some specific Czech
rules, we had to find some improvised solutions (the
most crucial one was to keep the appropriate period
between two trains entering one station almost at the
same time, which was finally solved by using the
overlaps/skid distances, which are practically used
very rarely on Czech railways).
These measures took quite much time to set up
and especially to calibrate to reach the needed period
and - what is even worse – they brought a slight risk,
that in critical situations (e.g. when the train tries to
shorten the existing delay) the reaction of the model
will not be absolutely adequate.
Since we can’t suppose the OPENTRACK or
any other simulation tool to be soon adapted to the
Czech legal and technological conditions, we will
probably have to optimize our alternative solutions
further on, and be aware of the possible inaccuracy
caused by these processes.

7.3 Individual reports about the influence of
entry delay for every train

8.2 The missing possibility of using the multiple
simulation

For every train (or tact group of trains) the entry
delays of 5, 10 and 15 minutes were simulated.
According to the results of these simulations the
critical delays were determined for every train. The
critical values were the periods over which the delay
came over to other trains, the train crossing points
had to be changed or the traffic caused the delay to
rise further on in the simulated part of track.
Because the track does not have a central dispatcher,
it was later needed to rewrite the train reports into
sets of rules for the operator of every station. This
was done by the experts of České dráhy.

In this case the trouble is not caused by the
software. The OPENTRACK system includes all
needed features for the multiple simulation and they
are ready to use. The reasons why we are not able to
use this feature consist in the lack of experience in
the Czech Republic as well as abroad and the
missing efficient tool for the statistical analysis of
the results.
Probably the main obstacle is the lack of any
system studies concerning a statistical analysis of
irregularities in the Czech Railway operating system
(which would depend on the sort of track and used
signal box, track length, daytime, weekday…).
Without this knowledge we can’t find any adequate
probability distribution of the time elements, which
is one of the most crucial points to reach the aim of
multiple simulation.
The usage of the multiple simulation would
enable a very efficient analysis not only with regard
to the influence of single train delays, but also the
influence of sampled combinations of more
irregularities at once, occurring with a realistic
probability. This was impossible in the way we
performed the simulation today, because of the
enormous number of possible combinations and
quite complicated preparation of every simulation
run.

8 CRITICAL POINTS OF THE PROJECT

During the project work and the interpretation of
the results, two main groups of critical issues have
been discovered. We maintain that there is
a possibility of future improvements at these points,
which could bring a slightly better accuracy of the
results and minimize the needed effort.
The first group involves the differences in the
law, regulations and habits between the Czech and
Swiss railway operations. The second one involves
the missing possibility to use the multiple simulation
within the conditions of Czech Republic.
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9 CONCLUSION
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TEST ANALYSES OF DAM DEFORMATIONS FOR SECURITY
OF PEOPLE AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
Vladimír SEDLÁK, Miloš JEČNÝ, Marián MESÁROŠ, Miroslav KELEMEN, Pavel NEČAS
Abstract: Deformations on buildings and structures due to own weight, water pressure, inner temperature, contraction,
atmospheric temperature and earth consolidation occur. Especially, it is necessary to embark on monitoring and analysing of
deformation effects and movements of any sizeable dams and water basins and so to prevent of their prospective catastrophic
effects into the environment and also human lives. The paper is centred on stability of the bulk (roc-fill) dam of the water
basin Pod Bukovcom near Košice in the East Slovak Region. Results and analyses of the geodetic terrestrial and GPS
measurements on the rock-fill dam are undergone by to test-statistics, the model of stability or prospective movement of the
rock-fill dam with time prediction. The paper outputs are incorporated into GIS and information system of U.S. Steel Košice.
Key words: Deformation, dam, security, GPS.

1 INTRODUCTION

Deformations and movements of buildings and
construction by effect of own weight, water
pressure, inside temperature, retraction, atmospheric
temperature and earth consolidation, are occurred.
These deformations and movements are necessary to
investigate according to the philosophy that “all is in
the continual movements”. Especially, it is
necessary to go into monitoring and analysing
deformations and movements of some sizeable
building works of the human. The dams belong to
the major building works, where the monitoring of
these deformations and movements must be done.
Some dams have also strategic signification and
many of them must be protected by reason of
military strategy (Kelemen et al. 2009, Nečas 2005,
2007).
The bulk dam Pod Bukovcom is built on the
river Ida between the villages Bukovec and Malá Ida
in the East Slovakia (Figure 1). The bulk fagot dam
is situated in the morphologically most
advantageous profile, in the place of the old
approximately 7 m high and approximately 220 m
length fagot dam, which was liquidated following
the building-up of the up-to-date bulk fagot dam.
The industrial water supply for cooling the
metallurgical furnace equipments in the company
US Steel Košice in a case of damages is the purpose
of the dam. The water basin is also for flattening the
flow waters and for recreational purposes during the
summer time.
2 THE NETWORK OF THE BULK DAM POD
BUKOVCOM

Six reference points stabilized outside of the dam
bulk fagot dam. The reference points are situated
about 50-100 m from the dam (Technické
podklady…, 1965-98). The reference points have the
labelling from A1 up to F1. These points supplied
the old reference points from who's the measurement
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are performed since 1985. The stabilization of these
reference points is realised by the breasting pillars
with a thread for the exact forced centring of the
surveying equipment (total stations and GPS).
The object points on the bulk fagot dam are set
so as they represented the fagot dam geometry and
the assumed pressures of the water level on the fagot
dam at the best. The points are set in six profiles on
the fagot dam. So as the object points transmit of the
fagot dam deformations, they had to be
approximately stabilized deep 1.8 m. Generally 26
object points are set on the fagot dam (Figure 2).
Two of them are destroyed.

Figure 1 The bulk dam Pod Bukovcom
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Figure 2 The network point field of the bulk dam
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Figure 3 Scheme of deformiy detection algorithm

3 THE DEFORMITY DETECTION
ALGORITHM

Deformity detections are performed according to
the concrete procedure technique. This procedure is
called the algorithm (Figure 3). From the scheme in
Figure1 results, that full procedure since the project
trough the measurement ends by the obtained
adjustment results analyse. The processed results are
analysed from the aspect of geometrical or physical
properties of the examined object.
3.1 The deformity detection alalyse

Analyse of the deformation network processed
data can be done by the analytic or the analytic-

graphic ways. It depends on the used middles for the
network congruence. The used methods are varied
asunder by the result shape of the results
presentation. However, from the point view of the
deduction analyse the results presentation are
equivalent. From the point of view of the
congruence testing analyse is divided into the
statistical and deterministic analyses.
The congruence method of the geodetic networks
follows out from the base of examination and
analyse of the positional co-ordinates from the
individual epochs. From the point of view of the
tested values the deformity detection analyse
methods are divided into the parametric and
nonparametric methods.
The parametric testing methods make use of the
co-ordinate differences of the tested points, while
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the nonparametric methods test the invariant
differences of the network elements. Values for the
network structures testing are obtained by means of
the estimative model LSM (the last square method)
or by means of the robust statistic models.
The statistic testing practices are the most
frequently used for a purpose of the deformation
networks congruence testing? Arbitration whether
the network co-ordinate or invariance differences are
statistically meaningful or not meaningful is the task
of the testing. For this purpose it is necessary to
form the null-hypothesis, which has the shape (Ječný
2000, Sedlák 1996, Sedlák and Ječný 2004).

H 0 : E( Cˆ 1 ) = E( Cˆ 2 )

δC T .QδĈ1 .δC
T=

The quadratic form of the co-ordinate
divergences is in the numerator and the empirical
variation factor s0 is in the denominator. The test
statistics shape after arrangement is

T=

or in the shape respectively
(2)

i

where Ĉ is the vector of the adjusted co-ordinates
of the object points in the epoch i, Li is the vector of
the measured values in the epoch i.
It means that the middle values of the vector of
the adjusted co-ordinates or measurements from the
first epoch are equalled to the middle value of the
vector of the adjusted co-ordinates or measurements
from the second epoch.
For the co-ordinate differences δĈ is valid the
equation
i

H 0 : E( δCˆ 1 ) = E( δCˆ 2 ) .

(3)

The often register for the adjusted co-ordinates
of the object points is in the adnichiled form

Cˆ 1 - Cˆ 2 = 0 .

(4)

For the null-hypothesis H0 the equation is also
used in the shape

H 0 : H .Θ = h

(5)

where h is the null-vector, Θ is the matrix of the
estimate parameters.
The test statistics T is compared with the nullhypothesis. The universal test statistics is the most
frequently composed on the tested value and middle
error s ratio.

T=

δCˆ
s .δCˆ

.

δC T .QδĈ1 .δC
k .s02

≈ F( 1 - α , f1 , f 2 )

(8)

where 1-α is the reliability coefficient, α is the
confidence level (95% or 99%), f1, f2 are the stages
of freedom of F distribution (Fischer's distribution)
of the accidental variable T, k is the co-ordinates
number accessioning into the network adjustment.
The stages of freedom are selected according to
the adjustment type. For the free adjustment, they
are the equations are valid

f1 = n - k + d ,

f2 = k - d

(9)

and for the bonding adjustment

f1 = n - k , f2 = k

(10)

where n is number of the measured values entering
into the network adjustment, d is the network defect
at the network free adjustment.
The test statistics T should be subjugated to a
comparison with the critical test statistics TCRIT. TCRIT
is found in the tables of F distribution according the
network stages of freedom.
Two occurrences can be appeared:
•

T≤TCRIT: The null-hypothesis H0 is accepted. It
means that the differences vector co-ordinate
values are not significant.

•

T≥TCRIT: The null-hypothesis H0 is refused. It
means that the differences vector co-ordinate
values are statistically significant. In this case
we can say that the deformation with the
confidence level α is occurred.

(6)

The null-hypothesis H0:H.Θ = 0 is composed for
the co-ordinate differences vector. According to it
the test statistics T will be in the shape
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(7)

where Q is the deformation vector matrix, v is the
vector of the corrections.

(1)

H 0 : E ( L1 ) = E ( L2 )

k
v T .Q L 1 .v
f

3.2 Analytic process of testing

Definition of the null-hypothesis H0 is the first
step according to the equation
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1

2

H 0 = E( s02 ) = E( s02 ) = σ 02 ,

(11)

where σ 0 is the selected variation.
F distribution is used at the testing. F distribution
has the stages of freedom f1 and f2. Full testing is in
progress in three phases. The first phase, it is the
comparison testing, which tests whether the
measurements in the epochs were equivalent. The
second phase, it is the realisation of the global test,
which will show whether the statistically meaningful
data are occurred in the processed vector. The third
phase, it is the identification test. This test is realised
only in a case when the null-hypothesis is not
confirmed at the global test. The identification test
will check the statistic significance of each point
individually.
To check the reference points at first is suitable
at the testing. If some of the reference points do not
pass over the test, it will mean that the point is
moved with the certaintyα. Such point will be
changed up among the object points or it will be
eliminated from the next processing.
If we have a safety that the reference points are
fixed then the object points are only submitted to the
testing. The comparison test operates with the test
statistics T according to the equation

T=

s02

I

s02

II

≈ F( f1 , f 2 )

(12)

The critic value TKRIT is found in F distribution
tables according to the degrees of freedom f1=k,
f2=n-k or f1= k+d, f2=n-k+d .
The test statistics T is compared with the critic
values TCRIT and the null-hypothesis is considered:
•

T≤TCRIT: The null-hypothesis H0 is accepted
and it means that the co-ordinate
differences vector values are petit.

•

T≥TCRIT: The null-hypothesis H0 is refused
and it means that the co-ordinate
differences vector values are meaningful. In
this case the third phase must be operated at
which to be found which points allocate
any displacement.

The identity test operates with the test statistics
Ti according to the following equation

Ti =

The test statistics T is compared with the critic
value TCRIT and the null-hypothesis H0 is considered:
•

T≤TCRIT: the null-hypothesis H0 is accepted
and it means that measurements in the epochs
are equivalent themselves.

•

T≥TCRIT: the null-hypothesis H0 is refused and
it means that measurements in the epochs are
not equivalent themselves.

The global test operates with the test statistics
TG according to the equation

TG =

δCˆ T .QδĈ1 .δCˆ T
k .s02

≈ F( f1 , f 2 )

(13)

s02

≈ F( f1 , f 2 ) .

(15)

The critic value TCRIT is chosen in the F
distribution tables according to the degrees of
freedom f1=n a f2=n-k or f1=1 a f2=n-k+d.
The test statistics T is compared with the critic
value TCRIT and the null-hypothesis H0 is taken into
consideration:
•

T≤TCRIT: The null-hypothesis H0 is accepted
and it means that the adjusted co-ordinate
difference values of the tested point is
statistical petit.

•

T≥TCRIT: The null-hypothesis H0 is refused
and it means that the adjusted co-ordinate
difference values of the tested point is
statistical meaningful. This point is moved
with an expectation α.

where I,II are the measurement epochs
The critical value TKRIT is searched in the F
distribution tables according to the degrees of
freedom f1=f2=n-k or f1=f2=n-k+d.

δCˆ iT .QδĈ1 .δCˆ i

After detection of the point displacement this
point is excluded from the following testing and
whole file is submitted to testing once more.

3.3 Determining the co-factor matrix of the
deformation vector

So as the testing the co-ordinate differences
could be operated, it is needed to determine the cofactor matrix of the co-ordinate differences QδĈ . Its
scale will determine by the following equation

where

( v T .Q L 1 v )1 + ( v T .Q L 1 .v )2
s =
.
f1 + f 2
2
0

(14)

QδĈ = Q ĈI + Q ĈII − ( Q ĈI ,II + Q ĈII ,I ) .

(16)
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This equation is valid at the network
simultaneous adjustment. At the deformation
network separate adjustment the following equation
is valid

QδĈ = Q + Q .
I
Ĉ

II
Ĉ

(17)

From this follows that it is necessary to choose a
respectable structure and a follow-up procedures in
the deformation network processing.

3.4 Analytic and graphic way of testing

The graphic shape of point displacement is
a result and we can used the following equation

δCˆ T .QδĈ1 .δCˆ = T .k .s02 .

(18)

This equation presents the ellipse equation. The
ellipse half-axle values and the ellipse swing out
angle values round a co-ordinate system are
necessary to know for a purpose of the ellipse
depict. The following equation can be used for the
ellipse half-axle values a iα , biα

a i2α = (( Qδx̂i + Qδŷi ) + ( 2Qδx̂i − Qδŷi ) 2 + 4.( Qδx̂iδŷi ) ).F ( 1 − α ,2 , n − k ).s02 ,

(19)

bi2α = (( Qδx̂i + Qδŷi ) − ( Qδx̂i − Qδŷi ) 2 + 4.( Qδx̂iδŷi ) ).F ( 1 − α ,2 , n − k ).s 02 ,

(20)

2

2

where aiα is the ellipse main half-axle in mm,

biα is the ellipse adjacent half-axle in mm.
The swing out angle of ϕ
according to the equation

tg 2ϕ a =

2.Qδx̂iδŷi
Qδx̂i - Qδŷi

.

is determined

(21)

These ellipses are named the confidence
(relative) ellipses. It is possible to form them only in
a case if the deformation network simultaneous
processing procedure is appointed. The confidence
ellipse is depicted according to the design elements
with a centre in the point from the second epoch.
The positional vector between the point position
from the second and the first epoch is also depicted.
The null-hypothesis is definable by the confidence
ellipse, which covers whole positional vector in
a full scale. The ellipse does not characterise
a displacement of the considered point if it covers
the positional vector in a full scale. The nullhypothesis is accepted. The ellipse characterises the
displacement of the considered point if it does not
cover the positional vector in a full scale. The nullhypothesis is refused.
3.5 Results of the analytic and graphic analyse

GPS measurements and data processing were
realized in the epochs: spring 1999, 2000, 2001,
2002 and 2003 (Sedlák et al. 2008, 2009). Twelve
months were the time period between the epochs.
The positional survey of deformation of the dam Pod
Bukovcom was carried out. A free unit adjustment
of the deformation network of the object points was
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realized. The network was processed by means of
using LSM. Gauss-Markov mathematic model was
applied into the processing procedure. In respect
thereof the significance levels and the degrees of
freedom were determined. The selected network was
an
adequate
redundancy
(measurements
redundancy).
The position (2D) accuracy of the points of the
network Pod Bukovcom was appreciated by the
global and the local indices.
Global indices were used for an accuracy
consideration of whole network, and they are
numerically expressed. The network, which
indicates have the last number, means that its
observed elements were the most exactly observed,
and the equal adjustment has also a high accuracy
degree.
The following global indices were considered:
• the variance global indices: tr (Σ C$ ), i.e. a
track of the covariance matrix Σ C$ ,
• the volume global indices: det (Σ C$ ), i.e. a

determinant.
Local indices were as the matter of fact the point
indices, which characterize the reliability of the
network points.
The local indices were in the following
expressions:
•

the middle 2D error:

•

the

σ XY =

middle

co-ordinate

σ X2$ + σ Y2$
i

i

2

σ p = σ X2$ + σ Y2$
i

i

,

error:
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•

the confidence absolute ellipses which were
served for a consideration of the real
position in the point accuracy. We need
know the ellipsis constructional elements,
i.e. the semi-major axis a , the semi-minor
axis b and the bearing ϕa of the semimajor axis. We had to also determine the
signification α (Table 1, Figure 4).

Table 1 The analytic-graphic testing results –the
confidence ellipses elements (2003)

Point
1

a [mm]
10.7

b [mm]
4.6

φa [g]
289.1788

2

11.9

4.5

271.1377

3

7.2

4.3

316.2047

4

7.7

4.4

304.6711

5

18.4

5.1

194.1328

6

11.8

4.5

238.1088

7

12.1

4.5

238.6154

8

6.1

5.4

246.6188

9

5.9

5.5

249.0293

10

5.8

5.5

253.5228

11

5.9

5.3

257.2947

12

6.1

5.2

260.2185

13

6.2

5.1

261.8504

15

6.3

5.4

239.4482

16

6.3

5.3

239.4007

17

6.3

5.3

239.5853

18

6.3

5.3

240.3191

19

6.4

5.2

241.8465

20

6.7

5.1

244.1852

21

8.0

4.7

215.0106

22

8.2

4.7

213.8748

23

8.4

4.6

212.3949

25

13.1

4.3

199.6478

26

19.2

4.2

197.5029

The analytic analyse was implemented for a
comparison after the results processing. According
to this analyse the global test value TG responded to
1.5498 and the value TCRIT responded to 1.8284.
From this follows that neither objects point did not
note down statistically meaningful displacement
during a period between the measurement epochs.

Figure 4 The confidence ellipses; the deformation
vectors: 1999-2003

The analytic analyse was implemented for
a comparison after the results processing. According
to this analyse the global test value TG responded to
1.5498 and the value TCRIT responded to 1.8284.
From this follows that neither objects point did not
note down statistically meaningful displacement
during a period between the measurement epochs.
4 CONCLUSIONS

The independent results from the analytic and
analytic-graphic analyses confirmed an assumption
that the object points and thereby also the dam
object did not note down any statistically meaningful
displacement with the definiteness on 95 %. The
confidence ellipses of the points No: 6, 8 and 25 do
not verify the null-hypothesis because the
deformation vector does not exceed of an ellipse.
Shrillness of the positional vector is indeed
insignificant from which a conclusion was deducted
that the displacement at these points was not
occurred.
The observation of the bulk dam of the water
work Pod Bukovcom is performed since its
construction finishing as yet. The observations are
periodical. A time period between epochs is
gradually elongated since a half of year till two years
time after a fixed course of the dam object
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movements. The results just confirmed this fixed
trend. From geodetic analyses processed after each
observation the obtained knowledge are applied at a
designing and observation of similar water works
deformations. Thereby an assurance is increased for
population living nearby of the dam and also thereby
economic and ecological damages caused by any
emergency on the water work can be forestalled.
The paper followed out from the research
project KEGA No. 3/6203/08 researched at the
University of Security Management in Košice,
Slovakia.
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objektov. (In Slovak). (Measurement of the
building objects displacements). Slovak
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[10] Technické podklady a výsledky pozorovania
deformácií vodného diela pod Bukovcom. (In
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ALLIANCE’S STRATEGIC CONCEPT
Peter SPILÝ, Pavel NEČAS
Abstract: Alliance’s Strategic Concept (hereinafter „SC“) represents the most important strategic frame, which determines
the main direction and areas of its activity. SC has always responded to an actual global security environment situation and to
changes, which have had direct influence over Alliance’s security. Due to this document importance, validity of each SC was
longer, thus only six SC were adopted throughout Alliance history. Nowadays we are witnesses to intensive discussions of
the new SC creation necessity as reflected in the conclusions from the recent NATO Summit in Strasbourg/Kehl when the
heads of the member states tasked the Secretary General to establish and lead a group of qualified experts, whose task is to
develop a new SC by the next NATO summit.
Keywords: Alliance’s strategic concept, global security environment, challenges and risks, massive retaliation, flexible
response, deterrence, partnership.

1 INTRODUCTION

The North Atlantic Treaty (hereinafter “the
Treaty”) signatories came to an agreement on
safeguarding the freedom, common heritage and
civilisation of their people, founded on the principles
of democracy, individual liberty and the rule of law.
They seek to promote stability and well-being in the
North Atlantic area [1]. Further, the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (hereinafter „NATO“) member
states resolved to unite their efforts for collective
defence and for the preservation of peace and
security.
In the context of the Treaty, SC could be
characterized as its real application in the particular
historic situation or as “the Alliance’s operational
and dynamic view of its founding treaty” “[2]. SC
regulates Alliance activity in the political and
military sphere, suggests a way of its reaction to
threats and challenges which influence Alliance’s
security. “In a simplified way SC is some equivalent
to what in individual states represents security and
defence strategy” [3].
The evidence of SCs strategy significance is the
fact that only six SCs were adopted throughout
Alliance sixty-year history. A new SC arrangement
was determined by necessity to react to changes.
SCs were created irregularly and their time validities
were different.
2

SC FROM THE BEGINNIG OF THE ALLIANCE
TO THE END OF THE COLD WAR

The Treaty laid the fundamentals of the first SC
creation. In Article 3 the Parties bound to maintain
and develop their individual and collective capacity
to resist armed attack. In Article 5 they agreed that
armed attack against one or more of them will be
considered an attack against them all and each
contractual country offers adequate help to attacked
party including the use of armed forces. The key
element which enforces the Treaty clauses is the
North Atlantic Council (hereinafter “NAC”). The

establishment of NAC is anchored in Article 9 and
in this article is declared that “the Council shall set
up such subsidiary bodies as may be necessary; in
particular it shall establish immediately a defence
committee that shall recommend measures for the
implementation of Articles 3 and 5” [1]. The Treaty
put in force after ratification process completion in
August 1949. NAC acted without delay and besides
the Defence Committee set up the Military
Committee and the Standing Group. By that time the
Alliance did not have any integrated military
command structure. Instead of it, planning was done
by five Regional Planning Groups. The main
objective of all executive bodies was a collective
defence planning and SC represents a core of this
job. The first SC was issued in December 1949.
2.1 DC 6/1 the Strategic Concept for
the Defence of the North Atlantic Area
December 1, 1949

It is interesting that the first SC, coded DC 6/1,
was issued only three months after the Treaty
ratification. Its root was a document SG 1 drafted by
the Standing Group. SG 1 was submitted to the
Military Committee and subsequently to the Defence
Committee for approval (documents are coded as per
execution body that issued or approved them) [4].
DC 6/1 includes a chain of implemented military
measures. Two of them are notable:
a) Insure the ability to carry out strategic bombing
promptly by all means possible with all types of
weapons, without exception. This is primarily the
USA responsibility assisted as practicable by
other nations.
b) Arrest and counter as soon as practicable the
enemy offensives against the Treaty powers by
all means available, including air, naval, land and
psychological operations. Initially, the hard core
of ground forces will come from the European
nations. Other nations will give aid with the least
possible delay and in accordance with over-all
plans [5].
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In presented clauses, decision to use nuclear
weapons (“all types of weapons, without exception”)
is expressed for the first time in history, although
only in a hidden form. While strategic bombing is
primary directed by the USA, a ground forces core
creation is ceded to Alliance’s European members.
2.2 MC 3/5 (Final) the Strategic Concept for
the Defence of the North Atlantic Area
December 3, 1952

One of the most significant events since the first
SC adoption was the Korean War (from 1950 to
1953). The War imposed fundamental structural
changes to the Alliance. An integrated military
command structure with two strategic commands
was constituted. The Allied Command Europe
(ACE) with its headquarters at SHAPE in Paris was
created. General Dwight D. Eisenhower was
appointed as the first Supreme Allied Commander
Europe (SACEUR) [6]. The second strategic
command in Norfolk in the USA named Allied
Command Atlantic was led by Supreme Allied
Commander Atlantic (SACLANT).
The first NATO’s enlargement was implemented
in 1952 and Greece and Turkey became the
Alliance’s new members.
Structural changes and new members were the
main causes for previous SC reassessment. In
essence the MC 3/5 military measures copied the
first SC. Articles of strategic bombing capability
with using any weapons was a basis of this defence
concept [7].
2.3 MC 14/2 (Rev) (Final Decision)
Overall Strategic Concept for the Defence
of the North Atlantic Area
May 23, 1957

In 1953 SACEUR established the “New
Approach Group” tasked with new way of nuclear
weapons integration into NATO strategy. The
Group’s job resulted to a document „The Most
Effective Pattern on NATO Military Strength for the
Next Few Years“. It was the first Alliance’s
document explicitly discussing the use of nuclear
weapons [4].
In mid-fifties, talks concerning defence expenses
saving graduated. Arguments were ranging from
almost total nuclear weapons reliance to more
flexible using of all military forces. NAC finally
made a decision in a document “Directive to the
NATO Military Authorities from the North Atlantic
Council”. In the Directive there is a requirement “in
accordance with the concept of forward strategy,
counting on the use of nuclear weapons at the outset,
and sustaining operations, without any intention to
make a major withdrawal, until the strategic
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counter-offensive has achieved its objective” [8].
Thus NAC inclined to more adaptive employment of
deployable forces “Shield” and strategic bombing
forces “Sword”.
Under authority of the Directive, the third SC
named “Massive Retaliation” was developed. The
most distinctive feature of it was massive use of
nuclear weapons for the North Atlantic area defence.
Its main objective puts a stress on a deterrent to
aggression. “The principal elements of the deterrent
are adequate nuclear and other ready forces and they
manifest determination to retaliate against any
aggressor with all the forces at our disposal,
including nuclear weapons, which the defence of
NATO would require” [9].
Military measures were issued in a separate
document „Measures to Implement the Strategic
Concept“. They confirmed principles set by the
Directive.
2.4 MC 14/3 Overall Strategic Concept for
the Defence of the North Atlantic Area
January 16, 1968

After adoption of “Massive Retaliation” SC,
NATO’s European members started to indicate their
worry about the USA “willingness” to risk a nuclear
war on its own territory. These fears sprang from the
USA nuclear hegemony deprivation. The Soviet
Union developed its own nuclear weapons and
particularly the means of delivery of these weapons.
Since a launch of the first artificial earth satellite
there was no doubt about the Soviet Union
capability to hit any point on the world by nuclear
warheads.
Another essential problem was posed by
Alliance’s vagueness about reaction to adversary act
of hostility below the level of a major aggression.
This problem broke out openly during the Berlin
Crisis and later the Cuban Missile Crisis, when
NATO’s nuclear reaction could lead to the fatal
consequences.
As a response to this situation Alliance launched
preparation of a new SC. The USA played a
substantial task and “started advocating a stronger
non-nuclear posture for NATO and the need for a
strategy of “flexible response” [10]. This drift
caused resistance particularly from France, which
was afraid of its sovereignty loss. Finally arguments
over nuclear weapons importance caused the
withdrawal of France from NATO’s integrated
military command structure in 1966.
The fourth NATO's SC was issued on 16th
January 1968. It defined three types of military
response to the aggression [11]:
- direct defence,
- deliberate escalation,
- general nuclear response.
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Flexibility and escalation were two key features
of this SC.
Considering the MC 14/3 strategy flexibility its
validity was preserved till the Cold War termination.
3 SC AFTER THE END OF THE COLD WAR

From 1989 radical changes occurred in the EuroAtlantic area which required the Alliance reaction.
The fall of the Berlin Wall in November 1989 and
the end of the Cold War (officially in November
1990) were the most striking changes. In the second
half of 1989 communist regimes in the Eastern
Europe collapsed. Consequently the Warsaw Pact
was dismantled in June 1991. Germany was united
in October 1990 and in December 1991 the Soviet
Union was dissolved.
These realities were reflected in new SC
creation. Because of putting stress on adopted
arrangements for defence transparency, SC of 1991
was for the first time issued as an unclassified
document released to the public.
3.1 The Alliance's New Strategic Concept
November 8, 1991

The SC of 1991 was based on an assumption that
full-scale attack on all of NATO's European fronts
has effectively been removed and thus no longer
provides the focus for Allied strategy. On the other
hand new security threats appeared, prediction of
which was complicated. Instabilities may arise from
the serious economic, social and political
difficulties, including ethnic rivalries and territorial
disputes, which are faced by many countries in
central and Eastern Europe [12].
The SC of 1991 fixed four basic security tasks
for the Alliance:
- to provide one of the indispensable foundations
for a stable security environment in Europe,
- to serve as a transatlantic forum for Allied
consultation on any issues that affect their vital
interests,
- to deter and defend against any threat of
aggression,
- to preserve the strategic balance within Europe.
Military repercussions for the SC of 1991 were
issued in the document “MC Directive for Military
Implementation of the Alliance's Strategic Concept
(MC 400)”. Unlike the SC of 1991, this document
was classified.
3.2 The Alliance's Strategic Concept
April 24, 1999

At the Madrid Summit in 1997 the heads of
NATO states raised a demand for SC revision. It
was substantiated by the political and security

changes which had become even more topical since
the SC of 1991 adoption.
The SC of 1999 specified security risks as
„multi-directional and often difficult to predict“[13].
These risks have occurred in and around the EuroAtlantic area and include, inter alia, economic
difficulties, ethnic conflicts, religious rivalries,
dissolution of states, WMD proliferation, global
spread of technology which can be of use in the
production of weapons.
NATO transformation, initiated after the Cold
War ending, was influenced by two main changes.
The first was NATO enlargement when the first
three countries from the former Soviet bloc obtained
an invitation and the second was a settlement of
situation in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Just the second
change evoked the Treaty Article 5 reinterpretation
and was an impulse for mission outside the
Alliance’s area.
The principal security tasks were modified as
follows:
- security,
- consultation,
- deterrence and defence,
- in order to enhance security and stability of the
Euro-Atlantic area:
- crisis-management on case-by-case basis and
by consensus,
- partnership, cooperation, and dialogue in the
Euro-Atlantic area.
The SC of 1999 is the latest one up to now. Like
previous SC-s, it has been complemented by a
document concerning military matters. In this case it
was “MC Guidance for the Military Implementation
of the Alliance Strategy” (MC 400/2)”. Guidance is
classified.
4 THE NEW SC

Each time new challenges have arisen; NATO
nations have sought a new consensus on the
changing strategic environment and how to address
it together by crafting a guidance document for the
Alliance. The current SC was adopted before the
September 11 assaults and anthrax attacks in the
United States and major terrorist attacks in Europe,
before transatlantic dissonance over the invasion of
Iraq, before Alliance engagement in Afghanistan,
before additional waves of NATO and EU
enlargement, before cyber attacks on Estonia, the
reappearance of an assertive Russia and many other
global trends [14]. These events are only some
examples which have occurred since April 1999 and
evoked necessity to work on the “new” SC.
Even though the Alliance tackled a new SC after
the Strasbourg/Kehl Summit in April 2009
(instructions for the NATO Secretary General were
given in „Declaration on Alliance security“[15]), the
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high level documents have been approved during the
past ten years. They have guided the current SC.
Moreover some documents and projects have been
worked up. Their purpose was to provoke wide
discussions concerning future global security
environment.
In this sense, the measures regarding new
capabilities adapting Alliance to contemporary
challenges as follows:„The Prague Capabilities
Commitment“, NATO Response Force creation and
NATO military command structure streamlining
were affirmed at the Prague Summit 2002.
In August 2004 NATO’s two strategic staffs
developed document „Strategic Vision: the Military
Challenge“in order to provide a vision of Alliance
operations for the next 15 years.
At the Riga summit 2006, another distinctive
document “Comprehensive Political Guidance
(CPG)” was adopted. „CPG provides a framework
and political direction for NATOs continuing
transformation, setting out, for the next 10 to 15
years, the priorities for all Alliance capability issues,
planning disciplines and intelligence” [16]. CPG set,
among other things, the following capability
requirements:
- the ability to conduct and support multinational
joint expeditionary operations far from home
territory with little or no host nation support and
to sustain them for extended periods,
- the ability to deter, disrupt, defend and protect
against terrorism,
- the ability and flexibility to conduct operations in
circumstances where the various efforts of
several authorities, institutions and nations need
to be coordinated in a comprehensive manner.
In April 2009 a report of the Danish institute for
international studies “Come home, NATO? The
Atlantic Alliance’s New Strategic Concept” [2] was
issued. From NATO’s political point of view the
Report states threats and fundamental security tasks
and from military aspect the necessary measures for
response to future challenges and threats. In replay
of a question „Global or regional NATO?” the
authors expect NATO to keep trajectory of
globalization.
In May 2009 the Allied Command
Transformation (ACT) completed the „Multiple
Futures Project (MFP)” [17]. A wide range of
politicians, academicians and experts from all
transatlantic community participated in the Project.
It provides an identification of the Alliance’s future
threats and challenges. The Project assessed nine
drivers of change (friction, economic integration,
asymmetry, changing state capacity, resource
allocation, competing ideologies and world views,
climate change, use of technology and
demographics) which have an impact on the future
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security environment. The core of the next step was
to combine these drivers and create four plausible
futures (dark side of exclusivity, deceptive stability,
clash modernity and new power politics). These
futures represented a basis for describing 40 risk
conditions. Finally 33 security implications and 26
military implications were derived.
Under the authority of the NATO Secretary
General, a major security conference in Brussels in
July 2009 [18] was organized. This event has
formally launched the process leading to the new SC
and brought together a broad range of
representatives
from
Allied
and
Partner
governments, NATO structures, international
organizations, civil society, including parliaments,
the corporate sector, NGOs, think tanks, academia
and the media. In his speech, a former director of the
German Institute for International and Security
Affairs and the International Institute for Strategic
Studies in London, Christoph Bertram described
NATO as one existing multilateral transatlantic
forum. He highlighted NATO’s engagement in
Afghanistan as a major direct concrete challenge and
also advised to perceive NATO’s enlargement not as
the highest priority but more peaceful and less
dangerous, to reduce Alliance’s reliance on nuclear
weapons and to put stress on deterrence as
a NATO’s traditional not only nuclear concept.
One of the viewpoints how to meet 21st century
challenges and risks was published in the NATO
project “Alliance Reborn: An Atlantic Compact for
the 21st Century”. Among others, the project
resonates with idea of building transatlantic
resilience by the protection of the Alliance’s
connectedness, not just its territory. In addition, the
Alliance is considered indispensable but not
insufficient for dealing with all global threats what
calls for the comprehensive approach. “NATO’s
effectiveness depends on solid partnerships. NATO
should establish a truly strategic partnership with the
EU and meaningful partnerships with the UN, the
OSCE and the African Union” [15].
In his speech delivered at Chatham House in
London in July 2009, the NATO Secretary General
Jaap de Hoop Scheffer stressed the fact that we try
to develop a 21st century Alliance, but we do so with
a 20th century mindset. “Another truth of the new
strategic environment is that NATO can no longer
be a solo-player. Reality calls for a new
understanding of solidarity among the Allies. And
they also call for new forms of cooperation between
the Alliance and the wider world” [19].
5 CONCLUSION

SC has various functions: codification of past
decisions and practices, public diplomacy during
communication the NATO’s strategy effort to wider
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national audiences and to provide strategy direction
[3]. The last attribution has to reflect widely varied
strategy environment with new challenges and risks.
The future is not foreseeable. Nevertheless some
development trends are obvious even now. If we
want to specify the most important elements of
Alliance’s reform they will be represented by
considerable strengthening of Alliance’s global face
and building of strategic partnership between
Alliance and EU and other international
organizations. This process has to reach a new
higher qualitative level.
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TRAFFIC LIGHTS CONTROL USING RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORKS
Michal TURČANÍK
Abstract: The paper presents theoretical and experimental investigation of traffic lights control using recurrent neural
networks. The structure of the recurrent neural network for traffic lights control and a learning algorithm for recurrent neural
networks is presented. Verification of the functionality of the designed recurrent neural network was done through dynamic
simulation model of selected traffic lights.
Keywords: Feed forward and recurrent neural networks, control system.

1 INTRODUCTION

In the past, when there were few vehicles on the
roads, the time-of-day (TOD) traffic signal worked
very well. The TOD signal operates on a preset
signal-cycling scheme independent of traffic
conditions. It cycles on the basis of the average
number of cars passed the traffic lights that is stored
in the memory device of an electric signal unit.
Today, with the increasing traffic and congested
roads, the conventional traffic light creates start-up
delay time and end-lag time. It is estimated that this
way 30 to 45% efficiency in traffic handling is lost,
as well as increased fuel costs, since it is not
optimized for today's traffic conditions.

trained to produce a correct target vector when
presented with the corresponding input vector. The
training technique used is called the perceptron
learning rule. The perceptron generated great interest
due to its ability to generalize from its training
vectors and learn from initially randomly distributed
connections. Perceptrons are especially suited for
simple problems in pattern classification. They are
fast and reliable networks for the problems they can
solve.

2 ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS

To solve this problem, traffic lights using neural
networks are investigated. This scheme uses a traffic
lights control, which changes signal based on the
passing vehicle through passing area. Through
computer simulation, this method has been proven to
be much more efficient than fixed time interval
signal since the average waiting time, average
vehicle speed, and fuel consumption will be
improved (1, 2, 3, 4).
Neural networks have been trained to perform
complex functions in various fields, including
pattern recognition, identification, classification,
speech, vision, and control systems. Neural networks
are composed of simple elements operating in
parallel. These elements are inspired by biological
nervous systems. As in the nature, the connections
between elements largely determine the network
function. A neural network can be trained to perform
a particular function by adjusting the values of the
connections (weights) between elements. Typically,
neural networks are adjusted, or trained, so that a
particular input leads to a specific target output.
There, the network is adjusted, based on a
comparison of the output and the target, until the
network output matches the target. Typically, many
such input/target pairs are needed to train a network.
Many variations of the perceptron were created
by Rosenblatt (5). One of the simplest was a singlelayer network whose weights and biases could be

Figure 1 Multi- layer perceptron

Another variation on the multilayer perceptron
was invented by Jeff Elman. A three-layer network
is used, with the addition of a set of "context units"
in the input layer (Figure 2). There are connections
from the middle (hidden) layer to these context units
fixed with a weight of one. At each time step, the
input is propagated in a standard feed-forward
fashion, and then a learning rule is applied. The
fixed back connections result in the context units
always maintaining a copy of the previous values of
the hidden units (since they propagate over the
connections before the learning rule is applied).
Thus the network can maintain a sort of state,
allowing it to perform such tasks (e.g. sequenceprediction) that are beyond the power of a standard
multilayer perceptron (6).
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Context
units

Figure 2 Recurrent multi- layer perceptron

3 NEURAL NETWOKS DESIGN FOR
TRAFFIC LIGHTS CONTROL
3.1 Model of the traffic lights controlled by
neural network

The central part of the new controller is a neural
network. It has to be designed to be able to deal with
many different (traffic) situations quickly and
autonomously
(without
requiring
human
interference), interacting with its environment
through sensors and effectors. Figure 3 depicts the
model of the traffic lights controlled by a neural
network. The first step in the adaptive traffic lights
control is collecting of information about traffic

Preprocessing of
the traffic
information

intensity. It means that the number of passing
vehicles through all passing areas that are controlled
by the traffic lights is measured by sensors. The
second step is the preprocessing of the traffic
information. The neural network computes timing
information for the control unit of the traffic lights
controller on the basis of the information coming
from the sensors. The neural network does not
control the traffic lights directly. The outputs of the
neural network are time intervals (timing) to control
opening and closing specific directions of the traffic
lights. Direct control of the traffic lights is done by
control unit which works in an infinity loop until
new setting is applied.

Recurrent neural
network
Setting of the
switching timing

Measurement of
the traffic
intensity
Sensorial
information

Control of the
traffic lights

Control unit of the
traffic lights

Traffic lights

Feed-back
Figure 3 The model of the traffic lights controlled by recurrent neural network
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The intensity of the traffic

Figure 4 The structure of layer recurrent neural network

The items of the learning set
Figure 5 The learning set for four lines or directions
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3.2 Structure of the neural network

The structure of the layer recurrent neural
network is shown in Figure 4. The input layer of the
neural network receives pre-processed traffic
intensity information. The number of the input layer
neurons corresponds to the number of the lines or
directions that are controlled by traffic lights. The
number of the neurons of the hidden layer is set to
20. This number could be a target of the next
optimization. The number of the neurons of the
output layer corresponds to the number of the
neurons of the input layer. The value of the output
layer´s neurons represents timing information for the
traffic lights control. All layers are fully
interconnected and there are feedback connections
between the hidden and input layers.

all routes had the same priority and there was no
route with higher waiting time than the others. All
vehicles that traveled through the crossroad were
generated by a random generator. It was compared
time needed for processing defined number of cars
through the crossroad by two methods. In the first
one fixed time division for controlling the traffic
lights was used and the second one was based on
neural networks.

B1

A1

A2

3.3 Learning, validation and testing sets

Training set can be made easily directly from the
time series. A certain number of measured values is
used as inputs and the value to be predicted (i.e., the
value in the future, in some chosen distance after
these input measured values) is used as required
output. The input part of the time series is called
window, the output part is the predicted value. By
shifting the window over time series the items of the
training set are made. It is advised to left part of time
series for testing, i.e., not to use this part during
learning, but to use it to test how successfully the
network learned to predict our data. The training set
obtained in this way can be then adjusted for the
needs of a particular neural network (7, 8, 9).
Available data are often divided into three set:
learning set, validating set and testing set. These sets
can overlap and do not have to be continuous. The
learning set (see Figure 5) is a sequence that is
shown to the neural network during the learning
phase. The network is adapted to it to achieve
required outputs (weights and bias in the network
are changed according to this set). The difference
from the required output is measured using the
validating set and this difference is used to validate
whether the learning of the network can be finished.
The last set, testing set, is then used to test whether
the network is able to work also on the data that
were not used in the previous process.
3.4 Experiment

For this experiment a simple crossroad was
designed. The infrastructure is shown in Figure 6. In
this network, we created four streams of traffic, the
first one moving from A1 to A2 and B2, the second
one moving from A2 to A1 and B1, the third one
moving from B1 to B2 and A1 and the last one
moving from B2 to B1 and A2. For this experiment
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Figure 6 Model of the crossroad

3.5 Results

The results show that the layer recurrent neural
network is better than fixed time division to control
the traffic lights. The average number of cars in the
waiting queue for the defined model of the crossroad
for control by means of the neural network is 0.44
and by fixed time division is 2.1. Controlling traffic
lights by neural network results in more than 70%
lower waiting times when compared with a fixed
time division for controlling the traffic lights.
4 CONCLUSION

In this article it was shown that traffic control is
an important research area and its benefits make
investments worthwhile. It was described how traffic
lights can be controlled by neural networks and
practical use of layer recurrent neural network
models was shown. In section 2 artificial neural
networks were introduced and their utilization as an
optimization tool for various control problems was
demonstrated. Then an experiment regarding traffic
lights control comparison was described. One series
of experiments was performed using the designed
model of the traffic lights. The experiments were
performed on the defined infrastructure. The results
of the experiments show that layer recurrent neural
networks on simple infrastructure outperform the
fixed controllers by reducing waiting time by more
than 70%. This number is very high and we can
propose that with growing complexity of the
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infrastructure this number would be decreasing. The
work in this area could follow on more complex and
city-like infrastructure for the future experiments.
Also the structure of the layer recurrent neural
network could be a target of furtheroptimization.
The number of the neurons of the hidden layer and
the number of the time steps that are used for
feedback are suitable for optimization.
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AIRBORNE SIDE AND AUTOMATED EN-ROUTE CONFLICT
DETECTION AND RESOLUTION
Jiří VAŠEK, Pavel KOLČÁREK, Petr KRUPANSKÝ, Christopher MISIAK
Abstract: This paper presents a summary of results gathered during the simulator based airborne impact assessment of the
ERASMUS research project. The ERASMUS project is a European Commission FP6 project, which tries to significantly
improve efficiency, effectiveness and safety of the European Air Traffic management system. Its goal is to provide automatic
conflict detection and resolution up to 20 minutes ahead of the conflict during the en-route phase of the flight, while
maintaining the advantage of actively involved Air Traffic Controllers. In spite of the major focus on the ground side of the
Air traffic management, the implementation of ERASMUS in the future European airspace heavily depends on a number of
airborne related issues such as acceptability, timely response or situation awareness. Results related to these areas are
presented in the paper and based on them, modifications of the current onboard equipment related to the processing of the
conflict resolution clearance onboard are proposed.
Keywords: Automated aircraft separation management, transaction time, acceptability, data-link communication.

1 INTRODUCTION

The forecasts of the International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO) envisaged that the air traffic in
Europe will double within the 2002/2020 timeframe
[7]. The goal of the ERASMUS (En-Route Air
traffic Soft Management Ultimate System) project is
to help the European ATM to prepare for such
growth in air traffic; i.e., to investigate the
possibility of accommodating increased levels of
aircraft operations without negative impacts on Air
Traffic Controller (ATCO) workload or safety [2].
1.1 ERASMUS koncept

ERASMUS is considered to be implemented in
the future airspace by year 2020 as an automated
en-route medium term conflict detection and
resolution (CD&R) tool. When a conflict is
anticipated, a solution based on a speed adjustment
of a selected aircraft will be generated [8]. This
proposed solution will be delivered to the selected
aircraft via the Controller Pilot Data Link
Communication (CPDLC) channel in a form of
clearance containing a Required Time of Arrival
(RTA) command. Emerging from previous text,
ERASMUS requires two key technologies for its
airborne operation: (1) CPDLC and (2) the RTA
functionality provided by some flight management
systems (FMS).
In its current configuration, ERASMUS uses
a combined clearance. First part of the clearance
creates a new waypoint in the flightplan, and second
part places a RTA constraint upon this new
waypoint. These ERASMUS’ generated solutions
correspond to speed changes of -6% or +3% of the
current aircraft’s speed. These speed changes were
proved not drawing the attention of controllers away
from their normal tasks and make the effects of the
system’s operations undetectable for them [1].
ERASMUS will not inform the ATCO about
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sending a clearance to an aircraft, but the ATCO will
be aware of ERASMUS operating within his/her
sector.
2 AIRBORNE SIDE AND ERASMUS

As mentioned earlier, ERASMUS’ main goal is
to decrease the workload of ATCO. The
ERASMUS’ en-route separation will be managed
without direct involvement of the ATCO, who will
benefit from the ERASMUS actions only indirectly
– by having less tactical interventions for conflict
resolution.
In contrast, the pilot will be directly involved in
the ERASMUS activities, because he/she is expected
to process the ERASMUS clearance and, ideally, to
accept it and follow its instructions. Various steps
need to be performed by the pilot to process the
ERASMUS clearance onboard.
Three main areas related to the airborne side of
ERASMUS were identified: acceptability, time, and
situational awareness.
2.1 Acceptability

The ERASMUS program assumes that the
concept will be readily accepted by the aircrews,
because its clearances are expected to minimally
affect airborne en-route operations [2]. This is
because ERASMUS clearances are assumed to (1)
request minor speed changes, (2) not violate the
aircraft’s speed envelope, (3) have minimal impact
on arrival times, (4) have minimal impact on fuel
consumption, and (5) have minimal impact on
pilots’ workload. These expectations may be correct,
but there are still several factors with a potential to
significantly reduce the acceptability of ERASMUS
concept for pilots (e.g. change in ATCO-pilot
interaction, uncertainty that the detected conflict
would really occur, uncertain costs for airlines, the
magnitude ofspeed change may not be perceived
minor by pilots) [3].
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2.2 Time

The time plays very important role on the
airborne side of ERASMUS, because the pilot
should process the ERASMUS clearance onboard
within a time interval of 3 minutes which is based on
the ERASMUS’ iteration cycle. If exceeding the
time interval, ERASMUS will assume the proposed

clearance was rejected and the conflict resolution
was unsuccessful. A significant number of
rejected/expired clearances would have a detrimental
impact on ERASMUS’ operational efficiency. Time
related to the airborne side comprises from systempaced and human-paced parts forming together
a total transaction time described on Figure 1.

Figure 1 Transaction time components

1 st Block: Time required to transmit an ERASMUS
generated RTA clearance to the aircraft
(10 s).
2nd Block: T1 - Time required to notice and read
the newly up-linked clearance.
3rd Block: Built-in delay of transmitting stand by
(STDBY) response (15 s).
4th Block: T2 – Time required to process the
clearance and make a decision plus 5 s
for built-in delay of automatic loading
into the secondary flight plan (F-PLN).
5th Block: Built-in delay of sending response to the
ground (15 s).
6th Block: T3 – Time required to activate the
secondary F-PLN.
The given system-paced delays are rather
optimistic, because the time required for the groundair communication may be longer [5]; this
configuration was used in the assessment.
The areas subjected to assessment were the
human-paced tasks labelled T1, T2, and T3. Most of
these tasks are relatively easy, but especially T2 task
requires complex decision-making and consideration
of various factors.
2.3 Situation awareness

The ERASMUS’ operations are not expected to
change the components of situation awareness
significantly. A potentially problematic component
of situation awareness can be seen in the inability of
pilots to ask the ATCO about any aspect of the
ERASMUS clearance. More information about the
conflict may be beneficial for pilots especially if a

costly manoeuvre is required. ERASMUS is an
automatic system which does not negotiate with the
pilot nor informs pilot about the conflicting traffic.
This may impair the pilots’ ability to build a picture
about the conflicting traffic. While situation
awareness may support effective responding, it does
not itself incorporate response selection and
execution [9]. Hence, the decision-making process
could be affected by the impaired situation
awareness in the ERASMUS managed airspace, but
such impact would probably not directly affect the
decision-making process about the ERASMUS
clearance.
3 METHOD
3.1 Participants

Eleven participants (all male) took part in the
assessment. The age of participants ranged from 25
years to 50 years with an average age of 38.5 years,
all were certified commercial transport aircraft pilots
(A320, A330, A340, and B777).
A variety was found in the flying experience
(hours spent flying the aircraft or certified simulator)
between the participants. The distribution of their
experience expressed as the number of total
flying hours and a percent of that total flying hours
spent on a FMS equipped aircraft is provided in
Table 1. This table also describes the distribution of
participants from the proficiency of a CPDLC
and TA usage point of view; 1=always use
CPDLC/RTA, 5=never use CPDLC/RTA.
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Table 1 The experience of the assessment’s sample

Total flying hours

Mean
Minimum
Maximum

5173
300
10500

Percent of spent on FMS
equipped aircraft
50.5%
10%
95%

Two subgroups of pilots were identified within
the assessment’s sample based upon total flying
hours. For the purposes of discussion, five
participants with the highest total hours (8000–
10500 hours) were defined as “more experienced”,
while six participants with fewer total hours (300–
3600) were defined as “less experienced”; the
“less/more experienced” label is statistical and does
not reflect the real experience of the pilot.

CPDLC use

4,1
2
5

RTA
use
4,5
3
5

3.2 Equipment

A highly adjustable cockpit simulator connected
to the traffic generator using real traffic samples
was used in the assessment. Table 2 describes four
assessment scenarios reflecting various conditions
of ERASMUS operation. Each participant went
through all exercises.

Table 2 The exercises description

Exercise
1
2
3
4

Speed change
+3%
–6%
–3%
–6%

Type of conflict
Crossing
Crossing
Catch-up
Catch-up

Objective and subjective metrics were used in
the assessment. The objective measures were
represented by logging various events (i.e., button
presses) and by recording the display screens and the
behavior of the participants and radio traffic
communication.
The subjective data consisted of three types of
questionnaires: (1) presented at the beginning of the
assessment’s day, (2) after each exercise, and (3)
after all exercises. Mainly five-point scaled
questions (including a “neutral” point) were used.
The participants were also offered the opportunity to
add any comments where they considered it to be
valuable [3].
4 RESULTS

The assessment was conducted at DSNA
(Direction de la Technique et de l'Innovation, DTI)
in Toulouse (France).
4.1 Acceptability

A very important indicator of the acceptability of
the ERASMUS clearances is the ratio of accepted
(WILCO) versus rejected (UNABLE) ERASMUS
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Number of RTAs
2
1
2
1

clearances. Considering the overall results, 14
clearances were rejected (21%) and 52 were
accepted (79%). Individual exercises’ results
showed the highest proportion of rejected
ERASMUS clearances in Exercise 2 (45%) and in
Exercise 4 (36%).
The most important factors participants
considered before deciding to reject/accept the
clearance were the following (given in descending
order of importance): (1) speed impact, (2) fuel
impact, and (3) impact on time/ETA (Estimated
Time of Arrival).
Considering the acceptability components, it was
found that the body of the clearance itself, the time
of its arrival onboard, and the number of data-link
clearances were not perceived as a problem.
However, six pilots (55%) perceive the presence of
the geographic coordinates in the body of the
clearance as unnecessary and making the clearance
difficult to read. The remaining two areas – not
being able to negotiate an aspect of the clearance
with ATCO and the magnitude of the speed change
requested by the ERASMUS clearance were more
acceptable in the Exercise 1 and 3, but it was rather
the opposite in the Exercise 2 and 4. The reason lies
in the –6% speed change requested. A two sample
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t-test showed a very significant difference in the
acceptability of the magnitude speed change
between Exercises 1—3 and 2—4; t(stat)=3.64,
p=0.0004. The decreased acceptability of the
magnitude of speed change also corresponds with
the decreased acceptability of not being able to
negotiate an aspect of the ERASMUS clearance with
ATCO (r=0.45; p=0.01). Seven pilots (64%) also
reported that they would rather change the heading
or the flight level than accept the –6% speed change
request. The pilots perceived the –3/+3% speed
change exercises as the most acceptable (Exercises 1
and 3). Two sample t-test revealed a significant
difference between the subgroups of pilots in the
general acceptability of different areas, with more
experienced pilots expressing significantly less
general acceptability than less experienced pilots;
t(stat)=3.79, p=0.0002.
4.2 Time

For the purposes of the research, the following
events were considered as time stamps for the
components
of
the
transaction
time:

• Notice time – clearance displayed on DCDU
until the ATC message button was pressed.
• Reading time – ATC message button pressed
until pressing SEND button of the STDBY
response.
• Processing time – STDBY button pressed until
WILCO/UNABLE button pressed (this time
includes simulated delay of loading the clearance
into secondary flightplan (5 s) and time required
for delivering the clearance to the ground (15 s)).
• Secondary flightplan activation time – WILCO
button pressed until Activate secondary
flightplan button pressed.
• Total transaction time – clearance displayed on
DCDU until WILCO/UNABLE button pressed
(time required to for secondary flightplan
activation was excluded as it is not important for
the ERASMUS iteration cycle).

The percentile distribution of the total transaction
time identified that 95th percentile was 158 s.
There were no significant differences between
exercises neither in the total transaction time (or its

Table 3 Transaction time results

Time (seconds)
Notice time
Reading time
Processing time
Secondary flightplan activation time
Total transaction time

Mean
8
15
68
10
104

components) nor between the type of the response
(WILCO/UNABLE). This indicates that the
transaction time is not affected by the ERASMUS’
RTA characteristics (i.e., magnitude of speed change
requested) nor by the number of clearances received.
4.3 Situation awareness

A significant difference was identified in the
ability to deduce the location of conflicting traffic
between exercises in relation to the type of conflict
involved. While the participants were not able to
deduce the location when a crossing conflict was
involved (no correct answers), it was the opposite
when catch-up conflict was involved (73 % correct
answers); including the certain, but also the
uncertain answers.
Most of the pilots (77 %) would like to be able to
see the location of the conflicting traffic on a
display, in spite of the fact that importance this
feature is perceived as rather neutral (~3.3).

Median
6
13
59
6
95

Min. value
3
2
26
2
61

Max. value
29
60
148
58
200

5 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

The ERASMUS concept was proved to be
viable, feasible and generally acceptable.
Nevertheless, the airborne impact assessment
revealed number of issues which need to be
addressed in the future. Some issues are related to
the configuration of the ground side of the
automated CD&R, some of them may require
modification of the onboard equipment.
The automatic ground CD&R by minor speed
changes is perceived as generally acceptable for
pilots, but with an exception – magnitude of the
speed change requested. This issue needs to be
treated with caution, because only speed changes not
exceeding 3 % of the current aircraft speed are
readily accepted by pilots. The aspects associated
with the decision-making process of the speed
change request reflect the pilots’ business concerns;
these concerns are besides the impact on speed also
ETA and fuel consumption.
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Interesting finding was that more experienced
pilots expressed significantly less acceptability than
less experienced pilots. This is probably because the
more experienced pilots are also more concerned
about the airline’s business issues (i.e., cost index).
Preceding its implementation, ERASMUS
concept would probably have to prove that the speed
changes requested (1) have globally a commercial
benefit for an airline, and (2) stay in the aircraft’s
performance limits; especially due to airlines’
business objectives.
The time plays a very important role in
ERASMUS, because its efficiency highly depends
on the ability of the aircrew to respond to the
clearance within a 3 minutes expiration period.
Besides three system-paced components (e.g., datalink communication delays), three human-paced
components of the transaction time were identified;
(1) „notice time“, (2) „reading time“, and (3)
„processing time“. Neither the total transaction time
nor its components depend on the clearance
characteristics (i.e., magnitude of speed change
requested) or the number of clearances received.
While the mean value of the total transaction
time (104 s) sounds promising, the 95th percentile
(158 s) sounds different. The 22 s for the systempaced tasks seems not to be enough, because the
time required for up-link and down-link is expected
to take longer. One may object that the easiest way
would be to increase the length of the ERASMUS’
iteration cycle, but such increase would lead to a
significant deterioration of the ERASMUS
efficiency. If it is not possible to increase the length
of the ERASMUS’ iteration cycle, then
improvement of the cockpit interface facilitating the
decision-making process will be required.
The situation awareness was investigated
through the pilots’ awareness of the location of
conflicting traffic. The ability of deducing the
location of conflicting traffic depends on the type of
the conflict. A very significant difference between
the crossing conflict and the catch-up conflict was
identified. No pilot was able to deduce the
conflicting traffic location in the crossing conflict
exercises contrary to 73% of correct responses in the
catch-up conflict exercises.
Pilots would like to be able to have more
information about the conflicting traffic location
from various reasons e.g. safety, information about
the conflict itself, certainty about the aircrafts in
vicinity, etc. However, the participants did not
perceive the ability of being able to see the
conflicting traffic location as important, such
information would be simply in a “nice to have”
category.
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5.1 Suggestions for airborne interface
improvement

The suggestions for the improvement of the
interface are based mainly on the acceptability and
transaction time results. Most of the participants
perceived the current human machine interface
(HMI) as problematic, unnecessarily complicated,
and therefore recommended for improvement.
Several ways on how to facilitate the decisionmaking process, make HMI more comprehensible
and user-friendly were identified.
First, it is possible to merge the loading of the
clearance into the FMS with sending the STDBY
response to the ground. Currently, both operations
need to be done separately. It may even be possible
to make sending the STDBY response to the ground
unnecessary when dealing with clearance generated
by ground automation. However, sending the
STDBY response to the ground informs about the
clearance being processed.
Second, the legibility may be improved. The
presence of geographic coordinates (latitude,
longitude) in the body of the clearance was
perceived by majority of participants as unnecessary.
Some pilots also made objections towards the font
used, which was probably caused by a display used
in the assessment (not a real aircraft display). The
recommendation to improve legibility may be to
remove the geographic coordinates from the
clearance, but preserve them in a discreet mode (i.e.,
the coordinates would by displayed only on a pilot’s
request).
Third, the use of the secondary F-PLN was
perceived as inappropriate, because the pilots
usually use it in a different way. This temporary
solution may be replaced by use of a special
flightplan dedicated to the processing clearances
generated by automated ground CD&R.
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APPRAISAL OF CRITICAL TRANSPORTATION
INFRASTRUCTURE – RISKS AND SAFETY
Jaroslav ZAJÍČEK, Jiří HAVLÍČEK, Pavel FUCHS
Radovan SOUŠEK, Miroslav KELEMEN, Lucia KOVÁČOVÁ
Abstract: Risk management is a proper platform for solving of critical infratructure protection tasks. Risk Assessment as
a substantial part of risk management contains processes and tools for risk evaluation. Transportation infrastructure
disturbances are evaluated by risk measures and calculation of risk value is presented.
Keywords: Critical infrastructure, risk assessment, risk evaluation, probability, consequence, FMECA.

1 INTRODUCTION

Critical transportation infrastructure is a part of
national infrastructure, which comprises, besides the
transportation, the energy, telecommunication,
banking and finance, public health and healthcare,
public administration, etc. At the present time we
miss a methodology we could apply to this issue
directly without any adjustments.
2 ASSESSED FACTORS

Risk assessment has to be based on the principles
of combination of probability and consequences.
Further categorization of the probability in
assessment process is not advisable, the attention

should be focused on the consequences resulting
from the assessed undesired occurrences.
It is advisable to substitute the non-dimensional
probability by the frequency of occurrence, which,
assuming the real values, is expressed by the time
units [h-1]. By doing this it won’t be necessary to
relate the assessed factor to the a particular time
period, e. g. 1 year.
Evaluation of consequences could be separated
to the infrastructure operator’s costs related to an
object reconstruction and the total expenses of road
traffic participants varying in dependence on the
length of a potential diversion route, traffic density
and the time required for the particular object
reconstruction.

Figure 1 Risk assessment processes
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3 ASSESSED OBJECT

Crisis management of the Czech Republic
considers the road and railway infrastructure to be
critical. From the national point of view the railway
infrastructure is more critical than the road one, but
regarding to the territorial division of a country, the
road infrastructure appears more critical and will be
further presented. Selected types of road
infrastructure objects to be assessed are as follows:
bridge, tunnel, junction, stretch of road, railway
crossing.
Points and lines as the map symbols represent the
particular types of objects. Line objects assessment
has to respect the length of assessed object, but it is
not necessary to separate the results of line objects
analysis from those obtained by performing the
point object analysis.
4 ASSESSED OCCURRENCES

Any undesired occurrence pertaining to the
traffic infrastructure objects, such as ordinary wear
and tear, wrong or defective construction, natural
phenomena, traffic accidents, etc. can be assessed.
Wear, accident, ... causes a partial or total closure.
Considering the risk it is possible to compare
undesired occurrences of examinated objects
globally as well as separately in defined categories
in regard to a kind of undesired occasion.
5 VALUE SCALES

All of the valuation scales are of five points.
Evaluation of the factors does not primarily take into

account the complicated risk/risk value assessment.
If there are more factors to be assessed than the
standard calculation methods usually use, the
calculation would not be a simple sum or product of
values although a value scale would be adjusted.
Primarily it is important to adapt the scales to the
real values as the output data and also to the
commonly used terms (timescale constructed of the
time periods such as day, week, month, etc., instead
of 1 hour, 10 hours, 100 hours, etc.), and also to the
anticipated probability distribution identifying
probability of the value falling into a defined
interval.
All of the designed scales are five-point.
Analysis and evaluation do not require the scales to
be of the same number of levels, but it seems useful
for those performing the evaluation. It is
recommended to define a designation for each scale
value.
Occurrence rate
•
•
•
•
•

Designation of the factor (indicator):
Number of scale levels:
Designation of real substitution value:
Real parameter measurement unit:
Approximating real function:

F1
5
X1
h-1
f1

Designated time data have been chosen in
consideration of commonly used ones, range and
form of arithmetic progression is then identified in
regard to the anticipated rate of evaluated
occurrences.

Table 1 Approximating functions

F1
1

Occurrence rate
negligible (cca once per 100 years or less)

X1 [h-1]
1,1E-06

2

low (cca once per 10 year)

1,1E-05

3

medium (cca once per year)

1,1E-04

4

high (cca once per month)

1,4E-03

5

abundant (cca once per week or more)

6,0E-03

f1
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Figure 2 Frequency values comparison
Object reconstruction costs
•
•
•
•
•

Designation of the factor (indicator): F2
Number of scale levels:
5
Designation of real substitution value: X2
Real parameter measurement unit: CZK
Approximating real function: .
f2

Values fall into the range of scale with the ratio
equal to 10. This high-value coefficient allows the
diametrically different occurrences in terms of costs
to be evaluated, e. g. ice layer vs. reconstruction
of a section.

Table 2 Approximating functions

F2
1
2
3
4
5

Object reconstruction costs
negligible (cca 1 000 CZK or less)
low (cca 10 000 CZK)
medium (cca 100 000 CZK)
high (cca 1 000 000 CZK)
extremely high (cca 10 000 000 CZK or more)

Comparison of substitution values and the ones
of approximating functions is not necessary, because
these are equal for each point of evaluation.
Effects on the health and safety
•
•
•
•
•

Designation of the factor (indicator):
Number of scale levels:
Designation of real substitution value:
Real parameter measurement unit:
Approximating real function:

F3
5
X3
CZK
f3

X2 [CZK]
1,00E+03
1,00E+04
1,00E+05
1,00E+06
1,00E+07

Approximating functions

If we express the impact on healt in financial
terms it can be included into the risk associated with
undesired occassion as well. The price of health or
life is disputable and markedly varies in different
studies. There are many studies on the price of
human life regarding the age of people or a country
where they live, etc. Estimation of values for each
level shown in the table bellow is not an issue to be
worked out in this text so the data valuated by RRM
software (Risk and Reliability Management) have
been used without the detail analysis.

Table 3 Approximating functions

F3
1
2
3
4
5
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Effects on the health and safety
negligible (health threats without persistent effects)
small (persistent injury)
medium (persistent injury of more people)
large (death)
death (death of more people)

X3 [CZK]
1,0E+04
8,0E+05
8,0E+06
8,0E+07
2,5E+08

Approximating function
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Figure 3 Effects values comparison
Length of a diversion route
• Designation of the factor (indicator):
• Number of scale levels:

F4
5

• Designation of real substitution value: X4
• Real parameter measurement unit:
km
• Approximating real function:
f4

Table 3 Approximating functions

F4
1
2
3
4
5

Length of a diversion route
negligible (cca 5 kms or less)
small (cca 10 kms)
medium (cca 25 kms)
large (cca 50 kms)
extraordinary (cca 100 kms or more)

X4 [km]
5
10
25
50
100

Approximating function

Figure 4 Length of a diversion route values comparison

Traffic density
•
•
•
•
•

Designation of the factor (indicator): F5
Number of scale levels:
5
Designation of real substitution value: X5
Real parameter measurement unit: ks.(24h)-1
Approximating real function:
f5

Value scale presented bellow has been designed
in accordance with results of the periodical

traffic.density statistics made by the Roads and
Motorways Agency of the Czech Republic. Annual
average of the vehicles on the motorways and main
roads during the 24 hours period is being considered.
If the exact values of traffic density on particular
road stretches are known, it is better to abandon
a semiquantification of this factor and use the
statistical density values.
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Table 4 Approximating functions

F5
1
2
3
4
5

Traffic density
negligible (cca 500 vehicles/24hrs or less)
low (cca 2 000 vehicles/24hrs)
medium (cca 6 000 vehicles/24hrs)
High (cca 12 000 vehicles/24hrs)
extremely high (cca 30 000 vehicles/24hrs or more)

X5 [vehicles/ 24
hrs]
500
2000
6000
12000
30000

Approximating function

Figure 5 Traffic density values comparison

Reconstruction time
• Designation of the factor (indicator):
• Number of scale levels:

F6
5

• Designation of real substitution value: X6
• Real parameter measurement unit:
h
• Approximating real function:
f6

Table 4 Approximating functions

F6
1
2
3
4
5

Reconstruction time
negligible (cca 8 hours or less)
short (cca 1 day)
medium (cca 1 week)
Long (cca 1 month)
extremely long (cca 1 year or more)

X6 [hrs]
8
24
168
730
8760

Approximating function

Figure 6 Reconstruction time values comparison
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6

CALCULATION OF
RISK/RISK VALUE

AN

EVENTUAL

Value scales including the substitution values
and approximating functions enable us to define a
function for estimating an eventual risk of undesired
occurence. The risk is calculated by multiplying the
occurence rate and financially estimated total
consequence. Cumulative distance of the diversion
of all vehicles during the reconstruction time is
calculated by multiplying the X4, X5 and X6 factors.
For the calculation purposes it is necessary to
determine the costs per 1 kilometer, symbolized by
k4. Example: following inputs can be used for k4
calculation:
• Proportion of a freight traffic
• 1 km long freight traffic rate
• 1 km long passenger traffic rate

0,1
35 CZK
6 CZK

Average costs per one kilometer (k4) are approx.
9 CZK (= 0,1.35+0,9.6).
Eventual risk is expressed by following term:

X1 to X6 values are the substituting real values. In
case that requires the use of function, the eventual
risk can be estimated by using the approximating
functions f1 to f6, thus:

After the substitution of particular functions
we get:

For example: for n=100 the common ratio is
approximately equal to 1,25 (q=1,25).
7

COMBINATION OF SEMI-QUANTITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE INPUTS

Results of the non-failure and risk analysis
achieved from the statistic input data are always
more exact and credible than the ones achieved by
analyzing the estimated input data and therefore it
would be counterproductive to use the scale
evaluation instead of correct input data and
consequently decrease the accuracy of the analysis.
Suggested valuation and risk calculation methods
afford the possibility to substitute any factor, for
which the statistical data are available, by the exact
real value.
8

CONCLUSION

Input data can be evaluated by using the method
described before, but the evaluation regarding the
certain output requirement can be performed as well.
Deterministic approach could be used to evaluate
and compare the consequences of undesired
occurences disregarding the due probability or it is
possible to separately evaluate the risk associated
with the object reconstruction, the effects on the
health and safety and also the risk of the third party
associated with the other occurences, e. g. traffic
diversion.
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